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ÀBSTRACT

Historically. hospitals in North America have experienced

a high turnover rate in their nursing staff. Althouoh the

defir-lition and nÌeäsurement of turnover is difficult Lo

ca.pture" it has been found that the turnover of general duty

nurses is more than four times hiqher than the turnover of

members from other professional and technical occupations.

Nursing turnover is thought to hinder the efficiency of

hospitals and the quality of care delivered to patients" rt

is the hospital administrators responsibility to supervise and

manage employees to ensure that all of the clepartmenta-1

efforts are coordinated towards achieving the orgänizational

goal of providing quality patient care.

The purpose of the studlr was to obtain the hospital

administrätors' perspective on the phenomenon of turnover

amongst general outy Registered Nurses and to investiqaLe what

strategies were in pl.ace in their institutions to retain

nurses. As wel], the study attempted to inquire as to wÏ'ry

certain strategies were implemented and how effective they

were.

The study design was a survey and the instrument that wa-s

devised was a semi-structured open-ended interview schedule.

After a pilot study, Eight Executive Directors and one

Assistant to an Execu.tive Director (non-nurse) were

interviewed.

The findings revealed that none of the participants in
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the study viewed nursing turnover as a proi:Ìem and that only

one third of the participants knew the turnover rates for

their f aciliLies. ûvera-1i., the hospitals were doing a poor

job of measurinct nursinq turnover" Few of the Executive

DirecLors offered deliberaie retentÍon si-rateqies aimed at

reducing the exodus of general duty nursing employees. The

rnost rrotable strltugy that was being considered by several

facilities to retain nurses was futuristico and involved re-

oefining the role of the nurse and articulating non-nursing

functions. The rationale for this endeavour was attributed as

an indirect response to the provincial-wide nursers strike of

January 1991.

The study concluded that- ?ìr'ìr.qi no' l-rrr¡over was not seen to

be ün important problem by hospital administrators, and that

it vras not measured properly by the hospitals in tlre study.

As a consequence, it is unlikely that nursing turnover will be

effectively reduced or controlled in hospital organizations.
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I) I NTRODUCTI ON

Background Information For The Studv

Historically, hospitats in North America have

experienced a high turnover rate in their nursing staff. rn

the united states, a study conducted by the American Nursesr

Association in 1,962, revealed an annual turnover rate in
excess of 4O"t (Cavanagh, 1989). Hospital nursing turnover
increased to an alarming degree in the mid 1970s and was

reported to be as high as 6Leo (Marquis, 19Bg). A 1980 report
by the .A,merican Nurses I Association, and the National
Association of Nurse Recruiters estimated the average turnover
rate for Registered Nurses employed in hospitals between 32

and 4Oeo (t'Iolf ' 1981- ) . More recently. the l-987 statistics f rom

a survey conducted by the National Association for Health Care

Recruitment, listed the crude nurse emproyee turnover rate at
20% nationally (!üa11, 19BB ) .

Data regarding the velocity of nursing turnover in canada

is obscure, at best. unpublished information collected by

statistics canada, and Hearth and f¡üelfare canada in an annuar

survey of health care facilities during the Lg77/7g fiscal
year reported a 2!v" turnover rate in fult-time nursing staff.
This turnover rate fe11 substantiarly to 13% in 1"994/Bs.

rnterestingly, these nationar figures were considerably lower

than those calculated in individuar provinciar studies.
Provinciar carculations of turnover during the sàme year,
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reveal-ed v,fried ¿rnd drarnatic rênqes in their results. The

Nova scotia Deì:artment of Heal thu counci 1 of reachincl

Hospital-s, and Re(listered Nurses Association reÞortecl a 0-Bilsa

nurse tllrnover rate in the j r province. The Älberta Hcsp j,ta j

Ässociation rerrrrrie,l niirsirrg tttrnover in th,:ir prrtvince as 26-

33sa, and the New Brunswick l'ianpower consul.tai:ive committee on

Nursing shortage docurnenLed a û-32eo nurse rurnover rate in

tLreir province (Emptoyment and Immigrati-on Document. May

1988 ) . These f indings ref lect both tre¡nenrlous natirloal
variation and major methodologíca] differerìces in the

deiinition anr measul:ernent of nursinq Lui:irover in canad.a.

AlLhough the rates and meäsurernent of turnover varv

beiv¡een wardsn institr-ltions åi-rd regions, it has beerr found

that the turnove:r of general dr:ty nurses is moïe than four

times higher than the turnrlver of members of all prr:fessional

and techníca1 occupatj.ons (price, Lg77)" James price and

charles Muell-er in their book; professi.r:nal- TurnrJVeL_:, The case

s.E- bl-urscå." reÞort ihat hospitel- nurses have more than three
times the iurnover rate of teachers ancl one and one-half times

tÌre turnover rète of sociar workers (cited in Mu-nro, l-gBi).
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!$aact Ot t'he Prqble

The effects of nursinq turnover ar:e feli- thronghouL the

hosÞital 6¡r;ätìization, Lhe nursing ¡rrofession and society at

1arge" A degree of turnoveL: cän be viewed as needed for

reneç\'al of Lhe organizaLion, hcwever excessive turnovel: cEn

specifically affect: the budget of the hospitalu the

productivity of the staffu organizational effectiveness and

the quality of patient care the hos;,:ital delive.i:s, the

professional image of nursinc3, the cost of nursing education

and finally, Lhe cost of healLh cäre i¡r Canada.

The rrrr:st obvit¡us problem with Registe::ed Nurse tu.rnovejl

in hospitals is i'us trernerrdous cost to the organization. The

direct cost r¡f replacinq a Registered t'turse consirfers

i:ecruitment and orientation of ð new nurse ancl the cost for

overtime ¡r.a¡z Lo cover the vacancy, This cost has consisten.1:l-y

been estimated from study to study to be between zroo0 to

3n000 Amerj"can dollars per nurse (w*e11, lgBB)" rn addition Lo

tlrese projections, the analysis of replacÍng ci:itical care

nurses has fr¡utrd that the contplexities of this ty¡re of nursirrc;

require an extended education and orientation period" Some

org,fnizations have estirnated the cosL of replacing an

intensj-ve có.Te nurËe betl+een $7¿000 and $8,000 (Hirrshaw

et ' al. , i987 ) . Thus ail ,"verage urban hospital thai c()ntains

epproxiirrately 300 beds and employs 500 Registered Nui:ses and

has an annuaL turnover rate of 3Oeo, requires 180 ne\^J pos itions

to J:e filled every year at a cost o:f approximaieJ-y $500"000 to
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the hospital. Al-mr:st- a half è äiillion dol-rars f or Ðsle

iirstitr,rtion is a sta.ggering expense¿ ÞJ]-ren it is simnlr¡
requ j.::ed to replace st-af f .

ïn adrlitio¡r l-o exl)enses incu::red ior obt*-ining
replacemenLs for resiqning nuïses¡ there are r:ther critj_cal_
factors to be consirfered when reviewi-ng nursing st_aff
turnover" The first factor to appraise is Lhe effect turncver
has on Õvera11 employee protiucLivity. As Fl-amholtz rliscovereu
in his research during the early 19 T0s o siaÍf turnover
t-ranslates into such things as loss oË efficiency on tire pert
of the l-eaver prior to the separationo ti-re iag time of the new

employee to become efficientu and the increasecf workloo,rl IeÈt
to existing employees who *rust perform the tasks (MobJ-eyn

'r987.J . In atlditir:n to tl:is, sL.lrri ?s research f j-nclin<¡s irr 19g0

indicated that turnover mdy by itself stimula.Le addi.Lionai
turirr:ver by highrighti¡r¡ the fac,c that alternative jol:s may be

available {Mobley, rgBzt " Group cohesir¡eness and moral-e may

understandably decline with high turnover, whic¡ in turn could
markeclly affect overall staff performance.

Ànother important f actor to conside:r in cr:n junctioir wj th
employee productivity is the notion of organizational
ef f ectiveness. Orgäniza.tirrnal ef f ectivenèss is the <legree t6
which an organization achieves its goa1s" The most prominent
goal of any hospital is to deliver quaJ ity i:atierrt care
services, This goal j_s the ¡rrimary responsibilitlz of the
Department of bJurs ing. I f the Department oÈ Nurs ing mal<es up
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F¡a-'7ûv, of l:Ìrr: ernployÊes of l-he hos¡:itaI {voc_it et.al-., l-983)

and i.s r:esponsible f or providing c.lre bo all pati ents, the

Lnosl- rListtirbing prttential consequence of Iiigh tìurse turll()ver

rates, is the l-oss of overall orqanizational effectiveness of

Lhe hospital, in::elation l-o Lhe qu.ality of pa-tient care it
provides" Although furi:her research is reaui.red to arrive ai
an assessmenL oi turnoverrs nei impact Òn orgcìnizatir:¡ral
af l:o¡l- i ¡¡ar,¿cccllcçLrv=rlcbÐ" James Price, in hís bool< T@,

reÞörts 'rThere is cert.rinty än irnpress ive amount of daLa

sunpo::tinq the idea thai successively higher a.mounts of

tu.r¡rover probably Þrorf uce success ively lower amount:; of

effecl-iveness'* (1977, p.115) " I nd e ed , Lher e i s mount i. r-rg

r:virfence i:o sçr;gest thal, nursing stafi tr-lrn.over disrui:ts
overal-1 s'Laff productivi.ty and can be detrimental_ Lo the

quality ancl qr:antity of p"etient care (cavanagh, 19Bg). Tiris

has serions impl.ications for the care itself ãs welr äs Êor

Lhe image of the Ìrospital because ultirnatelyn nursing staff
Iurnover compiomises the quality of pat-ient care services the

organization strives to deliver.

The historic hiqh rate of attrition among nuïses in

hospitals has damaged the ¡:rof ess ionaL image of nurs irrg.

illrirsing is a unique profession in that it is female dominated"

(97 percent of nurses ô-l:e wonen accordi¡r¡ to Statistics Canada

19BB ) and provides a 24 hour a clay, ? day a weel<, 365 day pei:

yeal: service Lo its c] ients. Arthouqh the lal:our

participation rate of canada's 249 t6j3 Registered Nurses
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cìmounts Lo 92 percent, 37 Lrercent oÈ those who are emÞloyeci

assune part-time positions ( statistícs, canada, lgBg ) _

Ft:rthermorer' ::or,rgirly 6{l perceni: of t}re Ìlurses working in
hospitals are under 40 yeal:s of age (Green, jggT ) " These

stati.stics combined u¡ith Lr-rrrrr:ver rates in hosÞitals, invite
questions as to r¿vhether nurses commit themselves to their
prof ess ion and career on a t i Ëelong l:as is .

Nursing education takes place in ins.Litutions such äs

LI¡rir¡ersitiesr colnmunity coì. leges enrl hoslitais. Tlre f i¡ancinq
'For post-secondary education in Canada is heavily subsiclized,
and Ílintlinc.i c:omes prirnarily trom tLre provincial çtovernmeïlcs¿

and partialllz f rom the f edera_l- government " paymeirts drÊ

transferred between the heal-th and educaLion sectors of the

'r'ì\¡êrì1mÞì1f crrçþ that the llursi¡ro sl..rlrlenf r.ndq rìn n¡r¡ìrrn nirlr¡urru ¡ru!Ð_L¡lv Þ LulleilL *--*_ .y*J =.-f

1û -15-'¿ of the total- cost of he:: edr-ication. with rec{arrl to
rrursing stuclenLs and theiT career patierns forlowing
graduation, it would äppeal: that canadian society is not
getting bheir money's worth out of thei.r nurs ing worl<f orce "

Nurses that o¡:t out of work befr:re::etirement ãgÊu force rn¡rÊ

nurses to be 'brained, which in turn drives up the costs of

nursing educatiorr, entf ultimately drains tire public Llurire.

Finallyr nursing turnover can be sai.d to nave a

trernendous impact on the financing of tlie cjanatfian health ca;:e

systern. universal healti-r cðre in canarla is fuircled br¡

g()vernmerrtË, which receive

citj.zens in the coriniry.

their revenuÈ by i:axin,l the

i¡Jhen a qu"rrl-.er of a lnil-l.ion
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RegisLererl lttrursÈs reÞresent aimost half of al-l- CanaCian health
care workers¡ and rrtore than 65eo of these nurses work in c¿

hospit-aÏ setting (statisti cs Canacìeo lgBB )o anrl 50eo of ,e

]rosÞit.:1 rs budget is f or its parvt:of 1¿ and mol:e than .l 0?, of
this figu::e is tor nursestsal-aries (Vog.L et.al"" lgBj). and

approximately 30eo c¡f those nLlrses l-eave t--he oï.rãr-ìi_zatÍon

airnualÌy, it worrld appear then that- tlie Eovernment is L¡or_r.ring

health care dotlars into a bucket thaL has a gaping hole in
its ]:otLoüi.

StaLement Of The problem

A reviev'¡ of the literature and nry personal- eïperience as

a nul:se/ indicate thaL turnover arììollgst nursing employees ili
hospita-[s is problematic and hinders the efficiency of the
()rgänizatiorr .ìnrl the qualiLy of cere clelivered to p,:-1*ienis.

ïn the last decade, the phenomenon of nursing turnover in
hospitals has i:een perceiveci as à distr-rrl:ing .ìfld compJ-ex

problern by nurses. Nursing research, nursing te:xtsu and

nursing jr:urnals have recognizecl it, anrl have devotetl much

time and ef f ort to inves tigate and discuss 1-he pirenomenolr and

; !_-
I L¡) ceu5 ei5 a-nd nnJ. anl- ì ¡'ì sr:fr-rtir:ns.

unfortunately, there is only a smal.l amcunt of canadian

literaturÈ on the topic, and any investigations that have been

done (as discussed in the previous section) äre replete lvith
irregul-arities in methorlr:logy a¡rd. reveal inconsistencies i¡
the finclings According to the Manitoba Health Services



{lornlrri ss i on u ð.ìl i ¡rves t i gaL i r:n r egarcì i ng

hospital_s in Lhis province has never been

ð- general rlverviel.r anrl surnrû,lry of the

turnover in provincial liospitals wj th j.n

difÈicult to present.

B

nursing Lurnr:vÈr i¡r

dcne " Coirseguenhf y,

p::oblem of nurs ing

Canada js extremely

Àf ter reviewirrc3 the nurs ing riterature on th:--s

phenomenon, I felt iL was important to review the hospÍtal
adninis't-raLion literature, in order tcr obtain that
perspective " Àf ter al_I, it is the si:af f nurses, qenere.l-

resÐonsibility to prorride cèl:e for patients iir hospital_s, but
it i-s the hospitar administrator';; respoìlsibil iLy to suÞervise
and manage employees to ensuïe thal aLl of the departmental
effi:rts,lre coorditrated towæ.rds achieving the orgaïìizat!onal
goar of providing qualii-y paiient care" A disturbing finding
i¡r thris literature ¡:eview was tlie lacl< of recoguition given to
nu::s ing iurirover by authors of text-s abou-L hosÞita1
adtninisLration. Three bool<s written in the 1980s regardirrg
the management of health seïvices organi zat ions, the
mall,fgement of health care professi.onals, and the nrailàgernerrL of
humarl resources in hearth se::vices oïeãn i z¡J- i nnq {id not
menti-an the problem oE nursi-ng turnoverl (r.ottrer, llernadez &

Jrrine::u 1988; Mcconner l¡ 1gB4; Rakich" Longest & Derr, 1gB5 ) .

rn fact. 'Lhese books devoted fewer than f ive pages in total"
to e discussion of enlployee turnover in general. This f inding
was not onJ-y disturbing, but bewildering as wel1. [,ühy \^ras

nurs iirg turnover no'L addressed in these Lexis? The ìTrosL
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obvious assurnption oll nìy part was Ll'iat i i the topic wes not
addressed by hospital administratc¡rs. it was por pellceived ð-s

a probl-em. I f that is the case, why wou.ld there l¡e sLrch

divergent ínterests between nurses and hospital administrators
on such cl su]lject? Further literatrlre searches reveal-ed there
is a deai:th of inforrnation that outlines hospital
administrätorsr pers¡:ecLive on äny nursing issue, incrudiirg
expanded roles of the nurse, entry to practice, nursiirg
researcho and nursing care delivery motles. This tjiscovery wais

alarmÍ ng.

Te>:tboclkÉ that outline managemeirt theor¡¡ a¡rd speah to
hospita] rnanagement in particur aru repeatedly identi fy and

delineate the rnajor activities of managers. These functions
include; planning, organizing" di::ect ing, cttntroll ing,
coordirrating, sl,af f ing r yepl:esenting, decision nakinEu
r-rrrììììrrn ì ¡,¡J- i n,-, Cf i t iCaI j n form¡f ì nnsrJ¡Lr.ru¡¡rLqurrrg CfItlCãl ¡Lrr_ru¡vrr/ aIIOCating SCafCe

rescrurces/ managing conflict and change¡ c:reating a

facii-itatincJ climate" anrr rnainta.ining stalrility (charns &

schaefer, 1983; coldsmÍth, 1991; and Numerof , rggzj. ,ïhe

generè.1 definiLio¡rs of managemenL var)i Ì:ut they basically
state ä s irni 1ar premise :

l"lairagement maÍntains controÌ ancl suppl ies direction ínLhe accompl_ishment of the goals and ohjectives within anorganÍzation (|lumerof , IgBZ, p.242) .

M'lnagernent work is clecision making" in the 1:roa.destsense¡ addressed to the achievement of organizationaL
1:erf ornìarìce (Charns & Schaefero 1983, p.1I).
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It goes rn¡itÌroul- s.ayiil ,; Lhat hospiL.rrs.-,-rÈ tremendously diverse
oi:ganizations and that the role af Lhe män¿lqer is a.n

exceedingl¡i complex and dif f icr_rIt one. However most vrould

agree that although the management Llr:ocess entail-s mäny

itrLe::related activities and techniques, the r_rltinrate

responsibility of a mänäger is to ensure the orgalìizatioir
performs effectiveì-y a.nrl efficiently" This resl:onsibility

i¡rvolves a tremendous amount of clecision malçing. These E\Âro

critical fr:¡rcLions are repeaLerlly idei:Lified in def initions r¡I

m:n¡conron'{- f}-,/r^-/.'. Ê^^r? - ; ^- -..-!-; ** Lr.- -r¡llLrrruyErrrç¡ru urreor]: decision rnaking that ensures and ta.l.,es

ËespoÍìsibnl-ãty f or organizat j"cna]- eÈf ecLi.veness "

tlith respect ttl manageinent tLr,-'ory anrf nursiirg iuLLrover,

r found this particular statement by Numerof ratheï poignant_:
trTh¡- mlTìãñèr ¡ll-hnrrch nrì{- nê¡--êss.¡rilw.q}-rle tO fte::fOfm Lhe ¡.¡Ofj<Lorar ¿ rJ qur

at tl're special ist " must know enough abouL t-he needs a-nd

iunctior"rs of particuLar specialties l-o unclerstand how they

contribute to the whol_e ( 1982, p.236 ) "'u A review of the

hospital administration literature and my exper:iences as ð.

generar rìuty nul:se l.ead me to be-l-ieve that hosnit.rl
adrni.nisLratr:rs drt not crildress rnany of the needs ot: Ëu.nctj.ons

of nurses, and do not demonsirate sufficient unclerstandinq of

hov'¡ profr:ssiona. I nurses contribu-te to the whole, The

extensive review br-rt limitecl discussion of managemÉrrt theo::y

Dl'{lSenferl hr=r-e t-rii¡es riqe J-n qr-ìm.r imnnr'l-=nl_ rìrrêq.f-inn*.!¿ÐL uu ¡lu¡rrs IrltHuLLu¡¡L rluLDLrul¡,lc
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I f the mandate of .l corporate CEO ts to rrratrêge

personnel- and resources to cleliver ¿i quality

servicË¿ shr:r:1rl not t-Ìre CBO have,t vj-sion oi Ìrow

best to deliver thaL service?

[{}rai do hos¡:itar admini:;trators know about nursini]
practice in the total context oi pati.ent care

services?

More specificaì-}y, how do hospital administrators
vi ew nurs inc3 turnover?

Fresentlyn nurses are Ì:eing herd accounLable fo:: tlie
qual- ity of care they delivÊr. concu-rrent1y, nlirse rei:earchei:;;

are developing and expanding the body of scientific l<irov,r-Leclgc

that forins 1-he found"etion for their Lrractice. rn orrler to
deliver quality patienL cai:e by competent ancl accountable

nursing staffso it woulcl seenì essential thnt ho:;piLal-

admiiristrators co11a]:roraLe aird support their nursing employees

in o::der to provide this servir:e. specifica. l1¡r, this me,nïls

that manägers of Ìrospitals should provide ð.n enviïonmerrt that
links nursing theory, research, etfucaLion and ¡rractice Lc¡

policy. Ä hospital administrator is rarely seen by å staff
nurse ar-rrl theref ore nursesr r:pinions of arlministrato::s are

largery based on their per:ception of the cEois impticit views

and deci-sions that ,3re outlined in hos¡:itaJ. policy and

procedure m¿lnual-s. conseqr:ent1y, rnost staf f nurses view
hospital administraLors ai5 invisiÌ:Ie arrtf si lent autocrats wiro

l-)

2)

J,|

äl:e very unaware as to what goes on rrat the bedsicleìl
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sr-il-1j-v"+ir illristraLes thj"s percepLion lrerd by -rìuj:ses Loward

hospiLal admiiristratcrs nrosr- explicitly in the follc-rwi.i.iq

sl,atemenL; rrMany of tiien bel ieve that managementrs ç¡oal is the
a-ntithesis of nursingrs goal; the cäre clf paLienLs'r (1gBg/

p ' 408 ) . inlhy does there seem to be sLrppl:esserl a¡rimos ity helrì
by nLìr:ses towæ-:rds admi.nistrato::s? coulcl it be as Nurnerof

statedo Lhat ilurses feel'crrat hospital arlrninistrato::s do not
know about theiT coll-ective neecls and pr:ofessional fuirctic.¡ns
or understanrl Ìrr:w they cor:tr ibute to the ruwlìo1en of patient_

cåre servi.ces that are del ivered in hospitals?
rt is widery ber ier¡ecf that the ¡-rroblem oi turnover

amongst hos¡:iLal nurses Lies in the natu.re of hos¡rital- nursinE
jol¡s ,rTrtl the incenLive structuri:s by which tliei y: vtoyk is
rewarded, rather than Lhe characberistics or motivations of
individr:al nurses (Beyers eL.aì.0 tgBj; DarÌ:yshi.re, lgBg;
Hoffman, 1989; Huston & Marquis, 19Bg; Mccloskey, rgi4; Mur:ro,

1983; Prestholtìt, et.al.o 19BB; Ruffing et.a-1 .u LgBq; vocat

et. a1. , 1983; [rTo1.f , 1981; [r]eisman, 1gB2 ) " It is the struc.ture
of the orgänizatioir. desigrl of the teskr; that make up the job,
allocaLian of resour-ces/ provision of rewarclsu and Lhe

c¡:eation of .ì Èacilitating clinaLe that fal-l rrnder ttre

ðuspices of managemeirt. Thus¿ dccording to nur:ses/ the

¡rroblem of turnover rloes not tie solely with nursing
personnel - rndeedr marly nurses are of the opinion that mucÌ:

of the ¡rroblem stems frotrr the ranks of aclministration end

their i¡rability to manäge tlie nursing peïsonnel.
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Tlre i mnl ications f rom the turnover resÊ,l.rch irr Llrp n¡sfPcr L

are especiall-y important, because tLreir resul-ts direct

hos¡:il-aI anrl nLìrsing administrators' a.ttenLion t-r: the rspecif ic

aspects of rrurses t jobs ancl the orEð-nizatione,f settings wi l-hiu

which they work, tha.t nìay significantly contribute to tlie
nrnl-r'l am nf rrrlrq i n,-r l-rrynn\/ef in hOSn j ta]_S. The tu.rnover

research resr.tl-Ls suggest that by changiirt; those condiiions

that contr ibute to nurs ing turrrover, hospi tal-s can

st-ibsl-,:.ni-ialIlz reduce tliis pÉlrvas j.ve prr>b1em"

iltr-rnnq ø ÕÇ ¡Tl.¡o QJ-rr,lr¡

'Ihe 'nìjrnôse nF f h i .; q1_ irr'lw i S :

(1) To obtain hos¡rital

(2)

(3)

(4)

admi.nistratorsr perspecti.ve oil Lhe phenomerron

of l-rrrnover amongst gr:neral cJuty Registereri

ï\Tlr'¡qoq "

To investigate what strategies are in place in

hospitals to reiain nurses;

To investi.gate why the retenLioir straiegies
h.¡r¡a ho'¡rr i rrtrr'l ornanl-o'jl.

To ii:vesLigate how effective the retention
q l-r.¡l-ar ì oq lvd

General- Research Ouestions

I ) How do hospital. administrators perceive

turnover anongsL general duty RegisterÈd Nurses
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2)

In r-iosprtals /

lühat strategies have

'LLlTnover arrd,/or retai

Idhy have the strategi.

How elfective ùre the

been designed to prevent

11 nUrSes?

es been implemented?

strateg i es ?

3)

4J

Sic¡nificance Of The Study

lïursing turnover has rec€ived much

different fiel-ds of social- inqr-iiry, br:t il_ har;

attention from hospiial adrninistrators " Thís

Lhe hos¡riteI æ.dministra.toi: rs perspec.t_ive r:f

geireral duLy nurses that work in hospital:; -

attention from

receive,l l ittie

study focuses on

i:urnover among

The study examines the rer-ationship between ge.eral
menagenent principles and Lhe pri.nciples of hospitat
mdrla(Je11ìÈnt, and reveals gêps i:etween w]iat the hospitar
adminÍstration I iterature professes and hclw hospital
ad¡nin istræ_to::s pract ice .

The study wi.11 demonstrate the irnporLance of recognizing
änc1 incorporating the nursing persuecLive into hor;piLal
management concepts, theories, and models. rn so doing, it
Llrges sociar scienti.sts to irìentify and increase the
conceptua-l l-inl< between administratíve Lheory, hospiial
administrative theory, end hospital pol-icies and practice.

The intent of this research is to signal- Lo students,
¡rractitir¡ners and authorities of hospital atlminist::ation Lhat
in order to direct activities witiiin hospiLals" it would be
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äplrrolrr iaLe to expect Bxecutive Directors to h,rve knowledr-le oI

nursing issuesn rrursing research and nursing cal:e deriiiery

modes, so that nursing practice- a larcJe I'product" anrj cost ol
hos¡ritar organiza.tions- can be i.ntegrated in hospjta.l poticy.

Nursing turnover has a serious impact on the hospiLaÌ
ì--+:^'- ì-hp ntlrqinrr nvnFaecinr -'.¡l cnniafr¡ r'*- -lrr¡auryGrr!./-eLaulr¿ LrrE rturrf,ltV u_L(JIebStOfl dllu SO(j-LgLy AI

rFh i q <f ,rÄrr hn¡6c Lo contribute tO the underst¡nd ì n<r of irrr!,J ¿1L,f,qJ rrrJl:Jr-"Þ LU r*ullL_LIIJLlLe L(J LIle Ullclf:-,_*.-^..* _ ^lLlrslnrJ

'i-rr:-n h*'. rrzócanJ-irrn fe],gVant lii.er¡.i-.trl-e.: py,¡rìnr.inrrrr¿ " prEÐçrrLrr¡y rçrEVë.jrL IJ-L_,- _.,pf OI'LllU

hosnìf¡l ndmì¡isLratorrs atlitrlrìes rFcr¡rr'ì ino lhe nhr-nrrLur GLr¡rrrrtrÞL!'i,LLJl- Þ dL y..._.-.lmeïlolì;

and collecting data abou't current retention strateqies ancl

their ef f ecj-iveness. I t is hopecì that bhe greater

understanding of nursing turnover that Lhis study offersr will
prompt concerted efforts to alleviate the problem.

Fiirally" Lhis study can potentially contr ibute to:
improved dialogue between hospi t-al arlministrators ancl ¡urs i¡rJ
ql-¡ff" ¡'Ï-r=nn¡¡q in l-ha r\ïõãrìiZatiOnal StfUCtrlre Of hclsnil-al.l:\r!vs¡rr¿quIUt¡qÁ ÐL!uuLu!L u! trvJÈJILaIJ,

changes in the job design of general dr-r.ty nul:se;j; optimization
of nurs ing servÍces; improved retent ion and increased

recruitrnent- of rrurses; cfecreased costs foi: nu.rsi.nca education;

decreased cosLs for canadian heal,th cãre; ancl uJ-Lirrræ.tely,

impror¡eC paLient cêre in hosÞitals.
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II ) REVIETÀi OF THE LITERATURE

T!{E PT{EHOMEMONi' OF TURNüOVER.

Overview

People leaving organizations -employee turnover- is a

major organizatlonal phenomenon. Employee turnover is both an

interesting and important subject because it has potentially
critical conseguences for the individual, the organizatlon,
and the community at 1arge. The data from innumerable sources

indicate and ilrustrate that employee turnover occurs in arI
organizations, regions and nations. rt is for these reasons

that turnover has been investigated in a vast number of

studies and is likery to remain a key focus of personnel

research by social scientists and managers.

The earliest recorded research that investigates employee

turnover dates back to the early L900s, and since then over

Lr000 quantitative and qualitative studies on the subject have

been carried out (Steers and Mowday, 1981). As the second

half of the century evolved, additional research and several

proposed conceptual models spurred occasional reviews of the

llterature. Although several reviews have been done" the most

notable general publications include March and Simon, 195B;

Porter and Steers , L973; prlce , L977; Mobley, Grlffeth, Hand

and Meglino, l-979; Mobley 1982; and cotton and Tuttle, 1996.

All of these reviews recognize the murtiple determinants of
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turnover and the need for incorporating study varlables lnto
conceptual models for future testing. These publicatlons have

contrÍbuted greatry towards the understandlng and development

of a comprehensive field concerning employee turnover.

Definition

There are many arternative definitions of turnover
presented in the scientlfic rlterature. Generatly speaking
rrturnoverr¡ ref ers to individuars who leave organizations.
Price defines turnover as r... movement across the menbership

boundary of a work organlzationrt (Lg|7r p.3-10). Mobley's
def inition of emproyee turnover is: rf The cessation of
membership in an organization by an individual who received
monetary compensation from the oËganÍzationr' (1982, p.1_0).

Given these general definitions of employee turnover,
researchers have distinguished amongst various types of
cessations. A major dlstinction in the definition of turnoves
is whether or not the indlviduarrs separation has been

voluntary or involuntary. rnvoluntary turnover is generally
crassified as death, retirement, dismissal or rayoff, whereas

voluntary turnover is most commonry classified as quits (price
& MueIIer, 1986 ) . The most critical element Ín the
distinctlon of voluntary and involuntary turnover in
organizations is the exercise of choice by the individual
(Price, L977). voluntary turnover thenr âs defined by the
u.s, Bureau of Labour statistics iË, ',...Individual movement
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across the membership boundary of a sociar system which is
lnitiated by the indlvidual't (price , L977 , p" 3-L0 ) . This

definitlon äppeärs simpre, however the dlstlnction between

voluntary and involuntary turnover remalns deceptive.

Researchers have used varying methodologies to

dlstinguish between voluntary and invoruntary turnover but to
date, a consensus has nob been reached. what category does an

individual who quits before they are fired fall into? Í{hat

category does pregnàncy faIl lnto?

A,lthough most research focuses on voluntary turnover,

there is still no vaIid, tèliable, or standard procedure to
distinguish empirically between voluntary and involuntary
employee turnover.

Measurinq Turnover

In the literature there exist several methods for
carculating employee turnover rates. The most comprehensive

description of these methods are found in price (,L977 ) where

he identifies six of the most commonly used methods:

1. Average , Length of Service-

(Stayers): sum of the length of service for each

member divided by the number of members.

(Leavers): sum of the Iength of service of alI
members who leave during a period.

Crude Turnover Rates-

(Accession rate): number of new members added
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during the period divided by the average number

of members during the period;

(Separation rate): number of members who Ieft
during the period divided by the average number

of members durlng the period;

3. Stability rate- number of members who remain

durlng the period divided by the number of

members at the beginnÍng of the period;

4, InstabiJ.ity rate- number of members who

leave during the perlod divided by the number of

members at the beginning of the perlod;

5. Survival rate- number of new members who remain

during the period divlded by the number of ner¡r

members i

6. hrastage rate- number of new members who leave

during the period divided by the number of ner^r

members.

rt would appear that the most prevalent calcuration for
measuring turnover in organizations is the separation rate.
This calculation not only provides the broadest indication of

the turnover probremn 1t aLso is the most convenient for
allowtng comparability between and among research findings
(Price L977, Mowday et.a1., L982). Once agaln however,

measurlng the rate of turnover is a complex problem. To date

there 1s no valid, rellable, and standard procedure for
measurlng turnover rates. Many authors are keenly aware, that
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the characterization of turnover by statistical meåns is

extremely problematlc, Each formula has its shortcomings, and

yet each calculation taps â different aspect of turnover.

Meaningful analysis of employee turnover requires more than

computation of aggregate turnover rates, and this wIIl be

discussed in the Retention Strategles section of this Chapter.

Factors Related To Turnover

The literature is replete with studies attemptlng to
identify specific causes or variables which will predict

employee turnover in organlzations. Unfortunately, no

clrcumscrlbed lnterrelated set of varlables (ln the form of a

model) have been identified which cause or predlct whlch

employee will leave their job and at what time (Models of

Turnover can be found in March & Simon, L958; Mobley,

Griffith, Hand & Meglino, L979; Price L977; Steers & Mo\^rday,

L981 ) . llhen revlewing some of the lsolated studies of

turnover, one discovers contradictory findings among them,

both supporting and rejecting the effects of certain

varlables" Compoundlng these dlfficultles, is the fact that

mäny different research rnethodologies have been adopted in

turnover studies, making comparison of the results difficult.
Several revlews of the turnover literature alleviate the

confusion in that they have attempted to assess and categorize

studies which investigated factors that had a consistent
(strong or weak) relationshlp with the phenomenon of employee
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turnover. These reviews discovered that there are indeed some

major factors that strongly correlate wlth turnoverr âs welr
äs several sub-factors that have been ldentifled as belng

consistently significant or non-srgnificant in their
relationphip with the turnover process äs we11.

The major factors that have been identrfted as belng

consistentry rerated to turnover are: l) Economic Factors; 2)

organizational Factors i 3 ) ¡ob Factors ; 4) Demographic

Factors, andt 5) Individual Factors (Cotton & Tuttle, 19g6;

Mobley, L982; Price, tg77l.
The sub-factors of turnover, tend to operationarlze the

major factors they have been asslgned to. some examples of
the sub-factors are äs fol1or^rs;

1) Economic Factors- unemployment revers, inflation rate,
job market. etc.

Organizational Factors- si.ze, centralization, reward

system, communication patterns, etc.
Job Factors- pay, responsibillty, autonomy, role

clarity, col,+orkers, supervisors, etc.
4l Demographic Factors- âger education, gender, family

responsibitities, spousers career, etc.
5) rndividuar Factors- values, abilities, intentions,

work eth1c, lelsure preferences, etc.
The following summary is the writerrs overview of the

revier^rs of the riterature. The factors of turnover are listed
wlth thelr sub-factors in vertlcal columns one and two in

2)

3)
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Table 2.1. The third vertical column in the table is labe11ed
rfReratlonshlpfr, and ref ers to the strength of the relationship
between the factor and sub-factor as derineated by the review
works of Price, t977; Mobley, Griffeth, Hand, & Meglinoo 1,g7g;

Mobley, L982; and cotton & Tuttle. i.gg6. The rerationship
category is based upon the writer's subjectlve review of those

authors I evaluation of the quarity, quantity and

lnterpretability of pubrished research. rt must be said that
the review is llmited to published studies, therefore the
analysis is biased because published studies usuarry tend to
report significant effects.

The column entitled 'Relationship" indicates the
magnitude of the rerationship. All the variabres risted in
the tabre are potentially rerated to turnover, however those

sub-factors that are listed as strong and medium appear to
provide the strongest generalizations possible on turnover to
date. The mark of (-) refers to a negative relationshtp, that
isi the higher the variabre the lower the turnover t ar the
lower the varlabre the higher the turnover. The mark of (+)

refers to a positive rerationship. A posltive rerationship
can be interpreted as; a high variabte wilr in all likerihood
be related to hlgh turnover, and a row variable wilt in all
likelihood be related row turnover. The variabres that are

listed as weak, have for the most part, been studied with
insufficient frequency to evaruate their relevance. A

strength listed as rrcontradi.ctorytf means a number of research
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projects have found strong support for the retattonship, while
other research endeavors have found no support for the
relationship at all. The term rrlnconclus ivetr, means an

inadequate number of studies vrere done for findtngs to be

considered signlflcant t oy lncomparable methodologies were

utilized to obtain significant results.

Tabre 2.1 An rnterpretj.ve summary of Research on Factors and

Sub-Factors Related To Turnover

Factors

A. Economic Factors

B. Organizatlonal
Factors

C. Job Factors

Sub-Factors

-Ievel of
unemployment

-unlon presence
-inflation
-pay
-centralization
- integrat i on
-commun icat i on
-type of
industry

-work-unlt size
-organi zat i onal
size

-routinization
-reward system

-pay
-stress
-satisfaction

:work itself
:role clarity
:autonomy &

responsibility
: supervisory
style

: promotional
opportunit i es

:conditions of
work

: coworkérs

Relationship

strong
strong
weak +

str ong
medium +
medium -
medlum -

weak +
weak + -
weak + -
contrad ictory
not studied

strong
not studied

medium -
medium -
medium -
medium -

medium -

medium -
medlum -
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D. Demographic -age
Factors

E. Ind ividual
Factors

-tenure
-number of
dependents

-spouse I s career
-satisfaction
with job content medium +

-gender
-educat i on

strong
str ong

strong +
not studied

contradictory +
contradictory + -

strong

strong +

strong

medium +
lnconclus lve

i nconclus ive
inconclusive

i nconc lus ive
inconclus ive

inconclus ive
inconclus ive
inconc Ius ive

-overal 1
satisfaction

-intentions to
quit

-organizational
commitment

-employment
percept i ons

-pr ofess i onal ism
-career
expectat i ons

-per formance
-aptitude and
ability

-intelligence
-personal ity

i nvent or i es
-abs entee ism
- interests

Discussion Of The Turnover Res,earch

Even with the vast amount of turnover research Lhat has

been collected to date, relatively few strong generalizations

are possible. As can be seen by the tablei age, tenurer Þay¿

overall job satisfaction, union presence, Ievel of

unemployment, number of dependents, behavioral intentions to
quit, and organizational commitment have consistently been

found to be stablet Íêliable sub-factors related to turnover.

Thus, the empirical statements made about turnover such dsr
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rrHigh revers of unemployment dre associated with low levels of

turnovertr and ttolder employees are ress 1ikely to turnover
than younger employeesrr" indicate a correlationar but not

necessarlly a causative relationship. But the strong sub-

factors Iisted in Table 2,L combined (such äs ägê, tenure,
organizatlonal commitment, job satisfaction etc. ) eNplain less
than 209 of the variance in turnover studies (Mob1ey,

Griffeth, Hand & Meglino, 1979; price & Muel1er, 1986).

several problems have been identified with the turnover

research:

1. Inf requent longitudinal studies- most studies e,ønfuE

Lurnover on a cross-sectional versus a longitudinal
bas is;

Insufficlent multivariate studies- most research

examines slngular sub-factors of turnover;
Failure to integrate Factors- most studies look at

turnover in relation to the economy, the
organlzation, the job, or the individual, and

rarely are the variables integrated i nto one

ttbig picturerr, namely a systems approach.

Difficult construct definition- many of the sub-

factors associated with turnover are complex

constructs to def ine ( for example; j ob

commitment orsatisfaction, organizational
, integration). Although they appear related to
turnover, there may be limitations in the research

2.

3.

4.
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design that make compärisons between findings

dlfficult. Âs well some sub-factors may be

related to other sub-factors ( for example

age) and are difficult to isolate.
5. Insufficient testing of sub-factors- recently

studied factors such as met-expectatlons,

intentions, stress, orgànizational rewards, spouse I s

career and organizational commitment have not been

tested extensively and äpÞeàr to have considerable

impact on the turnover process.

Insufficient research on the conseguences of turnover

in relation to the individual, the organization, and

the society

Contradictory sunmaries- not all of the reviews

of the Iiterature arrive at the same inferences

Insufficient development of turnover process models-

the concept of turnover has not been developed

adequately to guide research design and

interpretation. (Price, L977¡ Mobley, Griffeth,
Hand & Meglino, 1-979; Mobley, L9B2¡ Cotton &

Tuttle, 1986 )

A great deal is known about employee turnover, however as

this section has polnted out, there ls still much to discover.
Those who have studied employee turnover have yet to come up

with a satisfactory definition, and experts can not agree as

to how it should best be measured. The presented summary of

6.

7.

8.
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turnover findings outlines that many factors, that are at
times entwined, are involved. To date. there are no moders

that will explain or predtct employee turnover with a high
degree of ðccuracy. Mobley r^¡rites;

The ch_allenges before us are to develop this body ofknowredge further, to address the voids in the body ofknowledge, and to transrate this body of knowledge intomore effective management. of employee turnover inparticular, and of human resouïces in general. (i.ggzl
p.i_33)

TTTE PTTENOT{ENO&I OF' BTTJRSINüG TURWOVER

Overview

The turnover rate among nurses employed in hospitals has

been recognized as a very serious probrem in reration to the
quality of care provided, and to the cost of delivering
nursing servlces. currently, the retention of nurses ls ð

vexing problem for hospital and nursing admrnistrators in
North America.

The conventional expranation for nursing turnover in
hospitars has been based on gender; nurses are predominantry

femare, they are not committed to long term careers, and quit
their jobs to raise families or to pursue other interests.
The vorumes of turnover research in the past three decades

have consistentry and reriably provided evidence to refute
this explanation (see Table 2.1). Being female is no more

related to emproyee turnover than being mare is. 0Ihi1e

turnover rates remain high among nurses employed in hospitals,
theae rates have declined considerably since the 19?0s. rt
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has been discovered that onry a smarl portion of those nurses

that reslgn from hospital jobs, actually become inactive in
the profession (Grocott,1989; prestholdt¡ Lane & Mathews,

1988; [ùeisman L982), and that presently the labour force

participation rate of nurses is at the hlghest IeveI ever

( Statistics Canada, i-988, Grocott, L989 ) . These very

important fÍndings when combined, seem to suggest that due to
some dramatic changes in our social system- femlnism, birth
control, changes in family structure, dual-career families,
increased labor participation by women, child care, unions,

and nursing education in the university setting- nurslng ts
being pursued as a career more than ever, by those who enter

the profession.

Concomltant with the development of several models of

turnover behaviour in the last few decades (Mobtey, L9B3;

Pr ice , I977 ; Steers & Mowday 1-9 81-, etc . ) " there has been

growing interest in researching and refinlng the multlvarlate
linkages among the diverse variables thought to be predictors
of voluntary turnover ämong nurses. Thus various moders of

turnover behaviour amongst nurses have been developed

(Hinshaw, L9B7; Parasuraman, 1-989; Price & Mueller, L981;

Seybolt, 1986; and Weisman, 1982). The analytical techniques

in nursing turnover investigations that have produced nursing

turnover models have been innovative in that they utilize
murtipre variables versus simpre bi-variate relationships, and

articulate more in-depth concepts, f.or example; intent to
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stay, promoLionat opportunities and kinship responsibirities,
in place of variables such as ro job satisf actf onrr.

rnterestingry, the five general factors that are
lmplicated in the general turnover research (Economic"

orgånizational, Job, Demographic and rndividual), are also
found in the nursing turnover research. Although not all of
the models expricitry use those exact factors, each of them

are nonetheless implied" A discussion of each of the five
major factors and their reLationship to nursing turnover in
hospitals will be presented.

The rerationship between the economy and nursing turnover
in canada is a comprex topic to discuss. compoundíng the
difficult nature of the discussion 1s the fact that the labour
market for nursing is unrike that of any other occupation, and

this same market is characteristically subject to rapid and

constant revislon (Employment and Immigration Document, LgBB).

The Employment and rmmigration Department analyzed the supply-
demand situatlon for nursing personner in canada in a 19BB

publication and concluded that: because of nursing's hiqh
female representation, the nature and environment of patient
care, ànd Government regulation of Hearth care practice
rr...traditional methods of labour market analysis do not
wholry capture the demand and suppry mechanisms rerevant to
todayf s Canadlan market f or nursing servicestr (p.5) . Thus,
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bhe problem of nursing turnover in reration to economic

factors 1s not generally well understood.

Despite the difficurties in analyzing this topic, it is
agreed by all who study it, that there is currently a ,'nursing

shortagerr in canada- an imbalance in the demand for, and

supply ofn Registered Nurses. presentry the rabour market for
nurses in canada is extremely dynamic. Arthough nurslng is
possibly the most mobile of occupational groups, the percent

of nurses employed outside of nursing is row, and the nurse

unemployment rates also remain 1ow, in comparison with àverage

unemployment rates for women (prescott, lggg; 5Èybort. l-å96;

Statistics Canada LgBB ) . Despite the fact that in actual
numbers, there äre more Registered Nurses now than ever

before, the demand for nurses is particurarly hiqh. A

combination of factors is said to have caused this:
l-. unprecedented growth in the health care industry;
2. The aging populatlon;
3. Rapid technological change;

4, More acutely itI patients;

5. changing expectations regarding the nursefs role in
the health care system;

6. Expanding bounds of nursing knowledge.

Those factors which are seen to be contributing to the
decreased suBpty of nuïses include:

l-. Increased educational requirements;

2. Demographic shifts in the profession;
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3. Lack of fit between 'tbaby boom generation' values and

the values of orgänizational settings;
4. Turnover of nurses in hospital settings (Cohen, L9g9;

Employment & Immigration Canada, i_9gg; Huston &

Marguis, 1989; prescott, j.999; Vogt eL.al., j.9S3 ) .

As many of these variables are inter-related, it is impossible

to isolate each variabre and discuss it thoroughry. By

expanding on the hrays in which the factors are thought to
contribute to the perceived rrnursing shortagerr, and by

illustrating their relationship to one another" this section
will atternpt to provide a gLobar view of the multi-faceted
factors Ínvolved between the economy and the phenomenon of
nursing turnover.

Between 1950 and 1983 North America not only experienced

an increase in hearth care expenditures per person, but arso

saw, an increasingly larger share of the nat.ionrs total
economic output directed towards health cäre. canada,s unique
sociallzed health care system, super-specialization, hearth
promotion, illness prevention, and changes in derivery of care

for patients requiring chronicr'rehabilitative, and acute

care, has created a high demand for nurses in diverse settings
both in and out of the hospitar. rndeed, the majority of
hearth professions are still considered growth occupations
(McConnel1, 1984 ) .

An important variable that has been identified as a

contrlbutÍng factor for nursing servlces ts that of the aging
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popuration in our country. Life expectancy has increased and

there ls a definite positive relationshÍp between the aging
process and disease. As canada's baby boom popuration ages,

the proportion of the population aged 65 and over will
escarate. These demographic advances have, and wirl place

demands on the growth and cost of the canadian health caïe

system, and particurarry on the demand for nursing services.
The technologlcar changes that have coincided wlth the

industry's growth in the past 30 yeärs have been astounding.

There have been unprecedented discoveries that have led to
changes in research, diagnostic, treatment, and cäre regimes

for patients. Technological innovation has expanded to make

methods of disease prevention, health maintenance, ilrness
diagnosis and disease treatment more varied, more comprex, and

more demanding for all health care personnel.

The combination of our aging population and the rise of

technorogy has resurted in more acutely ilr tn-hospital
patients and more acutely i11 out-patients. Thirty years ago

a 70 year old patient with cancer of the bowel wourd have

died" Today. that patient is aggressively treated surgicalry
and medicarry, both in the hospital, and during recovery after
dlscharge from the hospital into the community. Nursing care

for the patient includes extensive teaching, physicar and

hyglene care, drug adminlstration, complex dressing and ostomy

changes, monitoring of equipment in reration to the patientfs
physiological status, and psychological and emotional support
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for both the patient and the famity.
The bedside nursÍng care translates into such things as

bed baths, physrcal assessments, oral hygiene, lifting and

positioning, range of motion exercises, comfort measures, deep

breathing and coughing exercises, ambulation, adminlstration
of narcotics, antibiotics, sedation and occasionarly
chemotherapeutic drugs through parental routes, insertion and

monitoring of invasive devices such as nasogastric tubes,
forey catheters, and intravenous fluids; use of aseptic
technique during frequent comprex dressing changes,

interpretatton of rab resurts, coordination of diagnostic
exams, charting, providing information to other departments

via phone, psychologicar and emotionar support of the patient
and their signi.ficant others via attentlve and empathetic

listening and communlcatlon skllls. and follow up cåre with
the arrangement of social and community services upon

discharge. Needress to sayr the increasingry complex and

technical nature of ln-patient care has demanded much lower
nurse-patient ratios, once again placing greater demands on

qualitative and quantitative nursing personal services.
The combination of industry growth, aging population,

technological change and more acutely i1l patients has changed

expectations regarding the nursers role in the canadian heatth
care system. Primarily, it has meant that nuïses are

graduarry finding themserves in murtidisciprinary settings
other than a hospltal orgänization, Nurses are employed in
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industry (occupational health); public health (weIl-baby

care ) i cllnics (reproductlve centers, nutrition and diet
centers); and in the community (home care, schools, day-care,

and cardiac rehabilitative centers). Nursesf roles have

diversified in the hospital setting äs we11, and it is not

uncomnon to see nursing tltles such as Ostomy Therapists,

Nurse Anaesthetists and Cardiovascular Associates. This

phenomenon has been recognized as trthe expanded role of the

nurse", which in part is contributing to the increased multi-
dimensional demands being placed on nursing services.

The previous. discussion recognized factors that
contributed to the increased demands being praced on nursing

services. Those major factors thought to contribute to the

dwindllng supply of nurses will now be illustrated.
Intimately related to the expanded role of the nurse is

the increased educational requirements of the nurse. Nursing

practice realities include events surrounding birth to death.

Recipients of nursing care include individuals, families and

communities, and range from the unborn fetus to the expired

donor of organs for transplantation. Nursing care focuses not

onry on activities that support hearth maintenance, health
promotlon, and illness prevention, but also concentrates on

activities that provlde physicar and psychological support for
the acutely i11 and dying patient. Nurses must be

interligent, sensitive, assertive criticat thinkers with

leadership qualities and decision making skil1s and abilities,
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As we11. they musL possess excellent communication skills that
allow them to deal effectively with tremendously complex and

often times ambiguous work situations in a variety of work

settings.

The comblnation of factors that have been discussed in
the previous paragraphs have collectively demanded that nurses

have a broad educationar base which includes courses in the

sciences, social sciences, humanities, and the discipline of
nursing, The expanding bounds of nursing knowledge and the

increasingry broad rores in which nurses find themserves, has

resulted in the canadian Nurses Association recommending an

increase in the educationar lnvestment of the nurse, proposing

that by the year 2000, all new graduates of nursing possess a

baccaraureate degree. This proposar may potentiarry decrease

the supply of nurses by prolonglng therr preparation time
prior to market entry.

Demographic shifts throughout the entire nursing
workforce have arso proved Ì^rorrisome and are thought to
contribute to a decrease in the nursing supply (Ginzberg,

1-987; PowilJ.s, 1988). Declining enrolments in nursing schools

have been reported throughout Nort-h AmerÍca, and it is thought

that two inter-rerated reasons account for this. First, young

women of today have more occupationar options and

opportunities available to them than have women at any other
point in history. rt is obvious from the statistics that
women in increasing numbers äre choosing careers other than
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nursing. Related to the increasing options available to \^romen

are the degree of attractiveness these other occupations hold

in their view. It becomes glaringly apparent that the work of

nurses Ís not held in very high regard - nursing is notorious

for being a f'hard woxk/low pay,/Iow prestige', kind of Job. In

fact in L9B6, Working F{omen magazine chose nursing as one of

L0 rrdead-endrr occupätions (t,,trilson, L987, p.23). In comparison

to other types of work, nursing does not appear as an

attractive career option. and because of this it may have

tremendous difficulty recruiting individuals into the

educational system and workforce, thereby threatening the

supply aspect of the market system (Huston & Marquis, 1989;

Vogt et. al . , 1984 ) .

Many authors propose an interesting factor that may have

sÍgnificantly altered the demographics of the nursing

workforce as well. They claim that there is a lack of fit
between I'baby boomrr generat i on values, and the trad I t I onal

values of organizational settings. This generationrs
philosophy is characterized by a lack of conformity to rules

and regulations, higher expectations for self fufillment in

the workplace, and a growing anti-authoriLarian attitude in

relation to the distribution of governing povrer in
hierarchical bureaucracles (park, i.983; pascåre11a I L9B4;

Peskin, 1973). More and more employees are becoming better

educated, and this factor in combination with thelr attitudes,
poses. some challenges to the present conditions of working
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1ife. Educated workers expect to have a job, feel entitted to
work, and anticipate fu11 parttcipation in decisions affecting
their jobs and their work life. In so doing these tt/úew

Achievers'f expect work to provide enjoyment and fulfirment,
arong with an appropriate balance between leisure and work,

and the fnstrumental and expresslve aspects of their rife
(Munro, 1983; Pascarella, l9B4). Nurses in particurar have a

great desire to maintain normal personal lives whire

furfilling reasonable work responsibitities. Therefore, the

traditional ideology and labour practices of hospitals: having

their fuIl-time nurslng employees work within rigid schedures

that involve shiftwork, rong hours, rong stretches, 50%

nights, and 50% ,weekends; rules and regulations governing

everything from nurses attire to their practice; and the

unequar and unfair dtstributlon of power wrthln the

bureaucrâcy¿ are not consistent with the ideologies held by

the present generation of nurses. Thus the incongruent
convictions herd by nurses and hospital organizations may be

a contributing factor in demographic shifts and, ultimately,
mäy have a major effect on the supply of workers and their
turnover.

The phenomenon of turnover in hospitals is thought to
exacerbate the supply aspect of the Job rnarket. HÍgh turnover
creates more opportunities, \,Jhich may possibly create higher

turnoveri, a very vicious cycle. High turnover in hospitars is
translating lnto t'Job hoppingil for nurses, thereby limiting or
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decreasing the available supply of nurses. Furthermore, high

turnover lnescapably reflects poorly on the image of nurses

and the hospital, and may ultimately discourage individuals

from entering the profession, further reducing the prospective

supply of nurses.

In light of the above discussion of nursing turnover and

its relationship to the economy, it is clear the phenomenon

can not be defined by gerieral unemployment levels, national
inflationary rates t ay an analysis of job market trends.

Arthough the presence of a union (as a sub-factor of Economic

Factors) has shown ä strong negative relationship to the

process of turnover, a recent review of the literature has

shown that manufacturing organizations show more reliabte
effects for the presence of a union on turnover than do

service organizations (Cotton & TuttIe, l-986). Considering

the aforementioned, the review of several prorninent factors

that contribute to demand and supply mechanisms for nursing
r¡¡omanpol^ter, seems to provide a somewhat clearer picture of the

linked variabres invorved in the complex turnover-economy

relationship" What Ís evident, is that most of the sub-

factors of the Economic Factors related to general turnover,

do not apply to nursing turnover.

Although in the past, nurs

cyclical, it is genuinely fel_t that

make the current nursing shortage

many, there is no nursing shortage.

ing shortages have been

the aforementioned factors

unique. In the minds of

It is felt that there are
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enough nurses that have been educated to practice and that the

current nurslng shortage Ís not found in the actual numbers of
nurses, but instead, is based on the improper use of nurses

and thelr services (Grocott, 1,989¡ Huston & Marquis" 19g9;

Prescott, 1989; vogt , L983 ) . Grocott presents a crever
article and craims that by fairing to distinguish between; i )

pure wastage ii) net wastage iii) re-entry and iv) internal
transfers within the field, analysts have failed to assess

accuratery the available nursing workforce. He postulates

that the wastage rates of the total nursing workforce is
actually decllning (as was dÍscussed in the OvervÍew of
Nursing Turnover) thereby refuting the claim that nurses are

leaving the profession in droves, or voting with their feet.
Accordingly, the present nursing shortage shourd not be viewed

äs a high demand,/1ow supply scenario, instead, it should be

recognized as ä high demand/availabre supply but

underemplolment of available nuEses in the workforce (Ezrati,
t987 ; Gyocott, 1989; prescott, l_gB9 ) .

These interpretations of the nursing shortage stand up

very well with the canadian research on the phenomenon. rn
1980 the Alberta Hospital Association released their findings
of their investigation into the nursing shortage. They

discovered that there was not ä deficit in the number of

Registered Nurses, as much as there was a deficient number of

nurses who were willing to participate in the workforce under

the set of circumstances tn which they were expected to work,
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Likewise, the ontario Nurses Association in June of 19gB also
determined in their investigative findings that the shortage

of nurses in the province was primarily the result of nurses

being unwilling to participate in the workforce as a result of
the working conditions in which they were forced to practice
(CJNÂ" October, 19BB).

The unique nature of nursesr work and the inconsistent
patterns of their work force partlcipatlon rates, comlrined

with inaccurate measures of their wastage, turnover, re-entry
and transfer behaviours have put furrows in the brows of
economic analysts. At this point ln time, there does not seem

to be ä consistent or predictabte relationship between nursing
turnover and Economic Factors. üühat is needed for a more in-
depth understanding of the nature of the problem, is ä

discussion of nursing turnover in relation to other important
var iables .

Nursinq Turnover In Relation To Job Factors

The nursing turnover models that have been devised do not
adequately explain why nurses leave their jobs in hospitals.
As with the general turnover models, the nursing models poorly
predicted nursing turnover, accounting f.or less than L7

percent of Èh.e var iance ( Hinshaw, Smelter and Atwood t9g7 ;
Parasuraman, L9B9; price & Mueller, 199j.; seybort, j.9g6 and

weisman, L982). Table z.L indicates there are moderately
strong rerationships that can be identified between job
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f actors and the turnover process . Ì,lthen compar ing nurs ing
turnover research with the general turnover ïesearch,
consistent and inconsistent findfngs ãre dlscovered.

Researchers have consistently reported a strong negative
rerationship between pay levels and turnover rates, whereby

successively higher amounts of pay, tend to produce

successivery rower amounts of turnover (cotton & Tuttle, 1986;

Mobley. L982; Mobley, Griffith, Hand & Meglino, tg7gi price,
L977;\. For the most part, Þäy is seen to be an objective
variable, whÍ1e satisfaction with pay is seen to be a

subjective variable. This makes the factor of pay somewhat

difficurt to categorize, into an organizational, Job or

rndividuar determining factor when applied to the process of
turnover. vtith respect to nursing, pay in itself has not
appeared to be a major factor in relation to turnover (Beyers

et.al., i-983i McCtoskey, I974; prestholdt et.a1., 19BB;

Ruffing, 1-984). It is felt that one of the more important
conslderattons for nurses is the relationship of pay to the
career structure within the hospital, and the need to have

salary commensurate with responsibility and educational
preparation (Munro, 1-983; [aleisman, 1982 ) . Recent research

wlth regard to pay and its rerationship to turnover has

suggested that perceived equity of pay may in fact be a more

lmportant determinant of turnover than level of pay (Mowday,

et.al., L982). These findings support the more recent
conclusions in a meta-analysis of turnover research, that pay
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is less cons istentry related to turnover in service
organizatlons (Cotton & Tuttle, j-gg6). This may have to do

with the fact that persons who enter the occupation of nursing
consider the psychological and emotional rewards as important,
or eguar to, the economic rewards. Thusr pay is considered to
be a very important variable in the general turnover research,
while the nursing turnover research has found that pay is
important, but not a primary motivator for turnover. This
paradox in the nursing/general turnover llterature can be

detected in the nursing turnover modelsr ES only two of the
models include pay as a variabre related to turnover (price &

Mueller 1981; Hinshaw" Smeltzer & Atwood, tggT).

Not surprising is the support the generar research
generates for a medium negative relationship between overall
job satisfaction and turnover. This means that job

satisfaction decreases the probability of turnover, whereas

job dissatisfaction increases the probability of turnover.
Although job satisfaction has been a compelring variable to
include in the turnover research, it continues to be ä

difficult construct to define and isolate. *satisfaction* is
a personal and perceptuar phenomena, and is strongly related
to numerous important variables within the work environment;
pðy, relationships with colleagues, Job content, supervision,
rewards, etc. A,lthough people mäy be satisfied with their
Þäy¡ dissatisfaction with other variabLes may comper them to
leave an organization. Likewise, an individual may be
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d issatisf ied with Þay, but satisf ied with most other

variables, and remain committed to an organization. Thus the
conceptualization of t'job satisfactionrr continues to elude

researchers. rt is the perception of mdny that nursing

turnover is a result of job dissatisfaction. Does this mean

that those who stay wfth än organlzation arertsatisftedr?
HardIy! In fact' nurse job satisfaction has been discovered

to be a relatively poor predictor of whether they subsequentry

remain in their positions (price & Muerrer, 1gBj.; Taylor &

Covaleski, 1985). The concept of job satisfaction however

can not be completely ignored. Nurses have ,r genu ine

interest, aptituder and desire to herp and care for
individuals who are unable to care for themserves. Giving of

self is inherently gratifying, and doing good work is
naturally satlsfying. overwhermingry, staff nurses who are

employed in hospitars say that providing exceLrent patient
care is the most satisfying component of their jobs.

As Table 2.r illustrates, there is a medium negative

relationship between satisfaction with the work itself and the

turnover process. once again, this meâns that if nurses are

highly satisfied with the work itself, the likelihood of

turnover is low, and vice-versa. For the most part, the most

dissatlsfying aspect of nursest jobs seems to be those things

whlch prevent them from providing quality care to their
patients. The reasons given for job dissatisfaction by nurses

employed in hospitals include: inappropriate and un_safe
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staffing revels; difficurt hours and schedules; insufficient
and/or inadequate equipmenti poor supervision, Limited

opportunities Eor. advancement; insufficient educational and

professional development activities; inadequate salary

structures that are insensitive to practitioner's educatlon,

knowledge, experience, responsibility and performancei non-

democratic forums for decision making wlthin the institution;
inadequate hospital poricy and lack of administrative support;

limited consurtative activities regarding areðs of nursing

responsibility; and lack of appreciation and respect shown by

other personnel in the workplace (Cronin-Stubbs, tg77;

Ginzberg et.a1., L982i codfrey, L977; Joiner & Van Servellen,

1-984; McClosky, L97 4i Ullrich, 1978; Vnleisman , LgBZ¡ ['Iolf ,
19BL). The relationship between job satisfaction and turnover

is consistent throughout turnover investigations, and

interestingry cotton & Tuttlers review discovered that the

rerationship between turnover and satisfaction with work ts
much more reliable in service versus other types of

organizations. The fact of the matter remains however; the

correlation between Job satisfaction and turnover is rarely
stronger than -.4 (Mobley, 1982r Þ.102). This leads one to

conclude that job satisfaction is but one of the many complex

variables that determine an individualrs propensity to reave

or commit themselves to an organization.

Discontent among nurses across the nation runs high,

and their frustrations have become increasingly apparent in
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the past decade as evidenced by the many labour disputes that
have occurred throughout the country. The basis for this
discontent (when one revlews the listed factors for job

dissatisfaction), ðppears to stem from two deeply rooted
problems that plague nursÍng: an unclear definition of
nursingrs role on the health care team, and; ä lack of
autonomy nurses have over their practice and their work

environment. Table 2 "I displays a medium negative
rerat ionship between rore crar ity and the decis ion to
terminate employment. rf employees are confused or frustrated
with the anbiguous nature of their roles in the work place,
there is a greater probabilÍty of them leaving the

organ i zat i on .

vlhen nurses articurate dissatisfaction with their jobs,

they are in part, struggling to clarify and crystalrize their
role on the health care team, paraller to this attempt for
rore definition are nursest efforts to obtain contror over
their practice, In so doing, nurses are raising some

fundamental questions about their working lives. Ouestions
such asrrldho is in control of nursing practice?r and rvüho

should be in control of nursing practice?r, are but two. The

anshrer to the first question is relatively easy and can be

traced back through history. Nursing has always been closery
al1ied with medical progress and practice. Nurses and

physicians have worked together since the estabrishment of
their professional existence, and their rerationship has
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generally been seen to be unilateral. In past, Þhysicians

were predominantly male, and as a result, the interaction
between the grouÞs took place in a society and ån

organizational milieu (the hospital ) that espoused male

dorninänce and female subservience. Nurses were expecLed to

obey unquestionably and carry out physiciants orders. Nurses

hrere also expected to devote themselves to patient care and

the institution in which they vrere trained. Power and

decision making were the domains of men and these roles were

granted to physicians and hospital administrators alike. This

unilateral, dependent, subservl ent and subord lnate

rerationship nurses assumed as emproyees of hospitals prevails
today, as physicians and hospital administrators are still
very much responsible for nurses work direction.

The answer to the question of ttVüho should control nursing

practicerf evolves from the answer to the previous question.

Nurses believe thelr work direction should corne from thelr
patients, and the control of their practice should be

authorized predominantly by the Professional Association of

Nurses. Because nursing services are an integral part of any

hospitar, because nurses work closely with many of the other

departments in a hospitat, and because nurses are essentially
the coordinators of aII caregiving in hospitals, input for
redefining nurses roles shourd be ä collaborative effort
between all of the hearth care professionals. The heatth care

team of today has become a highly interactive and
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interdependent group, and nursing services are entwined with,
not subordlnate to, the departments of physiotherapy, dietary,
pharmacy, Ínedicine, respiraLory therapy, social work, ancT

occupational therapy.
' Table 2.L also shows a medium negative relationship

between turnover and worker autonomy and responsibi l ity. lrlhat

is especially unique to nurses' work is that the two sub-

factors of autonomy and responsibility do not go hand in hand.

over the yeärs, nursesr responstbllity for patient care has

increased dramaticarly, but their autonomy to act upon thetr
assessments remains controlled and very limited. case in
point: è criticar care nurse is expected to care for a patient
in the lntensive care unit by utilizing advanced physical

assessment skills. monitoring and interpreting readings from

very technical equipment and complex machinery (such as

cardiac monitoring systems, arterial and swan Ganz catheters,
or ventilators) and administering and evaruating the effect of
potent pharmacological agents. simurtaneously. the nurse can

not admínister an aspirin or provide a hot water bottle for
this säme patient, untir she has contacted a physician for an

rrorderrr f or that drug or f orm of treatment. This tremendous

responsibility without the requisite authority to make

decisions regarding patient care puts all nurses working in
hospitals in än untenable position, and accounts for a

tremendous amount of frustration within the ranks.

Job satisfaction, the work itself. role clarity,
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autonomy¿ and responsibility, are descriptors of rfJob

Fãctorsrr, which have been found to be strongly related to
employee turnover (as outrined in Table 2.L\. For the most

part, nurses are satisfied with the work they do in hospitals,
but they are dissatisfied with the way their work is organized

for them. Nurses face tremendous charlenges with regards to
gaining autonomy over their practice. and obtaining control
wfthin their working environments. The probrems that nurses

exper ience with their work have their or igins in the

historical development of the profession, and reflect the

immense changes that have occrrrrerl throughout soclety, Ac,

this discussion illustrates, these important job factors which

are identi f ied in the generar turnover I iterature, are

especially problematic for nurses, and have the potential to
affect s igni f icantly the turnover of nurses work ing in
hospitals today. The remaining sub-factors that are related

to 'rJob Factorsrr, but in thls authorf s opinion fall under the

category of working conditions (which in large part are

controlled by the organization)¿ wili- be discussed in the next

sect i on .

Nursing Turnover in Relation to organizational Factors
rrAn organization is a collection of people working

together under ä division of labour and a hierarchy of

authority to achieve a common goal" (sulrivan & Decker, 1999,

p.16). This definition emphasizes that an organization exists
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for the purpose of achieving a goal or a set of goars. rn
order for ãn organization to achieve its goars it must

accomprish certain tasks. rn order to coordinate tasks,
organizations must be built oï given structure. rt is this
structure that gives an organization many of its distinctive
characteristics. structure dictates in large part, patterns
of authority and corregiality, which in effect establish the
patterns of communication that are basic to information f1ow,
and ultimatçly decision making. Besides structure, àn

organization must have technological resources or its own

particular rrtools of the trader'. Fina1ly, an organizatlon
must have people, rt is the people, in comblnation with the
technologyt who must contribute to the task, in order that the
organization can achieve its goals. Thus¡ ärr organization
must be appropriately structured, equipped, and staffed tn
order to achieve its mission,

The five internal and interdependent organizational
factors goaJs, tasks, technologr¿ peopre, and structure
(commonly referred to as sociotechnical system theory) are

said to be highry interactive and are thought to shape and

mold one another such that ä significant change in one will
result in some adaptation on the part of the others. These

internar organlzational factors àre in turn, subJect to the

larger externar environmentar factors such as economics, 1aw,

cul-ture, demographics, politics, and ecoLogy. (McClure, 19g4;

Owens, 1-9 81 ) .
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Hospitals äre unique and complex organizations. A major
goal for most hospÍtals is to provide an effective and

efficient hearth cäre program to the community it serves. one

of the primary and most essential tasks of any hospital is to
deliver safe and effective nursing care to its patlents. rn
order to achieve its task, and ultimatery its goal, the
organization must utilize up-to-date technology and skirled
personnel, rn order to coordinate the tasks of nursing with
other departments in the hospitar" the hospitar orgànization
has assumed a traditional structure, Although there are many

types of organizations, hospitals have historicarly Êuncttoned

as bureaucratic structures - mechanical, formal, hierarchical
and centralized (CampbetI, 1984; Darbyshire, L9gg; Sullivan n

Decker, 19BB ) . By definition, bureaucracies typically
function by subordinating the needs of individuals to the
needs of the institution (March & Simon , l-95B ) .

Any organization depends on member behaviour that is
consistent with its goals, in order to achieve optimum
productivity. This means that peopre who work within a

bureaucratic organization must behave in prescïibed ways,

sacrificing some of their personar autonomy and freedom. The

price that individuals pay in loss of personal freedom, must

be weighed against the economic and personal benefits they
glean from the system. This position highlights the fact that
in order for organizational goars to be achieved, members of
the organization must be productive, and the working
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rerationship between orgänizations and their memberships must

be given constant attention, rndeedo behavioral scientists
keenly analyze and interpret that dynamic interplay between

the organization's demands and the needs of the human

employees who work within them, namely;

behaviour.
organizationaJ

voluntary employee turnover is an organizational
behaviour. chronic nursing turnover disrupts the tasks of an

organization and therefore limits the goal achievement of
hospitals. Most hospital administrators view high attrition
rates as inevitable (Marquis, 19gg) so in effect, nurses are
considered to be the.weak rink in the chain for maintaining an

optimally functioning organization.

Theories of organizations and particularly the
sociotechnical theory, however, force us to look at the highry
interactive and interdependent organizational factors within
the larger sociar context (Mcclure, L9g4; owens, 1981). These

factors are said to shape and mold one another. Tradttionalry,
rigid bureaucratic hospital structures attempted to shape and

mold their nursing emptoyees. For the most part however, the
response of the nurse emproyees has been consistent, and their
behaviour in the form of turnover can hardty be considered
adaptive if it translates into quitting their Jobs and reaving
the orgðnlzation. If structure dictates how an organization
is staffed and equipped, and if the organization is not
adequatery staffed or equipped to achieve its mission, it
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wourd seem rogical that the structure is inappropriate for the
accomplishment of goals" Rather than continue to shape and

mord its employees, hospitars must do an abouL-face and begin

to adapt, by allowing employees to shape and mold the
organizational structure ( Beyers, et. aI. , LgB3; Campbell,

1984; Kidder & Gruending, 1999; Larson, Lgg4; prescott, j-989).

sue Hegyvary writes; t'Beyond the provision of direct patient
care, hovrevero nurses in institutions hold a position of
crucial importance: they äre the interface between patient
care and institut,ional operations" (cited in Sultivan &

Decker, 1988, p.vi). Thus if nurses are inappropriately or

under-utilized in hospitars, patient care and institutional
operations suffer.

The studies that have investigated nurse employee

turnover have incorporated generäl theories of organizational
behaviour in their applications. and their findings have

contributed to a crearer understanding of the turnover
process. The results of these studies have enhanced our
ability to identify and dssess organizational factors
associated with turnover. OrganizatÍons are primarily
responsible tor policies, practices, and working conditions
f.ox employees. I f there is congruence between the
organization and the emproyee with regard to policies,
practices and working conditions it would seem to folrow that
there wourd be more commitment, more productivity and less
voluntary turnover on beharf of the employee. tihen reviewing
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such as centralization,
communication, and Íntegration (Table z.r,), it is noted that
they have a medium strong rerationship to the turnover
process- As wäs discussed earlier, the structure of an

CIrganization dictates many of these related factors. Thus the
more notable characteristics of bureaucracies (and hospitals
for that matter) are a high degree of centrarization, a formar
communication process. and a pyramidar shape of authority.
These factors are exactly the organizational variables that
have been most strongly related to emproyee turnover in the
research investigations.

Nursing turnover research consistently suggests that in
large part, hospitats and their organizational structures arê
not responsive to their nursfng emproyee needs, and that the
demands from the institution far outweigh what these employees

are willing to sacrifice in terms of personal and professional
autonomy¿ economics and personal benefits (Banning, 1990;
Loveridge, i_988; ideisman, LgB?¡ !üoIf , L9B1) , As a result,
negative organizational behaviour in the form of excessive and

chronic turnover ensues, and a negative organizational climate
persists, which is characterized by the reructance of nurses
to invest themselves personarry oï professionally in the
organizations within which they work.
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Nurs inq Turn_ever In Relation To Demoqraphic Factors

Many demographic factors are Iinked to employee turnover

in organizations. The two sub-factors that are consistently
and strongly rerated to employee turnover in organizations are

age and tenure (see Tab1e 2.L\. There is a strong negative

relationship found between employee age and turnover, and,

employee tenure and turnover. Thus, the generalizations that
young members of organizations and members with row lengths of

service (tenure) have higher turnover rates than older

members and members with high lengths of service, receive

strong support in the literature (Cotton & Tuttlen 1-986;

Mobley, et. a1 . , L979; Pr ice L977 ) .

Although these two variables have been shown to be good

predictors of turnover, many researchers have failed to
expì.ain whv they are. Many reasons have been put forth, but

the predominant theme in most explanations is that both age

and tenure coväry with many other important variables that
influence a personts decision to stay with" or leave an

organization. rt is thought that younger employees within an

organization have more entry-reve1 opportunities for
employment, hord inaccurate and unrearistic job expectations,

lack experience and expertlse in their nehr positions, have

more routinized work, receive less pay and acquire few

benefits, have few family obligations and few close friends

wiÈhin the organization, and are not alrowed to participate
fully in organizational decision making, thus making their
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decision to terminate employment with the organization
somewhat easier than an older employee (Mobleyn L9Bz; Mowday,

et.a1., L9B2; price & Muerrer, i.991). on the other hand,

order employees have more often than not invested more in the
organization and concomitantly have more at stake when

considering leaving the organization.

surprisingly, the factor of age has not received much

attention in the nursing turnover riterature. Four of the
five nursing moders did not isorate age as ä variabre.
ïnstead, if it was utilized at all, it was grouped together
with other demographic factors. only one of the five models

Ísolated age as a sub-factor (parasuraman t LgBgl I and only one

other model lumped this specific factor with other variables
in a category classified as frmobility factors" (Hinshaw

et.ar., 1987). hlith the exception of price & Muelrer¡ r'o

explanation was provided in the nursing turnover literature
for the deletion of this important variabre. rn the articre
Age Drain by Esther Green (1987), it vras suggested that for
whatever reasons, mature nurses tend gradually to opt out of
hospitar nursing. rndeed, nurses who work at the bedside are
often young or have relatively littre nursing experience. If
this premise is true, the negative relationship found between

older employees and turnover may in fact not appty in nursing
because order staff nurses in hospital organizations rarely
exist. certainry this implies a untque finding for nursing
turnover research because it is contrary to all of the general
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turnover research.

Tenure, on the other hand receives much more attention in
the nursing turnover research and is included or impried in
virtually all of the models. unfortunately though, tenure is
vaguely or not sufficiently conceptualized in the models, so

its influence on the turnover process is hardry discernabre.

The term rrtenure' connotes permanence or rength of service of

an employee. The previous paragraph suggested that most

nurses in hospitars are relativery young and therefore

inexper ienced. This phenomenon in combination with the

problematic nature of high turnover amongst nursing employees

in hospitals, prompts a serious question; if turnover amongst

nursing staff in hospitals is high, and nursing staff in

hospitals are predominantly young and inexperienced, is
rrtenurerr a meaningful concept amongst nurses who work in
hospitals? ArguabIy, the concept of trtenurerr f or staf f nurses

is non-exlstent. Once again, thls sltuatlon 1s problematlc

when viewed with the general turnover research¡ äs the

negative relationship found between tenured employees and

turnover may not apply in nursing.

Finally, the sub-factor of I'kinship responsibilitiesil (or

number of dependents) has been shown to have a strong positive
rerationship with employee turnover in the general turnover
literature (See Tab1e 2.LI. As wtth the sub-factor of êgê"

kinship responsibirities in the nursing turnover research are

either ignored or lumped together with other variables (price
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& Mueller, 1981_t Hinshaw et.aI., 19g?). An explanation for
its absence was not provided by any ot the authors. once

again, this sub-factors absence in the nursing turnover models

is perprexing" rf nurses are predominantly female, and North
American women àssume the majority of child-care
responsibilities (atthough this soclety claims parenting is a

shared endeavour) cðn the strong positive relationship found
between kinship responsibirfties and turnover hord true for
this particular occupational group? I f it does, the
rerationshi-p has not yet been quantified, and if it doesnft,
once again the generar findings in turnover research have no

paralleIs with nursing turnover research.

The rndi.vlduar Factors have been very diffÍcult to
capture in the turnover research. Many sub-factors in this
category have been conceived and tested in turnover models,
but their relatÍonship to the turnover process is very
unclear. Sub-factors such as values , Lntell igence,
personality" work ethic, job aptitude, ability, and

professionalism äre extremery difficurt constructs to
conceptuarize and measure. yet it would appear that these
personar attributes may decide whether or not an individuar
commlts to, or exits from, an organlzation (Hinshaw. Smeltzer
& Atwood, 1'987; Mobley, Griffith, Hand & Meglino, Lg79;
Parasuraman, 1989; price & Muel1er, 1gB1; seybolt, i.gg6;
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research, it ls apparent that
their work in dÍfferent kinds

could be said that turnover

decision.

5B

the results of the turnover

different individuals react to
of ways. Assuming this, it
is ultimately an individual

Tr,¡o sub-factors have received considerable attention in
the past decade, and show some promise nor integrating the

five major turnover factors. These two are; intentions to
quit, and organizational commitment.

Theoretically, an lndividualts intention to quit should

be a good predictor of behaviour. This concept has been

supported empirically, and in fact has been shown to be among

the best individuar-lever predictors of turnover in several

research endeavors (Mobley, 1982 ) . Indeed, it has been

incorporated into the majority of general and nursing turnover

models (Hinshawr Smel-tzex & Atwood, L987; Mobley, Griffith"
Hand & Meglino, L979; Parasuramdn,1989; prlce & Mueller,
l-98i-; SeyboIt, 1986 ) . Although many f actors are correlated
with turnover, intention to quit is significantry related.
unfortunately, what is not understood about thÍs sub-factor is
what erements lead up to the decision. rntent to reave has

been found to be the best predictor of turnoveï, but to date,

no researcher has been able to identify the psychorogical or

behavloral processes that lead up to the actual turnover

event.

OrganLzational commitment has repeatedly been shown to be
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an important factor in understanding the psychological
processes and behaviours (including turnover behaviour) of
employees in organizations (Mowday, et. aI . , 1982 ) . The

developing body of research on commitment suggest that this
concept is significantly and negativery rerated to turnover
and is more strongly related to turnover than is satisfaction
(Mobley, Griffith, Hand & Megrino, 1979; price & Muerler tggz;
Taylor & covaleski, 1985). unfortunatery however, no singre
definition of organizationar commitment exists. Most

definltions attempt to portray the phenomenon as an attitude
or behaviour. Mowday, porter a steers define orgänizationar
commltment ðs rr.,.the rerative strength of an individualfs
identi f ication with and involvement in a part icular
organizationr' (1982, p.27). These authors characterlze
organizational commitment by at reast three factors: (a) a

strong belief in and acceptance of the oïganizationrs goars

and values; (b) a willingness to exert considerable effort on

behalf of the organization; and (c) a strong desire to
maintain membership in the organization (LggZ, p.27). In a

general senseo the concept of organizational commitment

assists researchers in expì.aining how people find purpose in
their work, and to a certain degree, in their personal life as

we11.

rn the case of nursing turnover, it wourd appear most

beneficial if hospitar organizations courd distinguish those

aspects of the oïganization their nurses believe, accept and
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identify with (commitment ), and those aspects of the

organlzation that nurses question, renounce and eventually
withdraw from (turnover). rt is apparent that the factors of
intention to quit and organizational commitment are, in
effect, d imens ions of one another, but the ir exact
relationship 1s still not known. Interest in turnover
behaviour amongst nurses who work in hospitars and their
commitment to the organizations are rtkely to increase in the
futurer âs concern grohrs for the relationship between the
quality of services delivered by an organization and the
quality of work life in that organization.

Discussion Of the Nursinq Turnover Research

As the previous sections have outrined, there are
consistently row explanatory por\rers of arr the turnover
models, nursing and otherwise. As a result, employee turnover
in orgånizations and within hospltars remalns poorry
understood" Turnover then is not simply one subject, but
many. Those factors believed to influence the turnover
process have been applied to nursing and have been critically
examined. Nursing turnover is thought to be the result of
complex linkages among economic, organizationalr job, and

personal factors which, after analysis by an individuails
value system, contribute to that personrs decision to remain

with, or leave the hospitat. some of the findings from the
general turnover research are congruent with the nursing
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turnover research, but many contradictory and nonsignificant
findings are also present

The rerationship between turnover in general and the

variables operationarizing Economic and Demographic Factors
are not readily appricable to nursing turnover at art. Those

factors which seem to hold more relevance with regards to
nursing turnover are found within the categories of
organizational and Job Factors. Although the rndividual
Factors revealed some applicability to the phenomenon of
nursing turnover, the difftculties in conceptualizing the sub*

factors and the smarl amount of research that has been done in
the area limit the generalizability of the f indings. rn thls
authorrs opinion, several variabres that mäy possibly be

important to this specific occupationar group and could be

rerated to turnover r^rere not even mentloned or studler_1,

namely: kinship responsibilities (number of children, ages of
chirdren), work values (job or career, furl-time or part time,
career plans), family values (primary hrage earner, spouse

career, child care arrangements ) and career stage ('rRaw

Recruft, Young Turk, sceptic, Burnt out, oy, old Guardrl

{Seybolt, 1986} ).

ïn summary, a review and a comparlson of the vast amount

of turnover llterature has not allowed a clear understanding

of nursing turnover. tühat is apparent, is that of all the
variables studied, organizational and Job Factors contribute
nnost signlfi.cantly to the problem of nursj.ng turnover. rt is
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Retentlon Strategies will be
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next section,

directed.

NURSE EMPLOYEES IN HOSPTTALS

I ntroduct Í on

The current nurse shortage,/nurse turnover situation in
canada is a threat to our present system of health care. The

problem of nurse turnover in hospital based practice is
compricated, and its sorutions are immensery chalrenging. The

literature review revears that the responsibirity for nursing
turnover does not lie solely with individuar nurses t oy the
demographics of this occupational group. Rather, it has been

discovered that turnover in rarge part, represents a failure
on the part of the organlzation tn selecting, placing,
orientating, supervising, charlenging and rewarding their
nurse employees (Beyers, Mul1ner, Byre & v,Ihitehead, 1983;

Campbell, 1984; Darbyshire, 1_9BB; Hoffman, j.ggg; Huston &

Marquis, 1989; Larson, L9B4; McCloskey, Lg74; Munro, 19g3;

Prestholdt, et.a1., LgBB; Ruffing et.aI., L9g4; Vogt, Cox,

velthouse & Thames, 1-983; rtla11, 1-9gg; !üeisman, Lggz; wo1f,

1981) .

A rnajor premise in the turnover

organizational characterlstics could

literature was that
inf l-uence people I s
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attitudes to stay or leave the organization. The comprexity,
diverslty, and importance of staff nurse turnover have

underscored the necessity for changes to be made in hospital
organizations.

tnlhat Ís required is an in-depth and rong range approach
to the solution and resorution of the problem. The successfur
reduction of turnover must be an undertaking that is not
assumed lightly, or decided by one partiiular individuat. The

participants invorved must be multidisciplinary and

representative of arr hospitar emproyees. The strategies that
are initiated must be discussed and planned, ïecognizing that
their discussion and implementatÍon will require tremendous

energy, and will invorve conflict and stress. The projects
that are designed must incrude short and long term
perspectives and must contain elements of ongoing individuar,
departmental and orgänizational assessment.

Retention is planned. It is obvious in anorganizationrs mission statement and in anadministratorrs philosophy, ds well as iñ--the organizationrs policies and procedures,
supervisory job descriptions¡ pêËformance
appraisal mechanisms, conflict resolution
tactics, and its methods for self evaluation.(Vogt, Cox, Velthouse ç Thames | !993, p.4)

The focus of the strategies will consider the general and

nursing turnover research, and witt be tailored to suit the
needs of both the organization and its employees, based on a

fhorough assessment of the problem at the organizational
(versus 91oba1 ) 1eve1. Finally, the institution must

individuarize its retention strategies by matching findings
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from its ongolng assessment to identified needs (curran &

Minnick, 1-989; Huston & Marquis, i.989; vogt, cox, verthouse a

Thames, 1-983).

An interesting Hospital Nurse Retention Model

encompässing all of these principles is presented by curran a

Minnick;

Principle #L- Retention is affected by the interaction of
multiple internal and external factors,
difficult to predict universally due to
the complexity of interrelationships.

Principle #2- Each institution must develop retrievable
data gathered durtng än ongoi.ng organLzational

assessment

Principre #3- strategies and tactics to improve retention
must be highly individualized by matching

findings from the ongoing assessment to
identifled demands il.989, p.326 e 327).

Kramer and Schmalenberg (1988) conducted an innovative
study that analyzed L6 magnet hospitars to ascertain if they
possessed characteristics, similar to those identified by

Peters and lrlatermants ( rn seazch of ExceJ ience) best run

business firms in the united states. Their summary concluded,
quite simply, in the affirmative.

They Imagnet hospitals ] are infused with varues ofquality care, nurse autonomy, informal, nonrigid verbalcommunication, innovation, bringing out the beãt in eachindividuar, education, respect ãnd caring for theindividual. and striving for ãxcel1ence. They are led bynurse leaders and managers who are zearots in hordlng anã
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promulgating these values.
(1988, p.1?)

Thus the essential characLeristics of eminent business firms
were very similar to hospitals which r/üere deemedrtexcellenttr,

and had a hiqhly successfur record for attracting and

retaining qualified nursing staff. The benefits of increased
productivity, efficiency, morale, growth and profitability
provided by a stable workforce have been demonstrated

repeatedly by industry. rt cðn be rogicalry assumed that the

existence of a stable nursing workforce can only serve to
benefit Canadian hospitals as welI.

Chanqinq The Emplover-Emplovee Relationship

rf orgdnizatlons want to improve retention and emproyee

productivity, it is mandatory that they examine how they view

their human resources (Huston & Marquisr j.ggg; Vogt. Cox,

Velthouse & Thames, 1983). Close inspectlon of a hospital's
actions towards its patients and employees should in itself
arlow an investigator to determine the institution's
philosophy and mode of human resource management.

Hospitals and their administrators profess to varue

quality patient care and nursing services, and often declare

this value with statements in their organlzational
phllosophies. One of the four characteristics that determine

a true value isi that it must be positively affirmed and acted
on (Huston & Marquis, 1989r p. 22) . rf hospitals and their
administrators varue quality patient care and nursing services
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are required to adminisLer it, why then do Lhese säme

organlzations provide inadequate nursing staff to deliver that
care, at the same time arlowing for excessive turnover amongst

sÈaf f ? rt wourd appeär then that hospital administrat.ors hold
a positive attitude with respect to nurses, but do not truly
value them.

The most important and fundamental retention strategy
that must occur for alr others to be successful is for
hospltals to rethink completely the traditional employer-
employee relationship (Huston & Marquis, L9g9; MaIlison, Lgg6;

Prescott, L989; vogt, cox, velthouse & Thames, 19g3; lrleisman,

1-982). one author states that hospitals äre abusing nursesr
professionar commitment, loyalty, and dedication. She

candidly writes i " .. . the system ls killing them softly'
(Chandler, 1988, p.4). Indeed, nursing is not taken seriously
äs a long term career and the organization of hospitars
reflects this attitude. Hospitals lack long term commitment

to their nursing emproyees as exemprified in their severery
compressed salary structure, deficient promotional
opportunities, poor working conditions, and generar lack of
initiative in employee development. Instead of valuinq
experienced, satisfied careerists, their objectives are short
term and are directed by recruitment efforts and bringing in
Iess skilled (new or forefgn) practitioners. The editor of

has aptly coined this style of
hospital ad¡irinistration as ft&Ir ing I Em Dry Mismanagementrt,
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because it reries on inexperienced and naive beginners who are

wrung dry and tossed aside in a few years because of a

perceived infinite supply of nurses.

Rather than work on recruitment efforts to alleviate
turnover problems, it is the opinion of many that retention
strategies must be designed for nurses who have already

acquired their education and experience. rf the organization
is ln fact contributing to the problem of nursing turnover,
the focus of the retention strategies must inltialry
concentrate on changing the system in which nurses work.

Measuring Staff hlurse Turnover

rn order that effective strategies can be implemented to
reduce turnover it is imperative that the problem be

thoroughly investigated. I f an organization values its
employees, it will naturally take stock of their coming and

goings. A compracent attitude towards nurse turnover suggests
and leads to a diminished value of and investment in those

employees, which in turn contributes to the problem. Further,
it puts the hospital organization in a passive, dependent and

reactive position at a time when health care urgently requires

a proactive and deliberate stance. rf the problem of nursing

turnover can be well defined, it wilL forrow that a goal

statement and comprehensive plan ot. action can then proceed.

severar authors pragmaticalry suggest that the flrst step

towards reducing turnover is to measure it (Duxbury &
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Armstrohg, l9B2; Ezrati, 19B4; Hoffman, L9Bj.).

How does the organization begin to measure the problem

of nursing turnover? rt is fert that preestabrished criteria
should be outlined for both acceptable and unacceptable
turnover prior to measuring turnover rates. Each case of
turnover should then be analyzed by an exit interview which is
accompanied by a performance rating based on prior
evaluatlons. Finarly, based on the interview and collection
of data, it can be determined if the turnover is votuntary or
involuntâtyt and functionar or dysfuncticlnal. rn its rough
form, turnover can then be assessed and categorized (sullivan
& Decker, L988; vogt, cox, velthouse & Thames, 1gB3). once

turnover is measured, and evaruated in terms of its rate,
pattern, location, causes, and consequences, an assessment of
all of this ínformation wiIl allow a clearer understanding of
the problem.

The availability of this information isa vital prerequisite to the effective control
and reduction of turnover. Unless thecalculation of such data is understood, aswell as consistently produced and disseminatedat appropriate levels of the organization,
subjectíve and frequently erroneous decisionswill continue to be made about the managementof human resources.

(Hoffmann, 198i., p.3?)
As an earr ier section outr ined, there are problems

associated with the measurement of turnover, but this should
not deter orgånizations from colrecting an accurate data base.

Duxburyfs and Armstrongts articl-e entitled caiculating Nurse

Turnover rndices comprehensively addresses the problems
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to calculate Crude Turnover Rate,

and ä Survival of Leavers Curve.

a measure of turnover volume and

of service, Ieaves (1982).
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Their recommendations äre

Median Service of Leavers,

These calculations provide

a measure of who. by length

chanqinq The orqanizational structure of Hospitals
rrThe domain of organizational structure Ís usually in the

control of organizationar readersrr (Larsen, i.984, Þ.38) . Thus

the person in the organization usually responsible for the
mediating role between organizational demands and human needs,

is the admlnistrator. Administrationrs mandate is very
comprex, however their functions can generally be summärized

as being two-fold: (1) Supervision- defined as the process of
getting work done through others; done properry, on time, and

within budget, and (2') Management- defined as deployment of
resources to accompl ish orgànizational ends ( sulr ivan &

Decker, 1988, p,43). Essentially then, an administratorts job

is to make the organizationrs resources productive. rt is
very apparent throughout this entire discussion, that nursing

turnover is counterproductive for the organization, that the

organization I s structure dictates many factors that are

moderately related to the phenomenon of turnover, and that in
large part because of their crucial position in the
orgänization, hospitar administrators should be herd

accountable for thls situation.
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ItAdvocating increased attention tostructural constraints in nursing
meäns that we must study the orgänization
.of -nursing as seriously as bre studyclinical practice tt

(Campbel1, 1984, Þ"28).
A fundamentar restructuring of hospitals and their use of

nurses has been called for (campbe11, LgB4; Larson, 19B4;

PrescoLt¡ 1989). For too rong, practising nurses and nurse
managers have been excluded from the forums of decision making

and poricy formation at the institutionar lever. Nurses,

input into major decisions affecting the direction of health
care' management of thelr work units, work schedules,
workload, Þoricy development, committee structure, continuing
education, research and personner evaruations, has been

limited at best. The hierarchical structure of hospitals that
implies authoritative power at the närrow pinnacre shared only
by a few" and impotent servility arlotted to the masses, has

been very distasteful for nurses, and there have been

increasing demands by nurses to democratize alt decision
making in hospitals. A critical change that must occur in the
hospital organization to accommodate these demands is the
structurar renovation known äs decentrarization (Arren,
carkin, & peterson, i.9Bg; Althaus et.ar., Lggz; calrahan,
1_987 ) .

The main goal of decentralization
responsibility and authority downward in the

that decision making tàkes place as close as

point at which the work is actually performed

is to press

orgänization so

possible to the

(McCIure, LgB4').
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The innovations that have resurted'from this design renewal

take the form of participative management or shared

governance. trln the last ten years, the concept of

participative management has been advocated and honed as the

style most conducive to organizationar and personar werl-
beingrr (Vogt t cox, Velthouse & Thames, L983, p.245 ) . It is
thought that as decentralization occurs, the traditionar
hierarchy of authority in the hospitar wilr become ress

signlflcant, and the opportunity to participate in creating
organizational objectives would be more satisfying for nurse

employees. urtimately, this strategy would increase nursers

autonomy and make organizationar structure and professional
practice more complimentary"

Redesiqníns Nurses I hlork

A job is deemedrlenrichedft if it allows workers to have

significant autonomy in their job actions, varlety in task
asslgnments, direct feedback from their clients, colleagues,

and supervisors, and extensive identification with the whore

or finished product (Joiner & van Servellen, 1994, p.L7i
tdhitsett, L975). AII job enrichment strategies try to enrich

the ro1e, thereby increasing overall job satisfaction, and

ultimately creating higher quality outcomes for the worker and

the organization. rn the case of nurses, job enrichment can

be interpreted as being more beneficiat for patient care, and

more þeneflclal to the organization 1n the form of decreased
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rates of turnover amongst staff. what types of strategies are

consldered enrichlng, and how must nurses' work be redesÍgned

to be considered¡renrichedtt? The literaLure is replete with
hundreds of methods that can be implemented by organizations
to improve factors within nursesr jobs that wiII decrease the

rate of staff nurse turnover (for example: Registered Nurses

Association of British Columbia, 1989).

For the most part, three broad strategies that markedly

renovate nurses'job content are thought to encompäss most of

the retention strategies considered to affect and reduce

nursing turnover in hospital organizations. These strategies
include primary nursing, clinical ladders, and joint
collaborative practice.

Primarv Nursinq

Historically, four nursing care modalities have dominated

the r4rays in which nurslng cäre derivery is organtzedr cåse

method, functional method, team nursing and primary nursing
(Joiner & van Servellen, 1_982, p.1B-23). Case method nursing
1s seen most predominantry in public health and community

based nursing practice. This type of nursing puts nurses in
a relatively autonomous position as they possess a caseload of
patients and fulr domain of commitment to the patientrs
wholeness, with few intermediaries. This case methodo

according to todayrs view of job enrlchment, has much to offer
todayts nurse.
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Functional nursing divides nursing into specific tasks
and r^ras very prevalent during the first half of the century.
Narrowly defined tasks (administering rnedications, dressing
changes, etc. ) turned into job specialization whereby

individual nurses assumed a specific job, and the patient was

divided into pieces and received cäre from a multÍtude of
nurses. The nursesr limited knowledge of the ttwholeftpatient

had obvious limitations with regard to skill variety, task
identity and significancer äs werr as autonomy and feedback.

Team nursing operates on the premise that a leader will
designate assignments to various members of staff, and the

team will be responsible for a caseload of patients. rn

essence, this nursing modarity combines attributes of the

functional method, but the patient road is considerabry

decreased. The probrems ðssociated with this form of nursing
is that autonomy is minimal, identification of the whole

patient is limited, feedback is rargery indirect and task
variety is only moderate.

Primary nursing was first introduced in the early ninety
seventies and embodies a distinct philosophy which entails a

unique distribution of nurses to patients. The care on a ward

is distrlbuted so that the total care of an indivldual patient
and family is the responsibility of one particular nurse. The

primary nurse has autonomy and authority in the care of a

small group of patients and is accountable for delivering
individuarized, comprehensive, coordinated and continuous
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patient-centered care. primary nursing not only changes the
utlllzation of professional staff but has also been shown to
improve the quality of cäre to paLients (Anderson & Choi,
1980). The in-depth continuous relationship with the patient
enables the primary nurse to deriver quatity care, identify
with a finished product and receive direct feedback from the
client and her peers and colleagues. It is felt this
enriching envlronment increases job satisfaction and

urtimately improves nurse retentton. (Anderson & choi, 19g0;

Joiner & van Servaleen, 1984 ) .

Clinical Ladders

The traditional system of organizing nursing service
usually rewards clinical excellence by moving the nurse away

from the patient into administration. This engagement of
administratÍve activities is perceived more as nursing the
system versus the patient, and unfortunatery interferes with
or extinguishes the nurse's retention for clinical ski1ls that
led to the promotion in the first place (Colavecchio, Tescher

& Scalzi, 1,974) . tdhat seems to be 1acking ln hospital based

nursing practice is a method that allows ä nurse to achieve
stature, status and economic advancement without leaving the
bedside. Restructuring the sarary system and providing for
lateral or horizontal promotion (a clinical ladder versus a

career radder) to fit long term cäreer expectatÌons ts seldom

discussed. Nursing is one of the few professions that after
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10 years of experience sees an increase in salary of only
$6,000.

several plans have been set forth to systematicalry
devise four levels of practice: cLinical Nurse 1 to crinical
Nurse 4. The clinÍcar ladder considers the nursers knowledge,

education, experience and clinlcal competence. These levels
serve as recognition of professional development with each

position (Bracken e christman I L97B; colavecchio et.â1., L97a;

Ulsafer-Van Lanen, 19Bj_). The rationale for this concept Ís
twoford; it wilr provide high quality and efficient nursing
care to patients, and theoreticaLly, the status and rewards

obtained will reduce job dissatisfaction amongst nurses,

thereby improving nurse retention.

Joint-Collaborative pract ice

The relationship between nurses and physicians has

generally been viewed as a unilaterar one. Most of the power

and decision making has been granted to the physician, and

nurses have been expected to carry out ¡rordersrr. The past f ew

years has seen a slow shift from previous unilateral-dependent
relationships to more interdependent-collaboratÍve ones. The

murtiple causes that have been attributed to this shift of
patient-care control have been; feminism, more liberar
educatlon of the nurse, ä sense of professionar prtde that
recognizes and values nursing practice, and insistence that
medicar càre is only one part of health and irrness cåre
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(Mauksh, 198L). As well, the persistent witl of nurses to be

more autonomous and accountable has greatry affected their
relationship with physicians and the hearth care organization.

The joint-collaborative practice approach is relatively
simple. A doctor and nurse together plan care for a group of
patients" This is characterized by joint declsion making, a

mutually agreed upon division of rabour, and unifled goal

achievement (Mauksh o L98L; trlolf , 198L ) . This strategy is most

prevalent in critical care areàs today and is srowly moving

into the other departments. The most important key to
successfur lmprementation àssumes physicians will alrow
significant roles besides their own to be featured and valued.
The end result wirl be a wider range of services delivered to
the hearth care consumer, delivered by health care providers
who express respect for each other I s competencies and

communicate well with each other. This, along with the joys

that accompany colleagueship, wirr urtimately lead to greater
job satisfaction, decreased turnover, improved patient care
and enhanced orgänizational effectiveness.

Human Resources Management

Hospital organizations must change their industrial-era
modes of thinking to accommodate the change in nurses and the
way they are able to practice.

It is evident that in recent years, the
sciences of management, sociology, and
psychology have had a significant impact
on organizational philosophy, and subsequently
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on how people are managed at work; but itis also evident that many managers retain adistrust and nonacceptance of subordinates.
This belief system leads to human resource
mðnagement decisions that often result in
reduced productivity and increased attrition.If organizations and managers wish to makecontinued progress toward a more humanistic
approach to managing people, they must bewilling to examine their personal and organizationalvalues and initiate change where necessary.

A contingency approach

(Huston & Marquis, j.989, p.32)

to administration that would

genuinely value and respect nurses must be adopted. Human

Resources Management (HRM) is the term used to describe å

systematic approach to management (and administration) based

upon the apprication of behaviorar science. Humän Resources

Management is based upon the overlapplng theories and concepts

of mäny behavioral scientists including Dougras McGregor,

Abraham Maslow, Frederick Herzberg and Rensis Likert. The

most distinctive characteristic of HRM is that it does not
adhere to hard-and-fast rules ì cyitical situations that occur
in organizations are deaLt wlth on a contingency basis, based
on the successful application of HRM ideas. The cluster of
assumptions that embody an HRM approach include;

1. rn order to maximize organizational effectiveness itis mandatory that internar arrangements are created thatsupport a climate that increases human motivation and
enhances human growth.

2. Administrators will seek to increase the invorvementof arl emproyees at arl levers of the organizatlon,recognizing the potentiar energy and creativity of the
human resources in the organization.
3. To facilitate ful1 communication and the productive
management of conflict, there must be a climatecharacterized by high levers of trust and openness,
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thereby arlowing futr constructive participation.
4 " In the fast-changing and ambiguous world of today,
hearthy organizations (personif ied by being adaptablJandproblem-so1vÍng) are not likeJ.y to emphasizeauthoritarian, hierarchicaL, bureaucratic structures.
They are more apt to emphasize flexible organizationsthat put a premium on expertise rather than on status inthe hierarchy.

5. Apathy, poor performance, alienation, and turnover at
work are more crosery related to the satisfaction, senseof contribution, achievement and intrinsic value of workthat people get from their jobs than to the "kinds ofpeopleil that they are.

(Owens, 198 4, Þ.309-310 )

As has been discussed, there is ä comprex network of
variables that influence voluntary job termination with
nurses. The ability to predict those nurses who wilt reave

their hospital
faceted reasons

of employment is poor. Of the many multi-
that nurses give for leaving their work in

hospitars, it is the opinion of many that they incLude factors
within the rearm of nursing management and hospital
admlnistration (Butler & parsonsr l_989; Ginzberg, patray,

ostow & Brann, L982; Hoffman, lggg; Loveridge, lggg; hleisman,

t_982 ) .

Much of the research tends to suggest that organizational
change cän lead to improved staff retention. Two separate

research endeavours discovered that 5?% and gg% of the nurses

in each study stated that appropriate manageriar intervention
early in their leave-taking decision process would have halted
their decision to Ieave (Landstrom, Biordi, Gillies,19g9;
Marquis, L9BB). It is felt that perhaps by altering the
circumstånces in which Registered Nurses work, it may alter
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the professionar aLtrition rate, entice more nurses back to
work and attract more indÍviduals in to the profession. rn
the long run, retenLion strategies cän herp hospitals
rehumanize rather than dehumanize the women that work Ìn them,

and the spirlover from the changes wirr be exemplified in
lower turnover, greater organizational effectiveness, and

ultimatery, improved quality of care derlvered to patients.
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III ) METI{ODOLOGY

Desiqn Of The Studv

The research questions that were generated from this
studyrs purpose statement are directed towards hospital
admÍnistrators, and endeavour to discover: their perspective
of the velocity of nursing turnover in their institutions;
strategies in place designed to reduce or counteract the
phenomenon; rationare for utilizing the retentlon strategies
that are in place; and effectiveness of the strategies for
retaining nursing employees. These general questions seek

lnformatfon. and ln so doing, require that the researcher ask

the hospital administrators to report the data for themserves.
frsubjects in a research study often have information that is
important to the study and that can be obtained only by asking
the subjectrr (LoBiondo-tdood & Haber, Lgg6, p.L60).

surveys are exproratory and descrlptive Ln nature and

attempt to search for information about the characteristics of
particular situations" institutions, groups or subjects. rThe

purpose of survey research is to obtain information that
describes existing phenomena by asking the individuals their
perceptions, attitudes, behaviours or valuestr (Moorer. 1986,

p.L7 4) .

The most frequent mode of data collection
research is by means of a questionnaire, or an

(Moore, L986; LoBiondo-!üood & Haber , Lgg6 ) .

for survey

i ntervi ew

^A survey
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investigation appeared most appropriate in this particurar
study, either in the form of a distributed questionnaire or än

interview directed towards hospital administrators.
Questionnaires can be distributed to large popurations, are

usuall-y less costry in time and money, and have the potential
to be answered anonymously. rn addition, if the questions are
clear'and specific, there is rittLe possibirity of bias by the
researcher who administers it. An interview on the other
hand, is à strong approach to gathering information for
research because it approaches the task directly. An

interview is ". . .a process by which the researcher gathers
data by verbal questioning of the study subjects to elicit
data on the variables being studiedil (Abdellah & Levine, 19g6,

p.387). rt retrieves specific kinds of information such as

beliefs and attitudes that would be difflcult to obtaln
without asking the subject directly. An intervier¡¡er can

crarify questions that äre unclear or misunderstood, and can
also maintain the order of the questions for the subjects.
The refusar rate for interviews is much less than for
questionnaires. !ühen open-ended responses are soughtr ân

interview allows for richer and more complex data to be

collected (toBiondo-Wood & Haber, 1996)"

The number of subjects required to obtain the data for
this investigation was small. As wel1, no similar studies had

been done. therefore reliance on a previously structured
research design could not be utilized or, incorporated into
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this study. In right of this" and the discussion from the
previous paragraphs, and the personar belief of the researcher
that an interview wourd obtain better data than a

questionnaire, it hras felt that the most expedient way to
obtain the data for this particuLar study would be to soricit
interviews with hospital administrators. Dexter summarizes

when to use interviewing: rr....interviewing is the preterred
tactic of data collection when in fact it appears like1y that
it will get better data or more data or data at Jess cost than
other tacticsrr ( L9?0, p,11) .

Validitv 0f The Desiqn

The limitations of any investigation are usually fÍxed by

the study design In the câse of interviewing, there åre
three potentíal threats to validity that can influence the
correction and analysis of the data. These generarly incrude
the researcher, the behaviour of the subjects, and the
environmenL in which the research is conducted. These

potential threats to validity are discussed at length in
Dexter 1970, Katzer, cook & crouch 19?9, LoBiondo-gtood a Haber

1986, Merriam 1_988, and Treece & Treece 19g6.

The key to conducting quarity survey reseärch is the same

as that of experimental and quasi-experimental research-
minimizing the threat of posslbre confoundlng varlables that
could influence the survey results. For the researcher using
an interview format, it is thought that technÍques such as:
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the courteous maintenance of a non-judgementar and neutral
interviewer that tistens to the informants I frame of reference
and refrains from arguing; a pretest and pirot study oÈ the
instrument; a tape recorder and interviehr sunmarles that are
sent back to respondents for crarifÍcation, further comments

and editing; the sorting of subjective data (such as opinions"
valueso attitudes and tendencies to act) from objective data
(such as comparison of accounts from one respondent to
another, and evidence of written documentation) as a

validation technique; and the selection of an optimum time and

place for the interviehr, mày minimize those variabres that may

threaten the validity and rerrability of the research
findings.

The Instrument

The purpose of any research rnstrument is to herp gather
data to answer the questions raised in the problem statement.
Four general questions were raised forlowing the problem

statement of this study, therefore Lhe intent with the design
of this particular rnstrument r^ras to grean the most

substantive and comprehensive data that could be

systematically analyzed and organized, to answer the research
quest i ons .

The rnstrument for this study attempted to determine four
ings: hospitaL adminisLratorrs perspective on the phenomenon

general duty Registered Nurse turnover; strategies that had

th

of
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been designed to retain nurses and prevent turnover; the
ratlonale for Ímplementing the retention strategies that v¡ere

in prace; and, the effectiveness of those strategies.
For purposes of this study, ilturnoverfr wiI

operatlonarized âs: general duty Registered Nurses who

theír jobs and leave the employing organization.

lbe

qu 1t

The overalr design of the interview took the form of ä

semi-structured open-ended interview scheduLe (Appendix C).
rrThe investigator determines the content of an interview or
questionnaire from the riterature review* (LoBiondo- [ùood,

l-986r p.160 ) . A similar study had not been done with this
topic, therefore an entirely ner^r Instrument had to be

developed to obtain the information sought from the research
questions. The research questions $¡ere to provide the basis
for the interview, and the literature review gave the most

direction for the construction of the questions that were

asked during the interview.
It is said that the most important thing an

interviewer,/researcher must do at the beginntng of an

interview is not to ask questions but to establish rapport
with the subjects (Treece & Treece, 1gg6; Dexter, 1g?0). This
was done by introducing myself, briefly expraining the purpose

of the study, and providing reassurance to the subjects that
their participation would be kept in confidencen and that
their names and the name of their institution would not be

used in the study. As well the researcher asked each
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respondent if they had any questions about the study before
the formal interview began (see.A,ppendix c, step 1-s).

The intent of the first quesLion of the interview was

twofold. First, the researcher wanted to engage the
interviewee and make the f irst question rreasyrr, Lheref ore it
I^ras decided to ask the respondents to talk about themselves
(assuming of course that, generarry speaking, peopre find it
easy to talk about themselves ) . Secondly, the researcher
wanted to satisfy a personar curiosity about the educational
and professionar background of the respondents.

section one of the rnstrument proceeded to ask each

respondent about their organizationrs response to nursing
turnover. Af ter much deriberation it was f elt that the ,,testrl

questions should be asked first because the respondents would

more than likely refer to their organizationrs statistics to
validate part of their subjective responses to the general
questions that were meant to rrdiscoverrr. Theref ore, the
speciflc questions in section one of the rnstrument attempted
to secure objective data for the study, whereas the questions
in section Two were designed to exprore and discover hospital
administrator's opinion and attitudes, thereby providing
subjective data tox the study.

The second question of section one in the rnterview
schedule asks a very important and specific question-,rrs
turnover amongst general duty Registered Nurses in this
institution measured?rf I f the respondent repl i ed rryss rr
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questions 3 to 13 were then asked. These questions vrere

deslgned to determlne hoç¡ accurate and effective the
measurements were and what was being done with the turnover
data. rf the respondent replied tnorr questions LA to j.g were

asked. These questions hrere hypotheticar in nature and were

meant to explore and dlscover beliefs and opinions. rn order
to obtain the administratorsr perspective on nursing turnover¿
general questions vüere devised in such a way as to obtain
their opinions and attitudes regarding the phenomenon.

Questions 19 through z7 in section Two of the rnterview
schedure were purposely neutral, amblguous and oË)en ended tn
order to obtain more subjective data for the investigation.

section Three asked the three most critical questions of
the study. rt attempted to solicit both subjective and

objective data and indeed, answers to the three key research

questions for the study: what strategies are in place?i why

are they in place?; how effective are they?

section Four of the rnterview schedule used general
questions to test, probe and discover if the organizations
utl1lzed the major and most significant retention strategies
delineated in the literature review. As answers I¡üere

derivered by the respondents. it was thought that the
researcher courd take some riberty at this point with further
questions to probe the individual responses (hence ð semi_

structured interview format)

fic questions to discover if theSection Five used speci
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minor retentlon strategies cited in
also asked why the strategies were

they hlere f or retaining nurses.
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had adopted, some of the

the 1Íterature review. tt
adopted and how effective

The final section of the interview allowed the respondent

to expand on any topic that had been discussed.

Subj ects

The population to be studied for purposes of obtaining
data with regard to the research questions, were the

administrators of hospitals in a large canadian urban centre.
specificarly. the popuration was the Executive Directors ot
the concordia, Deer todge, Grace-salvation Army, Health

sciences centre, Misericordia, seven oaks. st. Boniface,

victor ia, and the Trtrinnipeg Munlcipars in winnipeg, Manitoba,

canada. üIith the exception of Deer Lodge, these hospitars
contain no less than IZS beds "

subjects was voluntary.
The participation of the

Procedure

After approval from the university Ethics committee" a

pirot sLudy was done to test the rnstrument. The pilot study
took approximately four weeks to arïange and complete.

Letters were sent to the Executive Directors of the hospitals
in Portage 1a Prairie and selkirk, introducing the researcher.
outrining the purpose of the study and solicittng their hetp
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for ref ining the studyts tool (Appendix A). A forlow up þr,on.
call was made to their offices to secure an appointment. one

administrator did not partlcipaLe. The pirot study was

subsequently carried out to test the rnstrument with one

Executive Director and with one Assistant to the Executive
Director. slight revisions to the rnstrument were made.

upon compreting the pirot study, a retter was sent to
each of the nine hospltal Executive Directors requesting their
confidential participation in the study. The letter
introduced myself as a researcher, outrined the purpose of the
study, requested their permission for a tape recorded

interview, and specified the time required of them (Appendix

B). A forlow-up phone call to their office was made five days

following the date of letter posting, to inquire about their
decision as to whether or not they wourd participate. In

order to secure an appointment r spoke with three of the

Executive Directors, and six of their secretaries. one of the
Executive Directors declined to participate, however his
secretary ensured r interviewed someone in senior management

who was not a nurse " r accepted the replacement ( after
knowing r had secured äppointments with the other eight
Executive Directors) and found the selected individual to be

äppropriate for the interview. An appointment was then made

for me to meet with these respondents, preferabry in their
oÊfice. The nine interviews occurred four days to four weeks

from the time of the initial calls. one of the interviews was
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rescheduled three times due to Lhe Executive Directorrs full
and sometimes conflicting appointment schedule.

The structured, open-ended inLerview schedule (Appendix

c) wäs conducted with each participant, and the researcher

took notes and tape-recorded the intervieweesr responses.

Documents that vùere provided during the interview vüere

reviewed and recorded. After the interview, the researcher

replayed the tape and transcribed ft. A copy of the

transcript was returned to each respondent within three weeks

of the interview along with an accompanying letter that
thanked them for participating in the study and encouraged

them to add or delete comments from the document t er to
contact the researcher if they found any discrepancies in the

recordlng of the conversation (Appendix D). An addressed and

stamped envelope was provided for them to send the summary

back to the researcher after their review.

AII but two of the respondents sent the copy back to the
researcher. A follow up telephone call hras made to verify
that the summary had been received by those particurar
subjects. one secretary stated there were no revisions to be

made and another secretary informed me that the Executive

Director required the week-end to review it. That particular.

transcrlpt was never returned and from that r assumed r could

go ahead with the analysis.

Very few changes were made in the transcripts. Ninety

percent of the changes were for grammar. Some respondents
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filred in the blank spaces that r had purposely reft out so ås

not to identify them! Three of the respondents sent back

their best wishes on the documents and bade me luck with the
study. Three of the participants edited information they felt
was confidential to their hospitals. one of these sent me

more information from the hospital, and another photocopied

two articles about nursing turnover from a journal of hospital
administration. one respondent hras interested to see the
results of the study and asked for a coÞyr which r promised I
would send "
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IV) PRESENTATION OF DATA

Context

I¡Ihen I began working on the research project in May of

1-990 I had fu11 intent of keeping the city I studied

anonymous. I was going to refer vaguely to the study location
as a large Canadian city, thereby protecting the identity of

the respondents who participated. However a major event that
was related to the investigation and that occurred throughout

the province just before my data collection phase, has

prevented me from keeping the research location clandestlne.
As a novice researcher I found myself in an unpleasant

quandary and I feared the entire project was doomed.

The event that T am referring to was the largest labour

dispute in Manitoba since Lhe 1-919 General Strike. Tt

involved 9r500 nurses who went on strike throughout the

province. Contract talks between the Manitoba HeaIth

Organizations Inc. ( the body representing the health

facilities) and the Manitoba Nurses Union broke down. and

nurses hrere subsequently on strike from January !, L991 to

February L, 1-991-. The 31 day strike wäs the rongest nurses'

strike in canadian history, and nurses in rural and remote

äreas within the province hrere on strike about four weeks

longer. The predominant issue that the media focused on was

that which embroiled the two opposing sides: r^rages. Those

aspects of nurses' working lives that seemingly hrere not
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addressed in the contract dispute, but vrere of major concern

to nurses Òn the picket rines were given attention by the
media as well-. stories that rerated row pay" little respect,
more responsibility, few opportunities and insufficient
mechanisms to allow a stronger voice in decision making within
hospitals hrere covered.

rn the third week of April 199i., and ten weeks after the

nurses went back to work, r sent my letters to the Executive
Directors of the hospitals, requestÍng their participation in
my study. somehow r was not very optimistic that r wourd

receive favourable repties. I felt that no hospital
administrator would want to take part in a study investigating
a phenomenon such as Nurse Turnover,/Nurse Retention, least of
all be interviewed by a nurse. [rrourd they regard me with
suspicion? I¡iould they view the nature of the study as

threatening or vindictive? Idourd they simpry refuse to
participate?, thereby ruining ten months of research
preparation and ultimatery delaying my graduation for God

knows how l-ong?

ï was pleasantly surprised by their collective reaction.
r was well received by eight of the nine respondents and

although one individual did not participate in the study, he

allowed me to interview someone within the organization whom

he thought would be helpful. The impact of the strike mäy

have affected the research results by altering the attitudes
and behavlors of the participants of the study towards nurses
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and their work settings.

Another equarly important factor that affected the
context for the study, vüas the state of the þiänitoba and

canadian economy. For the second time in ten years the
country experienced a recession, displayed by a composite
leadfng indicator. From May of 1990 to May of 1991 this
leading indicator steadiry dropped from L44.2 to 136.5 polnts
(statistfcs canada in the Free press, August 7" 19gL) denoting
a nation wide recession. Business, ãÇyicutture and the
manufacturing sector hrere all hit hard and subsequentty,
unemployment levers rose. As outrined in the riterature
review, the general economy has a significant impact on an

individuarrs resolve to stay with t oy quit their job.
undoubtedly, the recession has affected the nature of the
results of this study.

Finally, and on a more personal note, at the time of the
interviews and data correction stage¡ hy family moved

residences. This disruption in my life during a critical
stage in the research process had an effect on my interviewing
ski1ls and teft me somewhat dissatisfied with the incomprete
nature of,the answers r obtained to some of the questions.

Subj ects

Most qualÍtative studies de1Íght in describing their
subjects, however r have refrained from doing that in order to
protect my participantsr true identities. r have given each
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respondent a fictitious name and in so doing¡ ärr assÍgned

gender. The descriptions of the subjects for this study
therefore are rather general. occäsionalry, r have referred
to individuals by their fictitious name, and thÍs has been

done to irrustrate a point or to give the reader a greater
understanding of the story that is being presented. The use

of the name in the data presentation is not meant to single
out or identify any of the respondents who took part in the
study.

Eight of. the nine respondents r interviewed r^rere mar.e.

AII of the participants blere caucasian, however varlous ethnlc
backgrounds were apparent and it was evident that at reast
three of them hrere bilingual. Their ages ranged from earty
forties to late fiftieso possibly earry sixties. six of the
nine respondenbs had two or more university degrees, including
artsr science, educatÍon, nursing, sociar work and pharmacy.

Six of the nine respondents had some hospital administration
education and two of the nlne respondents had Masters level
preparation. The time spent in their position as Executive
Director ranged from six months to 15 years. A1r of the
respondents had some experience in hospital administration
prior to theír present role, although more than half of the
participants had been in the Executlve Director position in
their particurar organization for less than two years. The

remainder of the Executive Directors had been in the säme

position for five and a half, to fifteen years.
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All nine of the interviews took prace in the
respondentsr offices during normäI working hours. Five of the
nine had a secretary immediately outside their office white
four seemed to have a secretary that was shared among several
peopre. My initial contact immediatery before six of the
interviews was with the Executive Directorfs secretary. one

of the immediate contacts before än interview wðs wlth the
respondentrs co-worker, and one of the contacts was with a

security ofËicer in the buirding. one Executive Director was

working in his office whÍch I entered directly.
Five of the respondents were prompt whire four hrere

delayed anywhere from five to twenty minutes. Those that were

late apologized and gäve an explanation for their hold-up.
All of their working attire was suit and tie, although three
of the respondents did not wear a suit jacket during the
interviewo and three of them removed their suit jacket during
the interview' Five of the nine respondents offered some sort
of refreshment before we got started which r decrined. Four
of these individuals had ä beverage with them arthough they
seldom sipped at it. The offices of the participants were all
of a good proportion having at teast one large desk, book

shelves and another table (aIl but one of which weïe round).
Five of the nine offices weïe nicely decorated¡ one bräs richry
decorated, two r^rere quite prain, and one offlce r^ras rather
austere. Eight of the offices were very modern nonetheless,
and all of them vrere tidy and in good order (not one slob in
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the hunch ) .

Two of the respondents sat at their desks while r sat in
a chair across from the desk. The remainder of the
respondents chose a sitting area within their office for us to
converse. Thus f ive intervi.ews were at a tabIe, one interview
hras conducted with us both sitting in chairs opposite one

another, and one interview had the respondent in a luxurious
wingback chair while I sat on a sofa.

None of the participants hrere reluctant to be tape

recorded and almost all of them felt that a transcript of the
conversätion for their review would not be necessary. At the
outset of the Ínterview r assured confidentiarity, however r
told them r could not guarantee anonymity because the timing
of the strlke during my study would probably give ah,äy the
location of the investigation. None of the participants were

concerned about confidentiality- they fert they would probably

be recognized by either their comments or a description of
their organization.

After our greeting and an explanation of the study r

began the rnterview schedule. rn my opinion, eight of the

nlne respondents conducted the interview in ã businesslike
männer and yet r wourd describe their attitude towards me as

reratively warm. one respondent was neither businesslike oï
wärm and appeared rather disinterested, tired and unsure about

many things (Jamie). r felt that seven of the respondents
were very comfortable being interviewed and were relaxed
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during our verbal exchange. These seven ËÈspcj¡¡f,g¡f,3 d.lr_1 nçt
;1ttFË'3r rr¡:rrËEËËt-1rr f r-r¿- t iräe ,1¡irf .rltliongh neãï the end of the
interview r fett r was keeping them frorn sor-nethrlrrg. tliey t_t-!¡.

not attempt to speed up the interview nor did they ask me when

it would be over. Two of the respondents (Bruce and Carl)
were slightry on guard and appeared somewhat cautious and

armost defensive with me at the outset of the interview, and

Bruce became very distracted during the end of the interview
because of an irate family that wished to speak with him ASA,P.

r dtd not feel that any of the participants felt threatened by

my presence or my questions, Eight of the nlne intervlew* Ìrarl

at least one lnterruptÍon, either an in-going or out-going
phone call which wðs usually brief. one phone carr was long
distance and appeared personal so r reft the room to provide
for privacy. During each interruption r turned off the tape-
recorder, which proved to be somewhat problematic l_ater on

during the typing of transcripts because more often than noL

r neglected to turn it back on again. rn fact it was the
participants who often reminded be to resume tape-recording,

The ínterviews lasted from seventy minutes to two and a
half hours. Most interviews took one and a harf hours. other
than for purposes of clarifying the meaning of a question, at
no time during any of the interviews did a respondent ask me

a question, At the end of the interviews and after r

expressed gratitude for their participation, all respondents
walked me out of their offices Dan i e I1e î¡¡as the only
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participant to request to see the findings of the study,

The Interviews in Brief
Tn order to give a sense of the conversation r had with

the respondents r felt it woutd be important to present at
least some of the dialogue in the thesis itself. rt is not my

intent to simplify or distorL the participants ansr^rers for
this section. Rather my purpose for doing this is threefold:
i ) to give the rearier a sense of the individuals that
participated in the study; ii) to strive towards presenting
the voruminous data in a conprehensive yet concise form; iii)
to provide a framework that will present the participants'
änswers to the major research questions, thereby focusing on

the purpose of the study.

rn order to present some of the data, r have attempted to
summarize each interview and display the answers the
participants gave to the principal questions posed by the
study. Thus, the summaries of the interviews wilL flow from
the questions posed in the Interview Schedule (Ãppendix C).

In order to help the reader follow the questions from the
rnterview scheduleo T have indicated which interview it was by

designating ä letter from A to r¡ and which section of the
Tnterview schedule the questions weïe taken from. For example

A-1xx** provides the answers for rnterview A/section i_ of the
rnterview schedule, A-zo.xr* provides the answers for rnterview
A,/Section 2 of the Interview Schedule, just as C-1xx**
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theprovides the answers

interview schedule, and

for

SO

I ntervi ew

forth.
C,/Sect i on of

Interview A: Danielle HaIlas

A_l**xx

trtrhen r asked if Danierle's organization was measuring

turnover amongst general duty nurses in the organization she

stated:

If you mean am I getting regular statistics on it?
But are r^re keeping track of it? Yes.

Danielle did not know what the level of turnover was

the orgånization buL replied:

No.

in

I can tell you we have not been having a whole lot of
difficulty in getting people in the general duty ranks at
the moment, and unlike what we were hearing in other
provincesr wE didn't seem to go through that shortage
problem. . . . only in the specialty areas are we having
the usual problerrs.

When I asked DanÍe1l-e how the organization was measuring

turnover in these areas she replied:
In terms of measuring numbers, obviously that is a
straight statistical calculation of the number of peopJ-e
that are supposed to be in the positions and the number
of people that actually occupy the positions. UIe
calculate the percentage of turnover on the basis of the
percentage of staff turnover in an area.

Related to this definition, Danielle felt that maternity leave

I^¡ås classified ås turnover¡ ås expressed in this comment:

That (maternity leave) can be short term turnover, but
none the less it is an element of turnover.

Danielle believed that the nursing force was quite stable
in the organization. Her perception hras based on some general
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statistics she had read that were not from her particular

organizaflon. She believed there were a 1ot of long terrn

general duty nurses and many bread-winning mothers on staff.
She also stated there were presently too many nurses in the

province and new graduates were having to look in the United

States for work.

In her facÍ1ity the Nursing Department collected and

synthesized some turnover data and general reports were shared

quarterly with the Executive Director and the Board of

Directors. Exit interviews hrere carried out in the

organization and were related to the departure of the

personal" but Danielle did not indicate what the compliance

rate was with this or what form they took (either a survey or

an interview). There were no pre-established criteria Ëor

acceptable or unacceptable turnover rates in the institution.

Although DanieIle emphasized that performance vùas an on-going

process throughout the duration of the employee's adherence to
the organlzation, she was unährare if turnover was actually
linked to the performance of the employee when they departed.

Danielle thought that hospitals ought to measure turnover

amongst staff because it indicated many things within a

facility. She felt that turnover measurements allowed the

organization to pinpoint problems, and allowed management to

look at trends so as to plan and react accordingly.

A_2*:kx*

[,lhen asked what kind of impact nursing turnover had,
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Danieri-e did not real1y answer the question but rnade ä point

of saying that an element of turnover is healthy because it
brings in new peopre with new ideas. she did not know what

the appropriate level would be but felt it would be somewhere

between:

...achieving the ne\^¡ eyes and inf low of new people ideas,
and not being so severe that it inhibits your ability to
provide good care and costs you such an awful lot for
orientation all the time that it becomes a real problern.

[,]hen asked why she felt nurses reft their jobs she

repl ied :

oh darn there are so many reasons. r honestly think that
a whole lot of them are re lated to
family. . . .maternity.. . .husbands transferring. . . .some of
it is stress related, there is no questiono probably
because the work is very difficult....some aïe
adventurous and they want to go somewhere erse or
travel. . . in terms of the economy of course¿ the more
difficult the economy the more stable the staff is,
because there is no place else to go.

Danielle felt management could increase or decrease

nursing turnover in many ways. She spoke generally and gave

ä few examples to show how management courd show concern for
them: involve them in the decision-making processi be

sensitive to their needs; be prepared to make changes; be

flexible and; recognize them by focusing on nursing activities
within the hospitat and the hospitar newspåper. she fert arr
of these activities fel1 under the roof ofrrcommunicationsr,

in an attempt to show the staff that they vrere appreciated for
the work they do and were cared about. Danielle related ä

humorous story about a new employee who hrås oriented to the
job by an administrator and how the new employeers colleagues



then showed her how to rrreallytt do the job

l_01_

after the

administrator left
That is r^rhy you involve your staff at all 1eve1s, and
with the rrdoing".

When I asked Danielle why she managed this way she replied:
Because Lhey are the ones that will tell you how to do it
right! There is no question. I mean that has been
proven and proven and proven. and yet some...Irm getting
into my soapbox herer..and yet some management think that
it is their capability as a manger to come up with the
answers to everything, and if they canrt come up wi.th it
that it reflects badly on them. They think it is d
weakness to s imply ask, trWhat is the r ight v¡ay to do
this?tt l¡lhen a plumber comes in to your home do you tell
him what to do? No! ...The fastest way you can get
people to dig their heels in is to tell them what to do
and how to do Ít. That is not good management.
idea that we have to know everything is cyazy.

Danielle also recognized that:

...The

I donrt think there is äny doubt that you (management)
could do a better job but one of the things that hinders
you- and this is factual as opposed to anti-union. You
are really not in a position to give rewards to people
who do extra and provide special effort because of the
way the union philosophy works. You just canft do that.
....they have certainly not been unsuccessful in terms of
nursing negotiations, goodness knows they needed a lot of
help in terms of their relative position financially overthe past few years...but only part of it is dollars and
cents ...But facilities can play a role in the
satisfaction of nurses who practice, there is no doubt
about that. I suppose fringe benefits äre a biggy. not
just the salary but the fringe benefits that go along
with it.

Danielle did not feel that any one particular person had

the primary responsibility for retaining nurses. She felt
that nurslng retention was a corporate responsibility "from me

downtr,
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A_3x***

When asked what qualities or strategies the hospital had

for keeping or retaining nurses Danielle replied that it went

back to the things she talked about earlier (showing concern,

involving them in decision rnaking, being sensitive to their
needs, being flexible, recognizing them, and the overall
quality of care being provided in the facility). She felt in

order to retain nurses you use the same things you try to use

to attract them. She stated that the organization also had ä

fair renumerative package that helped retain nurses. One of

the major strategies that the hospital has begun to develop

was re-defining the role of the nurse.

...one of the big areas of dissatisfaction and it's a
legitimate concern- the nurses are doing a whole lot of
things on the wards that you donrt have to be ä nurse to
do. So we are going to concentrate over the next few
yeàrs, it will probably take that long, to really look
with them as to what their job ought to be. ...This
handmaiden business is gone and let's recognize that and
do something about it. What we have now are pilot
studies being set up in our own institution, and we have
other portfolios involved, particularly Operations. I
mean what are the things that should be done by
Housekeeping and by Dietary and so on that nurses are
expected to do? ...the question we hadn't
addressed was: what are the services that a nurse has
been doing that are in fact essential for a nurse to do,
and what are not. And that has never been brought as
forcibly to my attention in the past . . . I have never had
that kind of thing brought to my attention. In a way
that gives us an advantage, because maybe we cân break
some ne\^r ground here and itts going to be contagious
right across this country.

lühen asked if this strategy hras implemented because of the

strike Danielre repried ttr think that was ån unintentional
portion of the strike.rl
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Generally speaking in terms of the effectiveness of

strategies Danielle felt that some of the strategies v¡ere

effective in some cases, and that other strategies seemed to

have little impact. The following comment illustrates her

viewpoint:

But whether or not increasing those types of things
(benefits) would have any impact on nurse turnover is
difficult to really know. You can guess and guess and
guess. ...And even then, you can never be sure of what
caused it or if turnover drops and yourve done a whole
lot of things. You never really know, you cðn guess but
thatrs it.

A_4****

Danielle felt that her organization had a combination of

centralized and decentralized functioning.

trthat frve tried to do here, is to say to people, look,
there äre elements of an organization such as this one
that have to be done on a centralized basis. Because we
essentially are all under one roof. But there are also
elements that are unique to your particular area and I
have no quarrel with you maintaining your identity.
...the same rules donrt apply to each situation. And I
think what you have to do is rely more on the people in
the area to call more of the shots. . . But when it comes
to specifics that you need for the special areas you have
to consider that in light of their particular
requirements, and listen to thern. For Godrs sake listen
to the people.

When asked about

stated:

the effectiveness of that approach she

It depends entirely on your people. ...you can be as
flexible as you want to be in this chair but if you can't
get other people to react accordingly down through the
ranks¡ you will be in trouble.

Danielle dld not know what primary nursing was and stated

she was unable to ðnswer the question.

She hras unsure of what a clinical ladder was and asked
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whãt it meant. Her response to the notion of clinical Iadrlers
was'rone of the things vre recognized here is that the long
term generar duty nurse is not given the recognition she

deserves, rt

Finally" DanieIle stated that joint-collaborative
practice occurred in some areas of the hospltar (specifically
Ï.C.U.) however she felt it would be tremendously difficult to
äpply to all àreas of the hospital. she specurated that if
irnplemented, it would probably translate into a lot better
patient care.

A_5*x*

Danierrets organization had twelve of the nÍneteen minor

retention strategies on the checklist, but many of them hrere

qualified. Danielle felt that things like job sharing,
significant shift differentials and financial recognition for
advanced preparation shourd be refined, and that recognition
for nurses was difflcult to do given the size of the
organization and the union phirosophy. once again Danielre
felt that some of these strategies helped retain nurses and

some of the strategies had no impact.
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Interview B: Bruce Zimmerman

B_1x***

When I asked Bruce Íf his organization \^ras measuring

turnover amongst Lhe general duty nurses he stated he wondered

how helpful he would be for my study.

Because you seldom see this hospital advertise for
nurses, because we seem to have continuously,
ðpplications on deck that people have come just
voluntarily to apply for work. The only area in which we
have had some sporadic difficulty is in Emergency and
Intensive Care Units, the specialized acute care
centres. ...we have not experienced a shortage of
nursing staff during the (X) years I have been here.

I acknowledged this comment but asked Bruce if there was

turnover among the employees that filled those positions.

9üe11 there has always been that turnover but of course it
has become much more stable in the last decade I would
guess, parlialIy because of the economic conditions for
f amilies generally in the province. . . I^ihat I wanted to
say though is that hre have ä long term service
recognition, as most hospitals do and the number of
people showing 10, L5 and 20 years of employment at the
hospital is increasing. ...Í{e have a fairly stable work
force here and that includes nursing. . . .1 just have to
re-affirm that we seem to be enjoying a stabitity in our
nursing staff that real1y doesntt cause anxieties about
having to fill vacancies.

In the next question, I began by statingrrso in effect
your organization is not meâsuring turnover...rränd following

this I began my next question declaring I'You say that you are

not actuaJ.ly measuring turnover so I guess I would like to ask

you what your perception of a stable nursing workforce is

based on. rl Bruce replied that he goes on the weekly

conversations he has with his Assistant Executive Director of

Nursing who is part of the management team. He felt that if
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turnover were problematic she would report that to him. He

also felt that another good indicator of low turnover is the

fact that the hospital does noL have Lo advertise for nurses.

And I just have to say again that, I think, is a pretty
valid observation about this hosnital.

I asked Bruce under what circumstances the organization

would begin to meäsure nursing turnover. He replied:
füel1 if it got to the point where services had to be
curtailed because of lack of staffing, Lhen certainly we
would take some more aggressive measures in recruitment,
but as long as we can maintain fuII services and staff
seems to be available in the various disciplines they are
needed, then I donrt perceive that as a problem.

Bruce then spoke to the dynamics that occurred in the facility
and the style of management he used. After our discussion

about this I asked Bruce in his opinion, what percentage of

nursing turnover would be considered unacceptable for the

facility. He had a lot of difficulty answering that question

so I prompted him by såying that the titerature stated that on

average, hospitals have a 20-30Po turnover rate in their
nursing staff. Bruce then asked me if he could phone somebody

about that and the question he posed to the person on the

other end of the line was what the turnover rate of nurses in

the hospital was (I am unsure of who he phoned). She replied

that she thought it was in the range of L0% or less. Bruce

sti11 had difficulty with deciding on an unacceptable

percentage rate for nursing turnover so he reluctantly gave a

figure of L7 and one half percent.

The sLeps he would take if he started to measure turnover
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would be:

Tllel1, first of all you would like to understand the
reasons why. Is it friction or work pressure that can be
corrected? Or is it that the patient loads are
unacceptable. Is it interdisciplinary friction or lack
of supportÍve relationships? Those are the initial
things that one would have to look at internally. and
then perhaps look around at the external factors. Is the
supply of nurses in the community dwindling? Are schools
of nursing not attracting students? It goes much broader
than your institution.

B_2****

Brucesr response to the qr:estion of impact that nursing

turnover had hras:

But the impact of nursíng turnover is very significant
because continuity of care is something that we always
want to offer patients. If there are people with varying
degrees of expertise and experience that äre available
for patients and we canrt offer that continuity of care,
then I think it is very significant ..turnover also
prevents the working relationships within units,
therefore one should harvest continuous staffinq
relationships for better working conditions.

[rlhen asked why he thought nurses leave their jobs Bruce

answered:

I think I have no reason to be concerned about why they
are leaving. I think the turnover is acceptable. There
are transfers of families, and people with career goals
that move on.

Bruce thought that management could affect turnover and

that the most constructive thing management could do was:

...provide an atmosphere in the workplace that is, you
know, is productive and gives employees a sense that they
matter to the institution.

Bruce thought that for the most part nursing turnover wäs

largely due to personal, career and family reäsons, and that

the nature of this kind of turnover was not wibhin the control
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of mänagement. Bruce also felt that nÕ one particular

lndividual should be held accountable for retaining nutses,

that it should be a shared responsibility within the hospital.
B-3**x*

Bruce thought the qualities or strategies the hospital

had f or retaining nurses hrere:

, . .I think r^re provide ä satisf actory work environment.
[^Ie acknowledge long term service. I¡ile encourage
communication and positive staff relationships. ...üle
have the cheapest parking rates per month. But Irm not
sure that is exactly what a staff member looks at.

Bruce thought that these qualities were very effective for

retaining nurses because of the low turnover within the

facility.

B-4*x**

lrlhen asked if his organization hras decentralized Bruce

replied:

trtÏe11 if you are looking at the management style and
wanting to consider a more participative management
style, I would llke to think of us as having that style
at all levels. Just for an example, there are targeted
reductions for all hospitals to achieve for the next
fiscal year. So we are meeting at a workshop next week
with head nurses and department heads to brainstorm the
ways and means for how we can cut down whatever is
possible. Do we need to change sheets everyday? I donrt
know if that is a question. But reducing 1- kilogram of
linen per day saves us so many dollars per day. [rThatever
question comes up will be discussed. Staff is being
invited to respond and participate in those kinds of
decisions.

I,rIhen I asked Bruce why he invited the staff he stated that it
was not his style to say "You wiIl now only change Iinen every

Mondayrrand that he felt lt was better to have staff who are

working there come up with ideas. {,rthen I asked Bruce why that
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I happen to believe that is better
a more productive workforce.

and required ân explanation

replied:

1_09

and is supportive for

primary nursing and

After I defined it for him he

Bruce understood the concept of

replied that his orgànization did not have it.
Bruce was not familiar with the term of clinical ladders

I guess that hasnrt been refined ..Recognizing by
means of renumeration, I guess we have failed to come up
with a way of doing that (because of) budget Iimitations
I guess and also an interesting phenomena, of union
mentallty where we will send ä nurse off to an I.C.U.
course which is a nine month course anrl then you come
back, and they have some expertise or additional
expertise that you didnft have before why can't we
give some form of acknowledgment, and the union says no.
Now isnrt that odd? I find that odd.

The only area in his organization that utilized joint-

collaboratlve practlce was 1n the r.c,u. and his reäson vrås

rr...because they depend very much on each other.'r

B_5****
Bruce I g facility had twelve of the nineteen minor

retention strategies in the check off-list, most of which were

qualified. He felt that some of them weïe effective and some

of them did not have an impact on retention, however for the

most part he thought these qualities,/strategies were very

eËtective for keeping nurses within the orgânization because

of the low turnover rate ln his facillty.
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ïnterview c: Carl Bertram

c-1x***
carlrs facility was not measuring turnover amongst

generar duty nursing staff because it wäs not viewed as a

problem. carlrs perception of row turnover was based on his
discussions with his Assistant Executive Director of Nursing

and his involvement with the restricted budget, staffing and

the various progräms within the facility.
And there is no evidence really of a big turnover.
...They tend to stay here quite a long time actually.

Vlhen I asked Carl under what cÍrcumstances the organization
would commence measuring turnover he replied:

rf it were just isorated to one area or one ward, r think
r would see that right ar¡räy. The fact there is a dangersignal and that something were hrrong. rn ä central *uyr think we keep a close hand on the difficulty withrecruit ing to certain areas . T,üerve had some d i f f icurtyin recruiting, we havenrt figured it out as yet, arthougñ
it is not äs bad as it hras say three years ago.

carl had difficurty with the question of an unacceptabre

turnover rate for nurses, but finally decrared about 5%. r

asked him what steps he would take and how he wourd go about

measuring turnover if he did decide to keep track of it.
Good question. lrrerr, if it were just one particular
area t ox one particular wardr w€ would have a verycarefur look at it's history to see if there was a slowtrend- r think it should be continuous, whereby youmonitor something like that over time. if we fert-we
needed to be serious we would make sure that one of thethings we would do wourd be to take exit-interviews. andthe whole exercise would have to take place to
diagnose what was wrong.

carl's facility used exit-interviews to a limited extent
but stated the predominant reason that rìurses had reft the
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transferred.

1_11-

husbands werevery obvious: their

C-2**:k*

nurs i ng turnover rr . can have ä Þoor

impact on patient care and the continuity of services. "
also stated:

Well itts always difficult for staff turning over all the
time in terms of feeling competent with direct patient
care. But also in understanding policy, philosophy, the
understanding and implementation of the mission statement
of the centre, and these sorts of issues.

CarI felt that nurses leave their jobs;

...there are actually a number of reasons. The obvious
ones are they get married, some of them. I think they
gêt, undersfandingly, frustrated. It doesnrt so much
happen here but I'm thinking in terms of the health care
orgänizations that run strictly on the medical modeI" I
think it is frustrating for the nurses nowadays who àre
better educated- they are taught much better assessment
skills than they l^rere yeàrs ago. Some of this is not
being utilized in those environments which are medically
driven ..and they think, "I{hy did I go through all
this schoolinE and why do I_have to have a baccalaureate
degree when here I am doing things that really, just add
to my stress, and consist of non-nursing duties.'l
Although I think the nursing profession has to realIy sit
down seriously with themselves to define what is
nurs i ng .

Carl felt that management could increase or decrease

nursing turnover än awful lot.

I think it can show nursing as any other professional
group that, and it applies here because we do use it, is
a multl-disciplinary environment. Not for just one
professional group making decisions in patient care, it
is a multidisciplinary approach. And we actually do that
here. And I think management always being available. not
by just having an open door, and having people come and
see you, but by speaking to people who are actually doing
the work and by ask ing, rr!ùhat cän r^¡e do better to
make your work easier?rt That type of approach .being

Carl felt that

He

visible Plain and simple. By being visible and
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approachable. I think that is very important.

When asked who has the primary responsibility for
retaining nurses in the facirity carl felt the department of

nursing had a critical role for retaining Registered Nurses"

How the nurslng department views Lhern and how they relate
to them plays an important role.

c-3*xx*

When Carl was asked what qualities or strategies his

hospital had for keeping or retaining nurses he stated:
Making sure that they (nurses) reaI1y do believe that
they are part of the decision making process. I think
that is terribly important. Making sure that nursing is
seen, and making sure your Associate Director Nursing is
in the management team. Making sure that nursing has
input in the decision making of every department, I
think that helps the nursing staff feel very comfortable
with all the other professionals and
administratÍon.

!ühen asked why the hospital did that, carl said because of his

own professional background and because he had always believed

that was the way it ought to be.

Carl requested

repl i ed :

c_4****

a definition of decentralization and

rncreasingly (the organizational) structure is becoming
flatter, and itts pretty flat now. We are getting away
from all the super-manägers, assistant managers, sub-
managers and the rest of the bureaucratic tree.

{dhen asked why the organization chose to do it that way he

answered:

Because you have a valuable resource directly in the
nursing department, well trained with good ideas, and if
you have too many managers on top of them they say ttI{hat
difference does it make what I have to såy about this.
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why shourd r bother.'r But if you cän see that within theporicy structure Ì^re have, that everybody has had some
input into, it makes a difference .Money is important
to all of us. you also hear what is perhaps moreimportant to nurses is that they want to be treated like
professionals and they want to be involved"

carr was a rittre confused between the different types of

nursing and needed some cLarification with the term primary

nursing. He repried that they r^¡ere using it in a flexible
form throughout the hospitat " vühen r asked him why the

hospitar r^ras using this type of nursing he said this decision
was made by the nursing department and that the type of
nursing a hospital has can only be a nursing tlecision. He

felt this type of nursing was an effective bray to retain
nurses.

carl was unsure of the term clinical ladder and required
a definition. once this was given he reprie<l ,rThat makes å

lot of sense doesn't it?" Further to this he stated:
That makes a lot of sense. [,Ihy do you always promote
your best people in the facility into administrative
poFitions? Th-ey a.r:e usua_l1y the best patient care giversbut mäny of - them don't have - the skills- ior
administration

Carl stated

practice throughout

practice extended

therapists such that
pract ice .

the hospital used joint-collaborative

the facility. He also mentioned that the

to physiotherapists, and occupational

it was a multi-disciplinary collaborative

Each has their ohrn input. We donrt have separate Dr.rs
comment sheets. It is a multi-disciplinary charting
system .If care decisions are multi-disciplinary why
would we stick with the old fashioned way of having Drts
orders at the top of the chart? To me that wäs a good
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decision.

carl thought this was än effective retention strategy and

mentioned that it had never been suggested to him that it
change.

c-5***x

This orgänization had twelve of the twenty minor

retention strategies from the check-list and the respondent

identified several more that were unique to the organization
(the Director of Nursing was on the senior management team,

utilizing a murti-disciprinary moder versus a medicar modeL in
the facillty, a state of the art library, and nursing grand

rounds). carl fert that all of them in combination promoted

retent i on .

c_6*x**

oarl wished to add that he hoped the nursing profession

courd attract people in the future. As well he stated;
. . . it would be fatal to go back to the days, and al1owuntrained people to care for patients in hospitals. wehave a lot of rraidesrt work ing presently, who do have
something to offer, but ultimately we need the Registered
Nurse with her assessment skilrs Lo provide bedside care.

Interview D: Kel_1y Jenkins

D_1****

Kelly stated that her organization was measuring turnover
but unfortunately she had not had time to get the numbers for
me. she thought it was r'less than lgeo" and stated that they
have had a lower turnover rate in the rast 1"2 months for
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fairly obvious reasons;

The lack of the number of jobs available, even for
nurses. btrurses can't just suddenly drop one job and move
to another one tomorrow, even though their quota has been
perceived as a shortage. In reality Irm not so sure how
severe that shortage is... ...if you look at the general
duty side there is probably an excess number of nurses.
But the question is why don't they decide to go into
Intensive Care, Emergency and even O.R. gets a littIe
dicey I suppose, but primarily Intensive Care and
Emergency. I donrt know why. ... (the Þay) works out to
be about L0 cents more an hour (for working in these
areas). They are saying to me, rrltrs not worth it. why
would I bother.rr Make it more attractive and you
wiIl probably get more people. That's what they äre
saying, Thatrs what I rm hear ing.

The facility
there might be

And I guess
of view that one

those cases where

ä ilpotential for informationr', and the

department that collected and synthesized the data was the

Human Resources Department in collaboration with the Nursing

Department. The reason the organization utÍlized exit

intervie\^¡s was to ascertain why the individual was leaving and

also to obtain insight as to what was happening within the

organization (usually the department they worked in, anrl the

management therein)

interviews done.

Ke11y felt there should be more exit

realistically that probably is a point
should have å little bit of time for.

used exit interviews in

There were no pre-established criteria for acceptable

unacceptable turnover rates and turnover was not linked

or

to

performance.

When I asked KeI1y why the organization began to measure

turnover she stated:

Oh I donrt know why but I would assume that from a good
business or any kind of operation you would Iike to know
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whät kind of rate of turnover you have amongst your
enployees, And you want to be able to compare it with
rates of turnover in other orgänizations. {^Ihich to some
degree seem to suggest if you äre at a noïm or whether
you seem to be än exception.

when r asked Kel1y what was done with the information

that human resources have compited, she replied; rfyou rearly
want to know? . . . I donrt think anything. "

D-2xxx*

KeIly felt that nursing turnover had an impact on

training and orientation costs for new nurses coming into the

organization.

Probably the biggest cost is the patient care impact.
Because every time you turn over peopre on the unit or in
the middle of a program¿ there is a period of adjustment.
One wouldnrt necessarily say the quality of care goes
down but certainly the continuity of care in terms of
relationships established between patient and care giver
are disrupted, and thatts important....And in terms of
productivity and efficiency, new personal spend a Iot of
time trying to find out where supplies are and how the
policies äre set üp¡ and just the general knowledge of
how the unit functions, and r think this translates into
a reduction of productivity.

Kelly felt that nurses leave their jobs for a multitude
of reasons;

Some of them are totally offended by the rates of pay.
Some of them donrt believe there is enough professional
respect in terms of their discipline. Some of them leave
because they feel they are abused, not only by patients
but primarily more by management and by the system. Some
of them leave for the obvious but good reasons, Iikeraising families and doing all those positive things
which is oK. The other reasons åre negative, but thereare good reasons to leave in terms of career developmentor family growth or those kinds of things. r guess they
leave because they feel that when we talk aboutprofessional respect, (it means) the opportunity for
involvement in decision making opportunities. To have a
sense of consurtation and collaboration with management
so they get a feeling that they are able to get their
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]"t 7

to state not only what
what is right with the
directional plan that

can affect turnover

amongst nurses Ke1ly thought:

I think management can affect turnover tremendously.
Everything I have said so far says that if management
treats all of the professional groups with respect and
values their input, not just says that, but lives it, by
providing a process where they cän actually see an
opportunity for input. That dialogue does occur. It's
not verbal in the sense of going out and sayingrryea we
think you people are important and we want to hear what
you have to såy.", and then never providing the forums
and facilitating dialogue and conversations to taking
place. That's not what Irm talking about. If you are
really effective at it, and you get people involved and
you give them the forums, and you give them a process
whereby there input is there, and show that you do
mutually respect them. If you can increase the morale,
morale is a significant factor in terms of reducing
turnover.

Kel1y credited her personal philosophy versus a management

philosophy for this kind of outlook. She felt that if you

llved this style of collaboration, participation and

consultation in your personal life (marriage, fxiendships,
children, etc.) then it would be incorporated into the way you

manage "

Kelly felt that the primary responsibility for retaining

Registered Nurses Iay with the nursing department.

D-3***x

input and feel that they are able
is wrong with the organization but
organization and to respond to the
the organization is taking.

t¡ühen I ask ed Ke I ly what

place to keep nurses working

[ùeII I guess...Irm not
particular strategies.

strategies the hospital had in

there she replied:
sure that the hospital has any
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After speaking about some of the things that had recenLly been

inplernented in the hospital Ke1ly thought that their recent

endeavors to match nursing skiIl to the programs in the

hospital could be considered a strategy.

...other than that I think the other strategy of
improving communication and dialogue and participation of
staff in management and the decision making process.
That is another strategy that goes beyond nursing. tt is
for all the staff.
When I asked KelIy why the organization had decided to go

the participative management route she stated;

!ûell from my point of view there are a number of reasons.
Efficiency of the organization, the effectiveness of the
organization, the morale of the employees in the sense of
how much they are respected, the whole aspect of
improving patient care and I guess the other is a
reflection of my own individual thoughts of how an
organization should run. . . . If we can change the
attitudes of people and they can see the benefits of
behaviour in this r^ray- and there are many benefits- we
can augment commitment to the organization, improved
patient care, and organizational efficiency.

t¡lhen I asked Kelly how effective these strategies will be for

retaining nurses she said:

I guess realistically that is a hard one. That's really
hard. ...I will be looking for things such as...the
turnover rates of the facility, . . . efficiency factors ( in
terms of utilization) as well as effectiveness...I would
look at whether or not the institution is able to grow
clinically as far as programs are concerned"..what
changes have been made to the image of the organization.
I would investigate by continued external information I
guess, oh my own personaÌ level with other CEOts and
other people in the community. I ' 11 talk with staff
internally...look at patient complaints .Itrs not a
very scientific evaluation, but some of it is good data
that will help us to assess. tale witl actualty have to
pul1 together is a sense, what the plan is for evaluating
some of the things we have done. [{e havenrt really
organized that effectively- those are all things that are
in my head, that have not been written down.
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D-4****

Kelly thought the organization was moving towards

decentralization however she did mention the tremendous

problems the organization hräs having with managers of
differenL departments communicating. r asked Kerly why the

organization was decentralizing and she stated:
Literature is replete with Lhe whore aspect of solving
probrems at the lowest level in the organization, noÈ
letting them linger or càrry up severar revers so thatthis person up here is writing memos down to this person
over here and this person is speaking with another person
over here. That has been proven to be an inefficient wayof doing things.

This philosophy was not documented or written within the
mission staternent.

Kelly was not familiar with the terms primary nursing or

crinical ladders and wàs unsure whether or not the

organization utilized these strategies.
Kelry was also unsure of the term joint-cotlaborative

practice however after ãn explanation she outlined it was only
done to some degree in the critical care äreas because there
is a greater dependence on the nursing staff in the r.c.u. and

Emergency areas.

seems to me to be from the skewed viewpoint of thephysician the criticar care nurse is more capabre andqualified so they feel more comfort working in thatcollaborative process. rt seems to me that the sense of
trust is not there in the general duty wards. I don't
know if that is valid or not but that seems...there isgreater dependence on the nursing staff in the r.c.u. and
Emerg areas.

D_5****

Kerlyrs organization had approximately twel-ve of the
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eighteen minor retention strategies from the checklist.
Generally speaking, Kelly thought that job rotation, flexibre
scheduling and cäreer counselling were åreas that shourd be

reviewed and improved upon. Ke1Iy felt that some of them

herped to improve nursing retention and some of them harl no

imnact "

Interview E: Brian Tannor

E-1**x*

Brian stated his organization was measuring turnover

amongst all employees within the facility. Brian had an

individual from the Human Resources Department come and speak

with me about their Quality Ä,ssurance program and that säme

individual shared several documents that illustrated their
turnover numbers. The reason the organization decided to
meèsure turnover was because rrrt stresses accountabirity."

The turnover data was collected by the Human Resources

Department and numbers were collected monthry and evaluated

semi-annual1y. statements were then provided at meetings and

evaluated within the framework of a ouälity Assurance program

that included a Risk Management protocol. Exit interviews

were to be conducted on all ful1-time and half-time employees

who were terminatingo however the compliance rate for these

interviews was variabre (67% at last count). The rational for
conducting exit interviews outlined in the euality Assurance

plan hras: rf ...to assist in determining reasons for turnover by
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various DepartmenLs. statistics to be used for Departmentar

fol1ow-upn long term staffing requirements.'r The exact

definition for 'ttermination'r was not provided in this
particular document, nor were the calculations for determining

turnover percentage rates. The resignations r^rere classified
as voluntary and involuntary. The individual from Human

Resources stated frThe information r get I dontt convert into
a turnover rate. lrle look more at the number of monthly

leavings and why.'r Employees r^rere grouped into categories of

the various departments in the organization (such as nurses/

support staff, 1ab, physicians, etc.), however the different
nursing wards hrere not evaluated separately. Brian stated

that terminations were looked upon gtobarty and felt they

should be looked upon more specifically. Turnover hras

measured between fuIl-time, part-time and casual staff.
There htere no pre-established criteria for acceptable and

unacceptable turnover rates in the facility and turnover was

not linked to performance although Brian felt it should be.

t^te are in a bit of a transiLion.
indicators are being re-establlshed.

Our benchmark

The general duty ReEistered Nurse turnover in the

facility Ì^¡äs approximatery 6od for full time staff, LTeo for
part-time statf. and L4"+ Lor casuðr staff over the past three
years based on my rough calculations of the numbers given to
me.

The three major reasons for staff ]eaving the

organization as outlined in exit interviews (that may not
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necessarily have been nurses ) were moving out of

city,lprovince, retlrernent, and better job opportunities.
The bottom I i ne i s you have to l ook at the ar ea anrl
identify what the problem iso whether it is the people"
the facilities, the hours or whatever. you see a lot of
statistics and they are all there. But it is not the
statistics, itrs breaking them down.

E_2**x*

Brian felt that nursing turnover had an impact on many

things. He felt that patient care suffered and the

institution incurred substantiar costs. He arso thought

turnover decreased morale for existÍng staff and increased

pharmacy rerated errors. Finally, he felt that turnover wäs

hard on the management team as wel1.

Brian thought nurses left their jol¡s mainry because of

their lifestyle; that nurses wanted a quarity life outside of

work as well as have children and stay at home to care for
them. He also felt they left because of poor pay, high stress

and ritLre recognitlon or respect from physicians and other
people in general.

Br ian thought management was the mo''st important l ink

between high and 1ow employee turnover.

Providing at least good information and arrowing
employees to decide for their ohrn what's happening is
yery important. ...[üe are very quick to say ilyou shoulddo this " but we are not very quick to sdy r'[,lhat do you
think we should do?rr

lrlhen I asked Brian why he thought it was important

to make decisions about their work he replied:
Because they know better. The point is, that
with something everyday, it just seems to me

for nurses

i t you work
you should
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knov¡ what the hell bothers you. That often we are not
the best people to be making those decisions in
management, because bre are really not in the front lines
and we really dontt have to work with the issues those
people äre facing. ...Not only listening to what is
being said but doing something about suggestions.

ûrlhen r poÍnted out that hospitars never used to think like
that he agreed and stated:

If an idea didnrt come from management, it wasnrt a good
idea. I think now we are realizing, from a fundingperspective and a practical perspective, high morale
means low absenteeism, means good patient care, means all
of these things.

Brlan felt the primary responsibility for retaining
nurses in hospitals lay with the Assistant Executive Director
of Nursing.

E-3xx**

trlhen I asked

what strategies

replied:

Brian what qualities or more importantly

retained nurses within the facility he

Tdell one of the things we are doing here is addressing
the issues of non-nursing functions seriously. It was ä,
result of the strike but T^re were looking at these thingsbefore even talk of the strike.

arso mentioned moving panelled patients into one area so as

provide proper care for them and to give nurses who wished

to work with that kind of patient the opportunity. To this
question Brian stated they were looking at a staffing mix,

with more nursing assistants to free up the R.N.rs time, and

possibry becoming ä training centre for these aides. Finarry
Brian stated that the Assistant Executive Director of Nursing

portfolio hräs increasing, so that indivirlual would now be å

He

to
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primary member of the Medical Ädvisory committee and the

Flnance Committee. The Assistant Executive Director of

Nursing also had the departments of Respiratory, Housekeepingn

Rehab, Admitting, Medical Records and the hospital wide

Ouality Assurance programË. The hospitar was rloing all of

this to make an impression and in the hopes of making a

difference to get nurses at the highest revel possible of

decision making. When I asked why he replied:
Hopefully it is better quality of care. If you don,t
provide the bare essentials, how the hell can you do yourjob? Even though you make an effort- I guess itrs one of
my frustrations, having been a worker for most of my rife
and you know that somebody sends you out to do a Job, and
doesnft give you anything to work with, and then you get
heII because you didnrt do a good job, it's not a very
healthy environment. rt's very demoralizinE to know you
å doing the best you can and nobody cares. But if you
are sincere (about quality care) then we should be
concerned about our resources and how they are utirized.
...Itrs a simple statement to talk about "euality of
Carerrall the time but if you donrt show it through your
actions that you mean it, it doesnrt amount to a hill of
a lot of beans.

E-4****

Brian gave the impression that the organization was

moving towards decentralization. He stated that groups were

starting to get together. i¡rhen r asked if the groups were

contributing to overall decision making he replied:
Thatts the plan. rtts more than that. üüe have been(the separate departments) isolated and I guess hre tend
to defend our ohrn turf . But when we understand theissues that we are facing and the new health-care moderthat is evorvlng, and the funding that we are facing,
it's more of a tendency to say. rtwe better work together
on this.rt And that's a fact. That same message has to
be communicated to all staff and at all Ievels. That
message shouldnrt change whether you are at the senior
level or at the grass roots level. We have to be
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consistent and portray that we arl have a share in theproblem and hre all have a share in the solution. rtrs
1ot a mänagement problem anymore, itrs our problem. Andif you dontt help us out, we are not going to have ahealth care system of the Ëi:ture and you are going to bewaiting for admission to facilities" hle are al1potential patients.

Arthough the hospitar had been utilizing primary care
nursing for some time Brian stated:

ütre are probably going to phase that out eventually orconsider some changes. rt's problematic to ,ì certainextent too. ,..Primary care is oK but we are out of syncright now. vüe may have to move to a dif f erent model. v,Ieare going more towards team care and having multi-revelsof health care workers and maybe having ä person incharge of a group. of people, rather than hiving a primarycare nurse. r think hre are going to see somè changes....rrm not convinced that it's the only way to providequality care. f tm not saying itf s not añy gõod" f-rm just
saying that there are other ways of achieling the i.*"thing.

Brian asked for an expranation of crinical ladders and

joint-collaborative practice. He didnrt thÍnk his
organlzation had c1 Ínical ladders and he thought only
Emergency and I.C.U. used this form of practice.

r think itrs great +Qeq. rf you are asking me ifnursing functionÈ shourd have mole auÉonorny áño---moreauthority to carry out those functions and not alwayshave to go to the physicians, r think protocors courd beset in place to accommodate that kind õf practice. As amatter of fact, êt times r think it could even improvethe quality of care. There are many functions righl nowthat are being performed now by physicians that courd beeffectively performed by nurses. r believe that. Thishospitar wourd be looking at arl those kinds of things inthe future. tühy not? And r think that the physic-ians
are ready to consider that

E-5*x**

Due to time constraints I only asked a few of the minor

checklist. Brian's organizationretention strategies from the
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had three of the seven minor retention strategies and some oÊ

thenr were qualÍfied. He fert that some of the strategies were

effective for retaining nurses and others had no impact.

lnterview F: Tim Newman

F_1****

Timrs orgànization was measuring turnover. Tim had last
yearrs statistics of turnover amongst hospital personnel and

stated the rate oË turnover within the organization was about

L0%. The Personnel Department collected the data on a monthry

basis whereby the information was assessed informally between

Tim and the Director of personnel. The turnover in the
organization was then reviewed more formally on an annual

basis.

" . " so that r do have a clear feel for turnover and anyproblems. Likewise bre have bi-weekly senior managemenlmeetings, which is a management committee, which is thesenior team. And one of the standing items on the agendais the staff, and how are we doing? rs there a problem,is there not a problem? so we do tend to monitãr.
People leaving the organization were categorized into the

maj or categor ies of res ignation, dismissal, d isabi t ity.
retirement layoff, and death. The workers hrere also
crassif ied as permanent or temporary. Turnover r^ras measured

throughout the organization however it was done on a grobal
bas is and was not divided into profess i onal groups or
departments. Tim stated t'!üe inf ormally plot that.rl

Exit interviews rtfrequenLlyrr accompanied the resignations
however compliance rates were not provided. The reason for
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leaving was always identified on the document. Tirn stated
that turnover was not linked to performance, however he stated
that the exit interview had a *window'that the immediate

supervisor had to complete that indicated if the emptoyee had

been satisfactory, unsaLisfactory or would you re-hire?
There were no pre-established criteria for acceptable and

unacceptable levels of turnover however Tim stated rhle get ä

f eel f or it. rr

He considered the turnover in his organization ðs

rf . , . really very, very Iow. Relatively speak ing. "
Tdhen r asked Tim why turnover vüäs being measured in the

facility he stated that is r^¡as just a basic management tool
and that there was no magic to it. It was just one of the

indicators that was done and monitored. [¡lhen I asked f or what

purposes, he stated:

Itrs an indicator of the morale within the corporation,
itrs an indicator as far as job satisfaction. It gives
you a feel for your recruitment abilíties. r mean the
market always. ebbs.qn-d flows in most of the professions,
and it is just something as a manager r do inËtinctively'.
r don't know whether itrs my training, oy whether it isjust necessity. Necessity has driven it in the past.
Here we do not a have particurar problem with turnover
anywhere.

The annual report was looked at by the senior management group

that consisted of the Executive Director, the Assistant
Executive Director of Nursing, the Medicar Director, the

Assistant Executive Director for support services. the

Director of Finance and the Administrative coordinator.
Itrs one of about eight items on a typical agenda. We
donrt spend a 1ot of time on it because itrs not a biq
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goes. You look at it and säy, ilOh

F-2x***

when asked what kind of impact nursing turnover has Tim

repl ied :

l¡]e11 it certainly can be very disruptive. The wholeprocess of advertising, your recruitment exercise is a
very expensive and time consuming exercise. And it is a
very disruptive process. rf you have to take a number ofsenior people out of the line and have them dedicated and
concentrating on recruiting on a fulr time basis,
everything else comes to a grindÍng halt. your abirityto work on projects and move ahead in the industry i;
really jeopardized. The other thingr äs a side effect,
if you have high turnover¿ you are short-staffed. hthich
means that generates a whole series of problems. The
morale of the rest of the staff becomes very I o w,yourre in crisis management all the time. This isparticularly true on än acute care ward .Because if
you are short staffed, it takes time to fill a vacancy.
You know someone resigns and it may take a month or six
weeks until someone is hired. so it can be disruptive
from two sides. one from the patient care side and theother one is the management side.

Tim thought there vüäsfta whole kaleidoscope of reasonsft

why nurses reft their jobs. He fert that one had to rook at

iunior nurses and senior nurses to rearry get a handle on the
reasons. rn the case of junior nurses he felt they wanted to
obtain experience in different clinical ðreas and were able to
move in and out of jobs more easily because they hrere mobile

and had the flexibility. These junior nurses were also drawn

to more education and once they got a feel of what they riked
and didnrt like, typically speciatized.

Being youngern they get married, and that contributes toturnover. Being the younger group, they start theirfamilies and move out of the work force.
Thus Tim felt that the three reasons of obtaining more
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experience, increasing their education and raising their
families vrere the major ïeasons f.ox turnover in the junior
nurses. For the senior nurses Tim thought that husbands

transferring out of town hras a major reason for turnover
amongst this group. As welr in this group he included burnout

and career change as the major reasons for turnover in the

senior nurse group. rn summary on this topic he concruded:

r donrt think there is any one reäson to it" you can go
on for ronger about a number of things, but r think rtouched the major ones.

t¡Ihen asked how much manàgement can do to af f ect turnover
Tim thought rr...in some cases, they can do quite a bit, and in
other cases they can do very r ittre. r' trre conversed on this
topic for a little while and Tim said he found it hard to
general i ze .

...Can management do something? I say yes. If it is aproblem, you can do something. I f there is not aproblem, as you point out, and itts a good point, maybe
we are doing something right. rf emproyees are satisfied
and the environment is conducive to retention, thatrs avarid point. _r. guess r have trouble sitting down anddrawing up a list of, you know, items that I hadnrt
thought about in that conLext.

Tim felt that the Assistant Executive Director for
Nursing w,es primariry resÞonsibre for retaining Registered

Nurses in the hospital.

F_3****

Time felt that the qualities or strategies
had in terms of retaining nurses hrerei

...I Lhink listening to them is something
here reasonable wel1. Íile have tried to

the hospltal

h¡e have done
open up the

to encouragecommunication links. ...We always try
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dialogue with the nurses union.

He also felt that the quarity of patient care and the
excelrent reputation the organization had, contributed to
nurse retention.

F-4**x*

The hospital wäs becoming more decentralized because of
Tim¡s style of management and his personal philosophy. He had

the department of nursing in his senior management team

because he recognized that nurses made up the majority of
employees in the organization. He worked that way because
rr.-.1t's much better and decision making is quicker.rr He

stated he managed that way because of his education and

previous work experience and not because his correagues had

influenced him. There was no management statement written
that ascribed to decentralization in the facirity.

Tim did not know what primary Nursing was and could not
answer the questlon. He was unsure of clinical ladders and

his conversätion reveared the hospital did not have thern,

I¡Jhen asked if joint-collaborative practice was used in the
facility he answered:

The official party line here is that we use a teamapproach to patient care. That works better in somewards than it does in others depending on the physician
and the nurs ing staf f . But that is the phi tosãpiry. rtis a team concept .But it tends to be dominaied moreheaviry than perhaps it shourd by the medical model.

Íühen r asked why this model was incorporated Tim replied:
r think because of some very innovative thinking by theAssistant Executive Director of Nursing. she was the onethat was the spark prug and was the drive behind it. she
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deserves the futl credit for that . " It is alsosupported by some very strong people in the therapies.
You know O,T., P.T. in particular, and resÞIratorytherapy, they have all been players in the forrnula.

F_5xxxx

Timrs orgãnization had seven of the thirteen minor

retention strategies from the checklist, and he mentioned

other quarities ðs well that might help retain emproyees (a

decentralized education,/travel budget, having a nurse

recognition day, smalt gifts for staff, and staff appreciation
days in the form of barbecues and pancake breakfasts). Þühen

r asked why these things hrere implemented he stated:
The strength of the hospital and in äny corporation, isits people " you can build the most elaborate f acilitl'_es,
or assembly lines or you name it, but unless you have thesupport, participation and enthusiasm of your peopre that
work therer you really donrt have a great dear. History
has proven that the best equipped armies in the world cancorlapse overnight if they are not led properry and arenot directed properly. you can have fantastic equipment
arl of it can gottpoptt like a balroon. The rraqis are aclassic example of that. They were rotten Ìrom theinside and they had the most sophisticated hardware
around. And how long did they last? six hours in the
combat conditions. I mean that is a militaryexample. r think ä corporation is the same- iis strength
is in its people. r don't think you can quänLify many ofthese things. r mean you do a number of activiÈies somein response to staff requests, some at the suggestion ofstaff, some driven by management, some driven by theBoard, and r think the strength of the corporation is acompilation of all of these little things- They go to
make up ä place where people say they are happy ú ùork,
and the turnover in fact is very, very low. And we rthink have gone a long way to accomplishing that. rcanrt put my finger on any one of those, that are themain...that are the red button or the green button. Theyare all...in combination r think they all contribute tothat trmystique'r that this is a good ptace to work.

F_6****

that he thoughtTim wanted to add we were rn ä very
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inLeresting and dynamic time.

You know r think from what r see in health care, it seemsto move in starts and fits. It jerks ahead and thenmoves in a stable mode, and then it jerks again and goesoff in another direction. r think we are in the middreof one of these jerks, and rrm not to sure whichdirection it is going to go. ...There are two big issues
coming up. The system is virtually running out oi *orr"y.That is a _major problem. ...I thiñk the syltem is liviãgway beyond its means. you look at the oericits. Ide arespending more money that we can afford Lo. There tsgoing to have to be a correction in that. rrm noeconomist, but r am watching it with great interest....There are going to be some very hard decisions. Arlthe terms äre out there now; ratioñing, the whole subjectof ethics. rt is going to affect ari'aisciplines. Tdhatshould be insured, whaL should not be insired? Theseissues have to be hammered out. we can no longer affordthe luxury of what r^re have been running.

Interview G: Jamie Irvinq

G-1*x**

Jamie stated that turnover hras not measured amongst the
generar duty Registered Nurse staff at his hospitar.

... itts not a huge probrem f or us. lve have our own
nurs ing schoor so r4re do receive our grads f rom thenursing school and ð rot of them have spent their wholecareers here. Ã,nd other ones who donrt have positions,and if they are young and unmarried, wilt oenture forthto other provinces in canada and the united states. Attimes they do come back to us.

r asked him what his perception of row turnover was based on.

WeIl it's just based on that there has been no realcomplaints from the (Department of Nursing) but we dohave comparable staff according to the moñey which wereceive from the. Ministry of Heálth, that we do keep ourstaff up to that quota. À,nd we have not had äny realproblem during that time.

r asked Jamie under what circumstänces the orgånization
would start measuring turnover. He replied:
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rf it became a real problem that the nursing units didn't
have enough staff, and we had the money in the budget,
then it wourd become a real concern to myself and the
nursing person, And then we would certainly rook at how
many we had lost and then try to find out Èrre reäsons.

Idhen r asked Jamie what percentage of turnover amongst

nurses would he deem unacceptable and,/or dysfunctional for the

organization he guessed 10 to 15%. !ühen I asked Jamie what

steps he wourd take if the organization did decide to measure

turnover he stated:

lrlell it would probably be very basic. you would count
how many nurses youtld have 1ost over the last one, two,
threer...maybe going back ðs far as five years.

when r asked who would correct this data he repried that
the Human Resources Department presentry do terminal
inLerviews for employees that reave the organization and they

itemlze the reasons people were leaving. The records were

maintained through the Nursing Department but were golng to be

transferred to the Human Resources department in the near

future.
G_2*x**

Jamie felt that nursing turnover wäs disruptive for
patÍent care services because continuity is gone, and also it
was costly f or the organization to orient ä new nurse. T,rlhen

asked why nurses leave their jobs he replied:
They leave because of märriage and their husband or
future husband wants to re-locate. They leave because of
curiosity, different charrenges in different praces. And
they leave because of discontent .Discontent with thesystem. And that can be än individual hospital or thehealth care system in the province.

ï asked Jamie what managemenL could do to affect turnover
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he stated that they could keep as good a relationship in the

hospital and possible.

And you can do that by listening to their complaints and
Lhe person in Nursing does that- has meetings with them.
I meet with what we call the employee liaison, which has
nursing on it, and that meets evèry four months. ...I
know in the nursing group they are more expressive there.
...And h¡e äre looking now at the nursing tasks, to see if
we can make some chänges to take away the things that
arenrt nursing.

Jamie stated that the reason they were doing these things was

He added:

But you can do things to stop nurses from leaving
nursing. That's by listening to their concerns and their
beefs and by, noüü as I saidn the majority of hospitals
äre working on the tasks, changing the tasks.

Jamie felt that the primary responsibility for retaining
Registered Nurses lay wÍth the Department of Nursing.

G-3****

lrlhen I asked Jamie what qualities or strategies the

hospital had for keeping nurses working there he answered:

lrtel1 I would say that it is the fellowship that the
nurses enjoy among themselves. .".And they do get
listened to. ...Vüe hear their concerns. Do something if
h¡e can. And then if you live in this district, we are
close to people who live in this area.

G-4*x**

lrthen r asked Jamie if the organization was becoming

decentralized he required a definition of the term. He then

replied:

The structure hasn't changed since Trve been here. There
is no anticipation that it witl change in the future
months. The nurse at the units once in a while we hear
that they like to have more authority, but the head
nurses are unionized and do listen to the staff. And
there are good Directors of Nursing here. I think they
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äre good. Maybe the staff dontL, but I do. And it's
hard to allow everyone to operate the ship. [rte do hear
them when they are griping and we do try to change
things, but it is very difficult to allow everyone to
run the unit. And I wourd vouch that tl'¡e head nurses do
hear what is being said and do make changes
appropr iately.

!ùhen r expressed my opinion to Jamie that hospitars say they

are becoming decentralized but thelr organizattonal charts
remain the same he commented:

...Hospitals have operated that way successfully foryears. But certainly the strike made people sit up andlisten more.

we talked about primary nursing in the hospital. rt
appeared the hospitar was using a modified version r:f primary

nursing, however Jamie stated:

...nohr we are looking at using aides and people to makethe patient's beds, and assisting with washing andgetting up to the bathroom and things Iike that. I
real1y think that nurses are getting themselves away fromprimary nursing as I see it, and äre becoming more
involved in the technical aspects of medicine.

[rlhen r asked Jamie what he thought the nurses wanted to do, he

replied:
That is what Irm trying to figure out too. you can't pay
nurses to sit at the desk and watch others work. hle havejust basically got started at rooking at what we can do.
This is what nurses don't rearize. rf you brirrg in â
robot then you donrt need as many people to do what the
robot is doIng.

clinical ladders were not being utilized in the hospital
and joint collaborative practice (as Jamie seemed to
understand it ) \^ras being utilized on an inf ormal basis.
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G-5****

Jamiers hospital had twerve of the nineteen retention
strategies. FIe felt that for the most part, the strategies
hrere ef fective for keeping nurses within the organization. At

the end of the interview he phoned down to the Human Resources

Department to inquire about turnover rates among nurses and

discovered that the 1990 statistics for the hospital revealed

a L79o turnover rate for R.N. tso R.p.N. ts and L.p.N. rs and

about !4o+ f or R. N. rs alone.

Tnterview [I: Andrew Laschuck

Andrew

turnover.

stated his

H_l****

organization was not measur ing

...Now there may be some rough calculations kept by the
various departments. but overall I think it would be very
hard for us to come up with a number to say what our
turnover is. ...It is not being captured right now in
any meaningful way.

Andrewrs perceptÍon of turnover was that it was not that
extremely high. He quickly noted that was his perception and

he was unsure how valid his perception was and if it differed
significantly from other institutions. His perception was

based on his feelings, his invorvement with senior management

in nursing, and his conversations with the generar duty

nursing staff.

hlhen r asked Andrew what circumstances would have to
exist before the orgänization considered measuring nursing
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tilerl l think lt should be rneasured now. rt is a goal of(individual in senior management) to meäsure turnover.she has a very strong human resource background and
understands the need to do that. secondly in terms offunctioning as an organization, we aïe a people business.r think people know until you have somebody responsibrefor running the department and making sure that proper
Human Resource type of activities are conducted, then,until you have that type of person, it becomes verydifficult to support HR activities. part of the problem
is that it is not seen as a priority. Labourrelations is seen as ä priority, and negotiations with
unions, dealing with grievanceso dealing with the normal
day to day problems you may have, are seen as a priority.
The other things are sort of put on the sideiines andreally, nothing is done with thern.

Andrew and r spoke at length about unacceptabre turnover
rates for hospitals anrl he wðs very reluctant to give a

specific number. He thought it would be important to gather
some historical data and have comparative data with other

facilities in similar areas in order to calcurate what would

be acceptabre and what woutd be unacceptabre. He fert that
the statistics and numbers that an organization collected weïe

not ãs important as the meaningful description of arl the
gathered lnformation and what it meant for the organization,

L37

on the

it was

H-2****

Andrew felt that nursing turnover had an impact

cäre that was derivered in a hospital. He also stated
expensive to keep triring new people and affected the smooth

functioning of an organization. Andrew thought that nurses

left their jobs for the same reasons that a lot of people in
institutional care leave.

...they feel they are real1y a part of a very large
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bureaucracy and they don,t feer they have äny controrover things ".they donrt feel the organiäation ismeeting their needs for whatever reäson. Nurses wourdfeel that way r suspect, number one because theorgänization isnrt putting enough emphasis on ,ãparticular area of patient care. thèy may feel that waybecause the relationship with the medical staff are notgood. And that happens. r think those days are goingout the door in a sense because nurses donrt put up wiLhthat bullshit änymore.

Andrew fert that management courd affect turnover. He

stated at one point that the new generation of people comÍng

in to hospital administrator positions have a much different
perspectÍve of how to work with peopre. He was of the opinion
that they. are much more consurtatÍve in their dealings with
problems.

...the whole Ídea is to talk to the peopte who areproviding patient cäre because they are your front linepeople.

He also felt that hospitars should have good statistical
informaLion on their nursing population so they could respond

to the demographics of the group as a whole.

t¡Ihen asked who wäs primarily responsibre for retaining
Registered Nurses in the facirity he stated: ,Fïom a practical
point of view, in our

director. tt

organization it is the nurs inq

H_3*xx*

when r spoke with Andrew on the phone before our
interview he stated that there r^rere no specific retention
strategies designed to keep nurses working within the
hospital. He echoed this statement when r asked the same

question during the interview. He did consider that the work
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environment was a good one, änd that quality mäy hetp to
retaÍn nurses within the facility. He also felt that decision
making was taking on a more informar, versus formal process.
Ändrew stated that many changes had to be made to the
orgänizationaL structure to empower employees. He fert that
a major difficulty hrith the organÍzation was the mechanics of
communication (a very criticar component oË any orgänization
in his view) and this \^ras hindered in large part by the size
of the Ëacility.

Andrew did not feer the organization was decentralized
but thought they were moving towards it.

".and r think the rast thing you want to do in anorganization like this is add levels, because arr thatdoes is frustrate peopre. And r think the one thing youare going to hear over the next decade in thisinstitution is that we are going to talk a rot aboutissues of empowerment, about ãeci!ion making and so ohrand r think you are going to see a flatter oíg.r,ization,you are going to see less management in a sense, and ålot more front line decision making by people who areproviding patient care.

Andrehr was unsure of the exact areas that were utilizing
primary nursing as a mode of patient care, however he knew

that some areas rnrere using it and that it was thought to be a

better wåy to provide nursing care because it addressed the
continuity of care issues more comprehensively.

Andrew did not know what clinical ladders were and

required a definition of the term. The organization was not
utilizing them however he fert the concept needed to be

addressed so that the expert bedside nurse could be given
recognition and pay.
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As far as Andrew knew, the rtraditional. form of caring
for patients hras taking place, whereby the doctors wrote out
the rtordersft on the chart and the nurses were responsible for
executing them (the ordersn not the doctors).

H_5x***

Andrewrs facility had eight
retention strategies. He felt
effective and that some of them hrere

staff. In combination however,

strategies helped retain staff to a

of the fourteen minor

that some of them were

not effective for keeping

he felt that the above

certain degree.

Interview I: Brock Vüorthinqton

ï -1 **xx

Brockrs organization was meäsuring turnover and he pulIed
out statistics when I asked the question. t¡rhen I asked Brock

why the organization had decided to measuïe turnover, he

repried that management wanted to be able to look at staffing
trends and discover why people were leaving the facility. The

organization arso started to measure turnover because of a

decreased supply of nurses in certain areas.
t{hen there is a big suppry you don't worry about that.You donrt worry about those issues. But when there isn,ta big suppry....and probabry rike a rot of other praces,we dontt seem to have a probrem finding páopr" to dogeneral duty med,/surg, even oB, stuf f riÈe -trrit.

The data that was collected hras done by a Human Resources

department and the measurements were taken annually. Exit
interviews hrere conducted on al1 employees who left, however
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the compliance rate hras not 100%. Brock stated they got a
rrpretty good responsett when doing exit interviews however.
The reason they employed exit interviews r¡ras;

To make sure _that people weïenrt reaving for reasons wecourd contror. And if it was d matter of workingconditions t ot that kind of thing, r^re want to be a goodemployer, we brant to be pro-active in these äreas, and itis important that you do that. rf you work for us andyou stay with us for six months. and then you reave andare on the cocktail circuit and somebody asks you if youwork at the (X) hospital, and they say "ño! I ieft thereand itrs really a crappy place tã work.rf [,Ie donrt wantthat our there. rf there ãre things we can do to improvethingsr...

Although he did not give an expranation of turnover and

how it was calcurated in his organization, it was crear from
0ur conversation that casual nurses who became part_time
nurses or moved into fu1 I Lime pos itions within the
organization hrere still considered rf turnovern.

There were no pre-established criteria for acceptabre or
unacceptable turnover rates however the organization always
compared themselves with other similar organizations and rated
themselves accordingly.

...But if you're 3% and everybody erse is z.B or 3.2, andthere is the odd one is at -z ano the odd one aL 6, you
would take a look at that and say, r¡ref re okay! Itrs allrerative isn't it? Thatrs basicilry what we oo.

Brock did not exactly ansv¡er the question when r asked

him if turnover was linked to performance in his orgänization,
however he did state that people usualty left the organization
for the right reäsons, rike promotions in larger institutions.

Peopre have ambition. r think that is great. But no, wedonrt have good people leaving, just to leave
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rn terms of what Brock had learned from the data, he

listed several findings. The majority of terminations weïe

due to pregnancy. Those nurses stayed home to raise their
children and did not come back. Another large portion of
turnover wds due to re-location out of province because of
their spouse being transferred. other terminations were a

result of nurses wanting more specialized nursing, and a smalr

group left to further their education in nursing.
In a few instances, after reviewing data that had

accumuLated over the years, Brock recognized that good

employees wÊre leaving as a result of poor leadership on the
part of their supervisors. rn these cases, Brock had to
terminate some rong term peopre in leadership roles who

werenft fulfilling their job description.
The results for the rates of turnover in Brockrs

organization were as follows; for the year of Lg8g, there was

a turnover rate of L3.2 percent for furl-time R.N.rs, 15.3eo

for part-time R.N.rs and 40.9% for casual R.N.rs. For the
yeãr L990 the turnover rates were 13.9% for full-time R.N.rs,
L9"2"d for part-time R.N.rs, and 24.s"t for casual R.N.¡s.

I -2x***
Brock thought that in some hrays nursing turnover had a

positive impact. He fert that new peopre brought new ideas

and vitality to an organization.

Brock thought that management could do a rot of things to
affect turnover. Generalry he felt it was important to
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The very _best thing you better have Ís a really goodprogram when _they come in at orientation so that üneyunderstand a rot of things about the organization, whatitfs mission is, itrs philosophy, aims, objectives, thekind of hospital it is, h.o* they-operate, whãt proceduresyou use, from the very simple ritã what kind o? rvrs areyou us ing, and some training in that regard , lrlhat youhave to know in the event õr ä fire, á aisaster, andthose things, in addition to all [f,"speciarty orientation of what happens in a nursing area.r rhink that is realIv key. rhif is ,"uirv-iÃiortant.
I think you have to recognize people for the job they doand have some method of recognitio' for them. r donrtmean a dipromä or...quite often, in fact in our emproyeesatisf action survey, we ask rf T¿ILrat r s important to you?fr,and whatrs important is that peopre are tord they did agood job and that they are thJnked for it. Just a thankyou. rt has to come from more that the pati"nt, it hasto come from the people they work with. -p.;pïÀ'h.rr" 

tofeel that they are a part of the institution,'irrat thereis good communicatioñ, that they feer they are gettingthe inf ormat_ion they need, and trr-at they are getting someinput as welr. coõa communication anå inpí{- you knowparticipative management is reaIIy importa-nt.'
..'we make darn sure hre have user groups in each aïea.And the user*groups are not department heads, they arestaff nurses. If you..are gesigning a laboratory youdonft have-the chief pathotogist ana the head supervisor,you have them of course, but then you have the päopre whowork in the various äreas who are ãt the bench who are onthe equipment.

The reasons Brock had everyone rs input f or decision making r¡ras

because he fert that the work gets done quicker and better.
He worked for a dictator in the past and found the experience
distastefur and dysfunctional for the entire orgänization.

Brock felt that the primary responsibirity for retaining
Registered Nurses in the hospitar ray with the nursing
administration department
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I_3****

hThen r asked Brock what qualities or strategies were in
place to keep nurses working within the facitity he stated

that he had mentioned many of them earlier in the interview.
Brock indicated that if patients wrote letters with
compliments to specific nurses, the nurses were given the

letters to read by their immediate supervisors. Brock arso

felt that äccessible parking herped retain nurses, and thought

the hospitar wðs seen as a fair employer. Brock felt the size

of the hospital was just right- big enough to offer a variety
of progräms for staff, yet small enough that people could

become fanrÍliar with one another. Besides the orientation
for new employees, Brock fert that the teaching and in-service
programs offered to staff as well as the hospital TV network

were important for retaining staff. providing employment

opportunities for staff and allowing for frexibility in

schedutes and job sharing so staff coutd attend courses, were

other strategies mentioned. The organization also ran

Employee Satisfaction Surveys and published a nehrsletter once

a month to enhance communicatíons in the organization. He felt
it r{ras very important to recognize staf f as well.

And that is important to us. tte deliberately do a couple
of events a year just to recognize the staf f . [rle do a
1ot of little things but the major things are therecognition night. Thatrs a dinner/evening out and the
hospitalr wê pay for it ( it's a (X) type of owned
hospital).we dontt use the governmentrs money. And the
other thing hre do at christmas time is r^¡e have for
everybody on staff- a luncheon. V,Ihich is really like a
Christmas dinner. And we do it noon and evening. VJe try
and catch all the staff. rt's a furt christmas dinner
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with all the trimmings.......So there is that kind of
recognition. 9le try to work on that and that's
important. We found out through the survey that itrs
darn important.

When I asked Brock why these strategies hrere implemented he

replied:

Ttrs part of quality assurance isnrt it? You are always
trying to find out outcomes. Like how did that patient
do? A,nd the big deal is outcomes . WeI1, how are our
staff doing? How are they, what are the things they
value about the place that make them want to work here,
that recommend theix txiends come or donrt come to work
here, that kind of thing.

He also answered this when I asked him about the rationale for
some previous strategies:

Because our phÍlosophy is that our people are part of the
reäsons why we do what we do reasonably we1l. It's not
the scanner, itrs not the Iab equipment, itts the people.
Itts not the bricks and mortar, if the peopLe aren't
doing it... ..,They are your most important resource.
You can have the greatest whiz-bangs up in the lab or in
I.C.U. or anywhere else, but if people donrt apply
themselves and have a commitment to the place, then we
are just another hospital.

i-4****,
When I asked Brock if the organization was decentralized

he repl ied:

It varies from division to division and it is not done to
the degree that I would be satisfied ..[ùe are not
decentralized to the point that I would like to see us
decentralized. lrte are to a degree. But not. . . Irm not
satisfied.

Brock was unsure what Primary Nursing was and required an

explanation of it. He stated the facility was using that mode

of nursing. Vühen I asked why he stated:

Not being a nurse, euite frankly when we....we go through
accreditation process with the Canadian Council of Health
Facitities Accreditation, the nurse surveyor said we seem
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to be doing it in some äreas and not others, and it
appears to be the way to go and we should look harder at
that and they essentially bought into it...so yeah we
are.

trùhen r asked Brock if he felt Primary Nursing helped to keep

nurses working within the facility he stated that from the

feedback he received, that in fact it did.
Brock wanted an explanation of cl inical Iadders for

nurses. He stated they were not utilized in the facility and

felt that the sarary scales that are structured by the union

should be reviewed.

Brock said that joint-collaborative practice was utilized
in Intensive Care.

Eut the general wards, the nature of the majority of
physicians, stiIl the majority, although it's shrinking.
They want the nurse to come behind with the Kardex and
write things down. Itrs really bizarre. The younger
guys and gals are much more open to that kind of thing.
hlhere they actually say tr[ühat happened today?r' !ühat do
you think \^re ought to do about this?rr You know what I
mean? Therers still a lot of that.

I-5****
Brockrs organization had 11_ of the thirteen minor

retention strategies from the checkrist. He felt most of them

r^rere ef f ective f or retaining nurses.

I-6,x***

Brock arso added that he wàs srightry uneäsy about the
.transition phase of Baccalaureate nursing education for the

future.

...I donrt know. Irm just a little bit queasy about all
of that. More the interim period than the outcome. I
think the outcome will be pretty good. Because I think
the baccalaureate...the diploma people are fine, but I
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think the baccalaureate people are. . . become. . . I don't
know how to say it...better employees, better nurses.
You know, after...there is that early period where
perhaps because of, diploma people are more familiar withthe practice of nursing. There'|s ä difference though,
after six months or sor there is no comparison, by and
large
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V) RESULTS

The findings of the study will be presented in the order

of the four major research questions. A summary wirl be

provided after each section to identify and focus on the lcey

points.

The first section will profile the perception hospitat
administrators had with regard to turnover among general duty

Registered Nurses in hospitals.

The second section has been divided into two parts and

describes: a) how nursing turnover r^ias measured in each

hospital and; b) what strategies had been designed to prevent

turnover and\or retain nurses in the facilities.

The third section outrines why the strategies had been

implemented in the various facilities.

The final section portrays how effective hospital
administrators believed those strategies were for retaining
general duty Registered Nurses.

Hospital Administtators' Perspective of Nursíns Turnover

Ã'11 nine of the participants claimed that turnover among

the general duty Registered Nurses was not a problem in the

hospitals they managed, however when r specificarly asked the

respondents if their orgðnizations were measuring turnover
among their general duty Registered Nurses, four of them said
ttyest', f our of them said trnot, and one of them said the

equivalent of trsort of rt .
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Three of the participants shared their facilities? recent

turnover statistics with me. one of the participants knew the
organization was measuring turnover but did not have time to
coLLect the data for me. Another participant stated her

organization w,ls'rkeeping trackr of turnover but she did not

know what the level was" The other four participants stated
their facilities were not measuring turnover and that they did
not know what the rates were for the general duty Registered

Nurses in their organizations.

Five participants were asked what 1evel of nursing

turnover would be considered unacceptable for their
organizations. All of them f elt 'Lhe question was a dif f icurt
one and were reructant to answer it. but their responses

ranged from 5-L7"o.

tJhen asked what kind of impact they thought nursing

turnover had, seven of the nine respondents stated they fert
nursing turnover had an effect on the continuity of patient

care services, and five of the nine berieved it wäs costly.
The cost was stated as either a financial strain to the

organization related to orientation costsr or as a cost in
terms of reduced productivity of employees within the

facility. Four of the respondents stated outright, Lhat in
their opinion nursing turnover had a negative impact on the

quality of care provided to patients

All nine of the participants ( including the ones that
were not measuring turnover) felt they knew the càuses of
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nursing turnover within their orEanizations. Eight of the

nine participants stated the most frequent reason for nursing

turnover was family related: six respondents claimed spouse-

job-relocatÍon was a major factor, and; three respondents

believed pregnäncy was another major factor for turnover in
their facilities. six of the nine subjects were of the

opinion that one of the other reasons nurses quit their jobs

wðs generally because they were dissatisfied with their work.

This r,\ras expressed in comments descr ibing; high stress, poor

pay¡ erratic schedules, 1ow recognition, littre respect, abuse

by patients, physicians and management, not being asked for
input during decision making and not being utilized properly.

Finarry, five oË the nine respondents felt that another major

Teason nurses left their jobs was to develop their careers by

obtaining more education or specializing in a particular area

of nursing.

when asked what ward they thought would have the highest
nursing turnover, five of the respondents were of the opinion
that it would be the Long Term care wards, and four of them

thought it would be the Critical Care areas.

The ansr^rers for the question that asked what ward thev
thought wourd have the lowest amount of turnover were

assorted, but the two areas identified most were surgery and

Maternity.

The qualities that were thought Lo be attractive or

unattracLive r.ox nurses considering work in their particular
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organizations were so diverse that all of theanswers could

not be categorized. However, with the exception of two

respondentsn arl of the Executive Directors stated that a

quarity their organization had in terms of attracting nurses

to work in their facilities, was their excerrent reputations
and/ox the quality of care they delivered.

six of the nine manègers felt they could aftect turnover
a great deal. Indeed, three of the respondents said
management could increäse or decreäse nursing turnover. onry

one participant hras of. the opinion that in some cases

management could do a 1ot, and in other cases mänagement coutd

do very litt1e with respect to affecting nursing turnover.
The most important tool all the managers identified in

terms of affecting the rate of nurse turnover within the

organization was rrgood communicationr'. Their màny comments

expressed that good communication was a matter of:
...snowl_ng concern
...listening to their complaints and concerns
...you have to let them know in the besL way you can

that they are appreciated
...give them a sense that they maLter to the

organization
. . .show respecl:
"..provide them with information
...empower Lhem
...value their input
. -.we have tried to open up the communication links both

formally and informally
...get them involved in decision making
...recognize them f or the work they dr:
...show sensitivity and show you care and that you are

flexible and prepared to make changes.

some specific strategies were offered to frcommunicate" with
'Lhe nursing staf f . One participant f elt that an excetrlent
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orientation r¡¿s a critical element of communication with new

employees. Às we11, ennpl-oyee sati.sfaction surveys that asked

what was important to them, and panticipative management Lhat
allowed employees to have input when decisions üJere being
made, hrere thought to be vital communication strategies. Two

other participants echoed the participative management

strategy and one of these organizations utilized an eurployee-

Liai.son commi,ttee while the other facility wäs looking at
having general forurns to involve nurses in the decision making

process. Another Executive Director thought that montirly
ne¡¡.vsretters that were distributed throughout the facility
displayed recognition and appreciation to nursing employees

thereby displaying respect and provi.ding information to them.

Another important communication strategy identified by yet
another participant was that rnanagernent shr¡uld be extremery
visibleu avail_able and approachable. Fina11y, although it
was not ex¡:licitly stated in response to this particular
question, another communication strategy that hras identified
throughout many of the interviews was the soci.al f,unctions
that invited hospital empì.oyees to atLend, as an extension of
gratitude by the f acility f or the work that r^rðs done. These

included things like barbecues, christmas parties, and the
distribution of pins, and stickers to the employees. other
than three individuals mentioning rparticipative management*

as a communication strategy" êt no other time did any of the
respondents mention straLegies such as decentralization,
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practice oL cl inical

six of the nine respondents were of the opinion that the
primary responsibility for nursing retention lay with the
Department of Nursinq"

The only concern many of the administrators expressed

with regard to nursing 'numbersrr, was in the criticar care
areas. They referred to a shortage of nurses in those areas,
and spoke to the difficutty in recruiting nurses into the
critical care specialties.

TURb[O\¡ER

* Two thirds of hospitaL administrators did not
know the l_evel- of nursjng tuznover in their
organizations.

Nursing turnover was not viewed as a problem
by any of the hospital administrators. AJthough
they all cited the negative impact nursing
turnover had on hospitals, they atJ beLieved
that nursing turnover in their taciJities
was 'tLow,, and within acceptable limits.

Hospital administrators tel-t the major reasons
nurses guit their jobs were because of
spouse job re-Location, pregnancyt
job dissatisfaction and career devejopment.

Hospital administrators onJy concern with staff
R.N.,s was with filLing vacant staff
pos it i ons .

The majority of hospital administrators feJt
they could affect nursing turnover agreat deal.

Two thirds of hospital administrators were of
the opinion that the prinary responsibility
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of nurse retention Jay with the Departrnent
of Nursinq"

Iiow Turnover [lüas Measured

ülhen I asked the participants how turnoveï T¡¡äs measured

in their facility, none of them provided me with a definition
of the term and none of them specified the calcurations thev
used to actually measure it. one Executive Director gave me

ä calculation for a vacancy rate versus a turnover rate, and

she also viewed maternity Ieave as Eurnover. Another

respondentsr organization had a high casual nurse turnover
rate, and he tert that this wäs because these nurses assumed

part-time positions within the facility. Thus one

organization såw temporary leave äs a form of turnover and

another organization seemed to define turnover as people

simply quitting their position, versus people quitting their
job and leaving the organization.

Three organizations were measuring turnover ämong the
fu11-time, part-time, and casuar staff, and þ¡eïe sorting the
turnover as voluntary or involuntary. by stating if the quit
htas due to retirement, death, yesignation, dismissal,
disability or lay-off. Two facilities were measuring turnover
among all personnet in the facility ( nursing" dietary,
housekeeping, pharmacy, etc.) however they were not dividing
the turnover rates into the separate wards of the nursinq
department.

Exit interviehrs hrere employed by all of the organizations
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that were measuring turnover however the compliance rates for
the interviews varied" Är1 participants unanimously stated
the rationale for doing the exit interviews was to identifv
the reäson an employee had f.or leaving. Two of the

respondents stated the interviews werè also done to try and

improve the general work environment and to ensure that people

\,\iere not leaving f or reèsons the organization could control.
one hospital linked employee performance with turnÕver,

and it wð.s the employee's immediate supervisor who conducted

this final ratinq.

None of the facilities had pre-established criteria for
acceptable or unacceptable turnover rates.

The organizations that were measuring turnover were

taking the measurements annualry or quarterry. Most of the

respondents stated the Personnel, Human Resources, or Nursing

Department corlected and synthesized the turnover data. These

data were then circulated to the senior management levels for
review. However because none of the hospitals viewed nursing
turnover as a problem, very little Lime was spent discussing
it at any of the managerial or board meetings.

The turnover rates of nurses for the three facilities
that were measuring it, ranged from 6-l-5eo for fulr time staff,
1-2-20"'t for part time staff, and L4-40% for casual staff for
the year of l-990.
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sr.rMMARY OF rlOw EqURSIHG TURNOì/ER IS Þ{E.&SURED IB¡ I{OSPITALS

x Fewer than halÊ of
their organizati
turnover.

the hospital administrators stated
ons were measurinq nursinq

x Definitions of t,turnover't were notany of the participants.
provided by

Perceptions of the term ,,tutnover,, were
d i fferent between organi zations 

"

Cal-cuLations fot measuring turnovet werenat provided by any of the participants.
Eight of the nine organizations did notlink enpToyee performance with turnover.
None of the organizations had pre_estabLished

criteria for acceptable or unacceÞtableturnover tates.

The Retention Strategies

Most respondents gave veïy brief answers to the critical
question of whaL quarities or strategies were in prace in
their facilities to retain the nursing staff. A1l of the
administrators gave much more rengthy and detaired ansr^¡ers to
the question in the preceding section which inquired as to
what managemenl could do to affect turnover.

lrlhen r asked the respondents what qualities or strategies
were in place to retain the general duby nursing staff who

were already working in the hospital, two of the subjects
initially stated there were no;5pecific retention stratesies
in place in their facilities.

Brock was the only participant who appeared to have,l
prepared statement for this question. He spoke at length
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about a Eood onientation program right at the beginning of the

employee-organ i zat i onal introduct i on, good i.n-servi-ce Elgograms

f or the staf f , f l_exibil_ity in schedutr i_ng and job shari.nE,

distribution of employee satisfacti-or¡ surveys, provi_di.ng

f eedback to outstandi.nE staf f , recognizing the ç¡ork of
employees via sociar functions put on by the Þrospitatr,

providing information to stafÊ via newsl_etters and a T.v.
network i.n the hospital, and allowing for the staff's input in
the form of participati.ve rnanagernent.

carl thought the most important way management could

decrease nursing turnover was to support a rnu.!_ti-disci.prinary
environment versus the traditionatr- nredical rnodeL envi.ronment.

carl and Brian fert the retention strategy they had in
their f acilities was ensuring the Âssi.stant Hxecutive Di-rector
ef l6ursinçt þras part of the management tearn so that nursing was

involved in most departmentat decision making and at senior
management 1evels.

Danielle thought that the fai.r remuneration Backage was

a strategy her organization had that helped retain nurses.

Bruce suggested that the good çvorkinE environment and the

acknowledgement of long terr¡ service weïe retention strateqies
in his faciLity.

Jamie thought the felrowship that the nurses enjoyed

among themselves was a retaining quatity his organization had.

Tim, Brian and Bruce thought that the good communication

within their facilities was something that kept nurses working
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within their orsanizations.

In response to nurses expressing their dissatisfaction

with their roles in the hospitals during the strike, Jamie,

Danielle and Brian stated that their facilities brere lookinq

at changing the tasks of nurses so as to identify what

responsibilities were under the domain of nursing, thereby

defining non-nursing functiorxs. Tn so doing, these managers

were looking at wðys to re-arrange the staff mix as a

potential strategy to increase morale and retain staff" On

this same topico Kelly and Brian thought rnatching nursing

ski-ILs t*ith programs, such as placing all the panelled

patients on one ward with staff who wanted to work with that

kind of patient, was a good strategy to retain nurses"

Ä,ndrew thought that having a Fluman Resources Department

in place to collect and synthesize turnover data, thereby

allowing the organization to respond to the demographics and

informat ion obtained in the employee prof i 1es and exit-

intervie\nrs, should be in place in every hospital.

Many of the participants in the study suggested at sorlle

time during the interview that good communication (in the form

of listening to and providing ir¡formation for employees) and

participative management ( allowing nurses to have some

decision making powers ) were important strategies their

organizations had, or were striving towards.

Section Four of the Tnterview Schedule used general

questÍons to test, probe and discover if the organizations
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utilized some of the mäjor and most significant retention
strategies delineated in the literature review. None of the

Executive Directors offered decentralization, primary nursing,
joint-collaborative practice or clinícal- ladders as d

retention strategies utilized in their facility.

!ühen the participants were aslced if their organizations

were decentrarized or moving towards decentralization, six of

the participants answered their organizations were.

Six of the participants were unsure of what primary

Nursing was and requested an explanation. After T defined the

term, three of the subjects were reluct.ant to answer 'pecause

they had no idea of the type of nursing that was being

utilized in their facility. Eventuarly five of the nine

participants declared they were using primary nursing in their

facility.

All of the respondents required an explanation of the

term crinical ladder. None of the organizations had them.

Five of the participants stated that presently, the Iong term

general duty nurse is not given the recognition, reward or

remuneration she deserved.

vühen the respondents were asked if their organizations

used joint-collaborative practice between nurses and doctors,

many of them required an explanation of the term. Six of the

managers stated the practice took place in some form within

their facility, most notal:ly in the criticar care areas. carr

and Tim explained that joint-collaborative practice r^ras the
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philosophy of their organizations, in that their hosÞitals
were rrteam oriented¡t and multi-disciplinary in nature, versus

"physician drivenI with respect to patient care.

SUMMARY qF THE RETENTION STRATEGTES TDENTTFTED EY FTOSPITAL

Ã,DÞ{TNüT STRA,TORS

* Two of the nine participants initiaJly stated
there were no specific strategies in pJace
to retain nurses.

,s Three of the nine participants f eLt the Low
tutnover rates may be a resuLt of the recession
and the depressed economy.

* None of the participants listed primary
nursing, decentraLization, joint-coll_aborat ive
practice or clinicaL Jadders as strategies to reduce
or al-leviate nurs ing tutnover.

* The strategies tttat were oftered by
hospitaJ administrators to retain nltrses
incLuded:

- a muLti-disciplinary environment versus
the traditional medicaL modeL environment.

ensuring the Assistant Executive Director
of Nursing wã.s part oÊ the management team.

- defining nan-nuzsing functions for the
future.

- matching nursing skills with programs.

- participative managernent.

fair remuneration packages 
"

- fiexibiJity in scheduJing and job sharing.

- good communication (newsJetters, hospitaL
T.V. network program, sacial functions),

- a good orientation program.

* good in-setvice ptogràms.
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employee sãtiÉ;faction surveys "

feedback to outstanding statf.
acknowl-edgement of Jong term service.

Rational-e For The Strateqies

Five of {-ha n¡rt- i.cipants were asked v¡hy their
organizations were measuring nursing Lurnover. Generarly
speaking, they all believed it wäs a good management tool
Ì:ecause it indicated many dynamics within the facility. They

also felt it was capable of identifying probrems in Lhe

organization either within a particular area t oy with the

management presiding in the area.

For the most part, the respondentsr answers to the
question: 'rÍ¡Ihat qualities or strategies are in place in this
orga.nization to retain nurses?", did not arlow the researcher
to ask them why they were implemented (see Bruce and Jamie for
example ) . However the questions in section Four of the
Ïnterview Schedule provided the most specÍfic answers in terms

of providing rationale for retention strategies, and those

comments will be presented first.

Six of the participants were asked why their
orgänizations were decentralized or were moving towards it.
Three of them thought that their nurses were varuable

employees and shourd be recognized and given decision making

povùers. one respondent stated that the riterature he read

gave him reason to believe that a decentralized structure was
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Lhe most efficient way to run a hospitaL. one respondent was

of the opinion that decentral ization made for a moïe

productive workforce. Another respondentrs personal and

professional experience led him to believe that decentralized
organizations were more efficient and effective. Finalry, one

Executive Director fert that decentralization empowered

employees which in turn enhanced morale and lowered

absenteeism transrating into better patient care being
provided.

tühen r asked five of the participants why their hospitals
utilized primary nursingr. two participants responses did not
ansi,\¡er the question. Two other respondents stated their
nursing departmenL made the decision and that primary nursing
appeared to be the way to go in terms of providing quality
patient care. one participant stated it wäs used in his
facÍlity because it was the best way to provicle nursing care

and addressed the continuity of care issue most

comprehensively.

T,lhen T asked two participants why theír organizations
utilized joint-collaborative practi-ce, one stated his Director
of Nursiirg was primarily responsible for that decision and the
other simply stated that the idea made the most sense and

since its inception had never been challenged.

As wäs stated earlier, many of the answers to the
question of retention strategies did not allow me to ask why

they were implemented. However several times throughout the
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interview, r asked the participants why they were doing things
the way they were. Their answers r^rere diverse, but af ter
analyzing all the comments r feel I have been able to arrange
their statements into five major categories. The five major
reasons that were provided for implementing the various
retention strategies were: to empower employees and improve

their productivity; to improve orgänizational efficiency and

effectiveness; to deliver quality patient care servicesi
because of influence from leaders within the nursing
departments of their organizationsi and, because of the
nurses I str ike of l-9g i_ .

x the reãsons the participants provided asrationaLe for implementing retention stratecries
were:

tra empower employees
product i vi ty;

and improve their

to improve organizationaf efficiency and
ef tect iveness;

to deliver quality patient

because of influence fron
within the departments
argan i zat i ons .

care servjces;

nursing leaders
of their

- because of the nurses I strilçe of i.9gJ

The question of the effectiveness of the strategies that
were implemented $ias not an easy question to ask because of
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the änswers given to the previous two questions. However r

did ask this question several times at specific moments

throughout most of the interviews. After reviewing the
transcripts r realize that at some points r asked. the question
r?How effective do you think that strategy is?*, when I rearry
meant, and should have askedo *How effective do you think that
strategy is for retaining nurses within the facirity?r'. rn
spite of this r believe the answers r obtained¡ collectively,
expose a portion of the whol-e picture I am i-rying to presenL.

Regrettably, in hindsight, r did not ask any of the
participants if they thought tirat decentralizing their
facilities was an effective way to retain nurses.

r asked two part icipants i f they Eelt that pr imary
nursing herped to keep nurseË worlcing in their facilitv and

they both replied in the aff irmative.
ï asked one participant if joint coLlaborative practice

was än effective wäy to reLain nurses and he stated in his
nni n i ^- ; {-v!/l¡¡¿v¡¡ J L r/YctÞ.

Two Executive Directors thought that their strategies
were effective for retaining their nurses because of the low

turnover rate in their facilities. Two other Execut i_ve

Directors thought that some of the strategies were effective
for retaining nurses and that some of them v,'ere not. Three

other Executive Directors thought that in isolation" no singre
strategy was effective for retaining nurses, but that
combined, the sLrategies were effective for retaining nursing
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staff. Finally, one Executive Director vüas the only
participant who felt that measuring the effectiveness of

retention strategies wäs a very dif f icult thing to do.

SUMMARY OF T}TE EFFECTT1rENESS OF RETEruTTON STRATEGIES

x Ane third of the participants beLieved that
no single strategy was enough to prevent
nursing tutnover but that combined, the
strategies in pJace were effective for
retaining nurses in hospitaJs.
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VI ) DISCUSSION

The purpose of the study was:

( 1) To investigate what stratecri es r^rêrê ì n nlace in
hospitals to retain nurses;

(2) To investigate why the retention strategies had

been implemented;

( 3 ) To investígate how effective the retention
strategies were;

(4J 1o obtain the hospital administrators'

perspective on the phenomenon of turnover

amongst general duty Registered Nurses.

The discussion that folrows wirr revolve around the major

findings for each of these questions. The order of the
questions has been changed and the chapter has been divided
into five sections to deal- with the four questions.

The first question that asked what strategies had been

implemented to retain nurses in hospitals will be divided into
two parts. The first section of this chapter discusses how

nursing turnover was measured in the various hospital_s. The

second section discusses what retention strategies were in
place to keep nurses working in the organization.

The third sect ion wi l r d iscuss why the retention
strategies were implemented.

The fourth section wilt discuss how effective the
participants felt the retention strategies were.

Finally, the last section will discuss the hospital
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pers¡:ect i ve the phenomenon of

761

nurs ing

How Turnoyer lrIas Measured

rt wðs noted in the literature review that the first
steps towards reducing nursing turnover in hospitats hras to
measure it (Duxbury & Armstrong¡ J"gBz¡ Ezrati, j,984; Hof f man,

1981). Generally speaking, the hospitals that participated in
the study were doing a poor job of measuring nursing turnover.

Fewer than half of the hospitar administrators in the

study said their organizations were measuring nursing

turnover. Definitions of *turnoverrr and calcurations for
measuring turnover were not provided by any of the
participants, and it became evidenL during the study that the

organÍzations were not defining nursing turnover in the same

way.

These findings prohibit the researcher from comparing

turnover rates between each organization, because evidently
they definen calculate and measure it differently. How can a

13e" turnover raLe in one facirity be compared with a sot

turnover rate in another facÍlity if the facilities arenrt
defining or measuring turnover in the säme way? obviously,
different measurements result in different outcomes, and it
would be incorrect and misteading for this study to compare

their data.

The Executive Directors did -not provide any type of
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turnover calculation for the researcher. Calculations such as

äverage length of servicen accession rates, stability rates,
instability rates, survival rates or wastacie rates vJere not

offered ( Pr ice , 7917 ) . It would appear that the most

prevalent calculation that was used by alt facilities was ihe

separation rate: the number of members who reft during the
period, divided l:y the averðge number of members during the

period. As useful as this measurement is, it provides only a

glimpse of what the entire turnover picture is (Duxbury &

Armstrong, 1982 ) .

vühat are the average length of service years of the

nurses in the hospital? r¡Jhat are the stabi rity and survival

rates of the varj-ous wards? These are the numbers that might

indicate the organization is a good employer and has loyal and

tenured emproyees. vühat might it say about the quality of

care being delivered? Do patients want to be admitted to a

hospital that has nurses with 16 months of service or sixteen
years of service? rs the care that is provided better on a

ward that has a stability rate of ninety five percent or forty
one percent? These are tough questions, and it is time

hospital administrators began asking them. ileuality Cäreft

seems to be the buzz word of the day, but r have yet to see

hospitals tackle the relationship between the quality of

patient care and the experience. stability and tenure of

nurses working within the organization.

Three of the hospitals studied were attempting
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aggressivery to measure nursing turnover. The major flaw r

discovered with theÍr measu.rements however., was that none of
the facilities could identify the rocations of the nursing
turnover " For example, one Executíve Director was convínced

that the highest rate of turnover in his facility occurred in
the rntensive care unit, however, he was not able to verify
that statement with all the turnover statistics that had been

gathered from his facility. Thus nursing turnover rates b¡ere

tallied for the organizations bu.t the managers were unable to
decipher where the most (or the least) amount of turnover was

occurring. Determining the rates of turnover is an important
measurement, however neglecting to determine the location of
turnover overlooks critical information that would allow,e
clearer understanding of the phenomena and the implementation
of the most effective management strategies to dear with it.

Exit interviews were employed by a1r of the organizations
Lhat were measuring turnover but onty one of the hospitars was

linking employee performance with turnover. If exit
interviews do not incrude a performance evaruation of the
employee. hospitals are unable to determine if their turnover
is functional or dysfunctional ( SulIivan & Decker, 19gB ) .

Replacing an exiting R.N. with another R.N. intimates that
staff nurses ðre expendable, and gives littre consideration to
the abilities or liabilities of the ]eaver er the ner,\rcomer.

rf hospitals do not evaluate the performance of leavers they
can not accurately assess the total impact (either benef icial
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or detrimental) the exit has on the care that is del_ivered in
the organization. By sinrply maintaining furl staff quotas and

replacing R.N.s with R.N.s, hospitals would have us believe
that all is well with patient care delivery.

Despite this, all of the Executive DirecLors felt their
institutions delivered excellent patient care. A few of the
respondents even told me that the strength of a hospital r^/as

not found in its facilities or the type of technology it
emp10yed" rather. it was f ounrc in its emplOyees. By not
linkíng employee performänce with turnover though, the
participants fail to demonstrete how they correlate the
strength of theÍr employees with the quality of the product
they deliver. Furthermore, by neglecting to classify the ross
of an employee as detrimental or beneficial to the
orgänization, an overall assessment of organizational
effectiveness (or 'rexcellencer for that matter) can not be

properly conducted or evaluated.

None of the hospitals had pre-established criteria for
functional or dysfunctional Lurnover (Sullivan & Decker, 19gB;

voght, cox, velthouse & Thames, 1993). some of the mènageïs

spoke about the positive effects of turnover, however there
was tremendous hesitation on their ¡lart to state what 1evel of
turnover would be dysfunctionat for their orgänizations. Many

of the Executive Directors spoke about the tremendous

stability of their middle and senior management groups. rn
fact froff the recordrf some of them spoke about the stagnation
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versus stàbi 1 ity of their nurs ing managers . rndeed, one

participant referred to his Assistant Executive Director of
Nursing äs ä dinosaur! I have since wondered what kintl of
effect this phenomena would have on the corporation" Those

who are responsible for delivering the product of the
orgänization don't stay, and those who are responsible for
supervising the product of the hospital clon'L 1eave. scary.
This unintentional finding that was expressed as a concern by

many of the participants would indicate to me thar as

important as it is to have pre-establ ished cr iter ia for
dysfunctionaL turnover for the general duty Registered Nurse,

it is equally important to have pre-established criteria for
functional turnover with the Registered Nurses in manasement.

The Retention Strateqies

Two participants stated there were no retention
strategies in place in their facilities and three participants
proposed that the reason for the low nursing turnoveï rates in
the city could be a resul-t of the nation wide recession and

the general state of the canadian economy. Thus, over harf of
the hospital administrators implied that the reason for low

nursing turnover was due to factors externaL to the hospitat
environment versus factors implemented within the hospital
environment.

After careful analysis of the intervi

Þuzzling finding emerged. Many of the

eh/ transcripts, a

major retention
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strategies (decentrarization, primary nursing and joint-
collaborative practice ) hrere in place in varying degrees

throughouL the hospitals. This finding was conceared because

the Executive Directors did not delineate them as such.

t'ühen I asked the Executive Directors what strategies were

in place to keep nurses working in their facilities, none of
them mentioned primary nursing. However when I asked them if
primary nursing was being utilized as a mode of delivering
patient care, five participants stated that it was. onry one

participant referred to participative management

(decentrarization) as a retention strategy in his facirity.
However when r asked the Executive Directors if their
organizations were decentralized or moving towards
decentralization, six of them replied that they hrere. only
two of the participants suEgested that joint_collaborative
practice was a retention strategy in their facitities, however

seven of the other Executive Directors admitted their
facilities had 1ímÍted forms of that practice when questioned.
The checklist that was done at the end of each interview arso
pointed out that many minor retention strategÍes were in place
in the hospitars. An exampte of a conversation r had with one

of the participants illustrates this peculiar occurrence.

InËervie.wer: But canrt you say that you as managemenL aredoing something to keep them here? or is that jusL an
acc i dent?

subject: No r dontt think it is an accident. Tfm sayingthere isnrt a problem so maybe h¡e are doing somethingr ight. r buy what you rrre saying " r see whàre you arecoming from- That is quite posåibre¡ yês" r mean if
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fl*V. êre happy and satisfied they tend to stay here,that's correct. Being happy and sati=fied is once- "g.i.,,a combination of umpteen factors.

You can have very
work here if they have
no other opt i ons . Anrl

Interviewer: Thatrs right.
dissatisfied people continuing to
no oLher options or feel thy have
happy people leave sometimes too.
subject: And once again, that may be that they have nochoice in the matter too. As t sãy, you have tã look atindividual cases. I find it ditticutt to gunuralize. Canmanagement do something? r say yes. rf it is a problem"you can do something. rf there is not a probrem, äs youpoint out, and itrs a good point, maybe we are doingsomething right. rf employees are satisfied and theenvironment is conducive to retention. thatrs a validpoint. I guess I have trour:le sitting down and drawing
Yp - list of, you know, items that r hadnrt thought aboutin that context.

[ühy werenrt the Executive Directors citing
management strategies as measures directed
nurses?

these def initive

towards retaining

very few of the participants understood the terms
depicted as major retention strategies in the nursing turnover
Literature. All of the participants ïequired a definition of
primary nursing and three of the participants were still
unsure if their hospital utilized that form of nursing care"
None of the participants knew what a clinical ladder was and

the majority of them required clarification of the rerm
tfdecentralizationil and an explanation of the term'tjoint-
collaborativefr nr¡r-t i r-c

These accumulated findings strengthened the assumptions
outl ined in the Statement of the problem; hospital_
adroinistrators have a poor understanding of nursing practi_ce

The management literature repeatedty states that man,esers
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need to know enouEh about tÌre neerls and iunct i ons o f
particular specialties to understand how they contribute to
the whole (Numerof, LgBz). This understanding then permits
administrators to plann organize, controlo manage, create a

fascillitating crimate¡ ftäintain stability and suppry
direction in the accomplishment of the goals and objectives
withiir än organization (charns & schaefer,1983; GCIldsmith,

L9B1; Numerof, LgBZ). Nursing turnover has been identified as

a problem in most hospitars" and nurse retention has been

targeted as ã goal for hospitars. However, if hospital
administrators know very little aboui irursing practice, how

can they be expected to plan¡ organize and supply direction in
the accomprishment of this goal? could this be a facLor that
has contributed to persistent nurse turnover in hospitars?

Executive Directors are hired and äre given the
responsibility for ensuring the organization performs
effectively and efficiently" yet the *powers that be' assign
people who know very 1ittle about the needs and functions of
the nursing staff at the generar duty l_evel to ,manage,,

nursing staff in hospitals. Many of the Executive Directors
in this study complained that their nursing managers had very
1itt1e educatioi'r in management. .an equally valid complaint by

the Nursing Department would be that the Executive Directors
have virtually no education in nursing practice. Th is
limiLation wourd äppear to affect the Executive Director,s
ability to structure the hospital organi zation, design nursing
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jobs and mànage nurses. How can i:hese individuars be given
the authority to deliver a quality service to the community if
they do not understand Lhe needs and functions of over 60eo of
the employees who contribute to the producL of t.he

organization? This finding of the study points to the gap

between what the management literature professes and how

mänagers in hospitals realIy perform (Fottler, Hernadez &

Joiner. 19BB; Mcconnell, i-984; Rakich" Longest & Darr¿ 19g5 ) .

A review of the interviev¡ transcripts reveal-ed that the
Executive Directors offered very few del_iberate retention
strategies that had been established in their orgänizations
directly targeted to control the exodus of nurses.
Essentially three groups of retention strategies were proposed

by a few of the participants. They included: (1) structural
renovations aimed at decentralizing the hospitar such a5

participative management, a multi-disciplinðry environment
versus the traditional medical moder environment, and ensuring
the Assistant Executive Director of Nursing was part of the
management team; (2) iob renovations aimed at defining the
rol-e of the nurse and matchinE nursing skills with programs,

and; (3) development of the nurse employee by implementing
good or ientation and in-service pïograms, flexibi I ity in
scheduling and job sharingo good communication. acknowledgment

of long term service and a fair remuneration package.

Many of these retention strategies had either just been

implemented, were not fully developed¡ weïe not consistent
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throughout arl of the organizations, or hac not Ì:een activated
yet- Based on these findÍngs and the paucity of retention
strategies offered by Executive Directors it is fert that the
seemingly low nursing turnover rates in thÍs study were ð

resulL of factors external to the organization and the job
(see Literature Review, page 27), versus any strategic
retention policies implemented inside the organizations for
nursing jobs.

E_atj_e¡Alg For The Strateoies

The answers the Executive Directors gave to the guestion
of why certain strategies had been implemented revealed a

wealth of management exper i ence, expert ise wi th general
management principles, genuine respect for the work that
nursing employees do in the Ìrospital, and an overall concern
t^¡ith running a good hospital that provided a good service.

The question of why they were doing the things they were

doing prompted many of the respondents to express openly their
personal philosophies of management. My analysis of the data
reveals that the participants seemed to provide the rationare
for implementing retention strategies under five predominant

themes: to empower and enhance the productivity of employeesi

to improve organizationar effectiveness; to deliver a quality
service; because of influence from nursing leaders within the
departments of their organizations; and because of the nllrses,
strike of 1991.
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In à sense/ the Executive Directors based most of their

actions on their thoughts, beliefs and attitudes about three
critical elements of their work: the orgênization," the
employees of the organization" and the product of the
orgänization. The participants expressed concern about their
budgets, about the nurses who worked in their facilities and

about the quarity of patient càre they delivered. Most of the
Executive Directors in this study incorporated the nursing
emproyeesr contribution to the hospital in the equation of the
achievement of organizational effectiveness. why were these
managers concerned about employee productivity, satisfaction
and absenteeism among nurses? I¡lhere did these participants
obtain their thoughts, beliefs and attitudes about managing

hospital organizations and nurses? one might think this is a

rather erusive question at this point in the study, but in the
authorst opinion it is a question worthy of discussion.

Many of the participants related how their academic, work

and life experiences had influenced their perspective of
hospital management. r'deed a few.f them gave full credit tr¡
their nursing departments for having initiated policy within
their facilities. However one of the most notabre reasons
that was provided as rationale for changing their cuïrent
patterns of thinking about hospital organizaLions was the j.9g1

labour dispute between the union of nurses and the nrnvincial
department of health org,rnizations.

The L99r nurses' strike, more than anything else they
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talked about' wäs responsible for changing the way they were

looking at nursers work. lühy? r believe that the Executive
Directors were thrust into a difficult and unfamiliar job
position for 31 consecutive days in the first month of 1991_.

Never before had they come äs crose to performing Lhe actual
work , tha L pr i or to the str ik e, they had only '?managed r .

During the period of the strike. the Executive Directors of
hospitals handed out food trays¿ answered phones, communicated

with stressed out fami ry members of patients, changed

dressings, and assisted with the physicar caïe of patients.
could it be that this profound experience and the encompassing
evenLs of the labour dispute provided them with the strongest
reasons for re-evaruating the design of nursers jobs and the
role of nursers work in the hospital?

V{hat would their rationale have been for
nurse retention strategies had r executed this
Froject prior to the strike? Would there have

amount of energy and mot ivat i on .to re_evaluate
and study the role of the general duty nurse in
prior to the strike?

implementing

same research

been the same

nursing jobs

the hospital

The questi"ons posed by the researcher werÈ not entirely
effective for fulry answering the inquiry about the
effectiveness of retention strategies. Generally speaking,
the answers to this question were so diverse that they had to
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be arranged into several categories"

The oirly theme that emerged was that one third of the
participants berieved that no singre strategy was enough to
prevent nursing turnover but that combinedn the strategies in
prace were. in their opinion, effective for retaj-ninq nurses

in hospitals 
"

rf very few retention strategies weïe offered by the
majority of participants, courd an evaruaLion of their
effectiveness be accurate? In order to have a clear
understanding of nursing turnover, the phenomenon must be

measured and evaluated in terms of its rateo pattern,
'l 

^^-1- i ^*rocaclon¿ cäuses¿ and consequences. The availability of this
information is a vitar prerequisibe to the effective control
and reduction of nursing turnover (Hoffmann, 19Bl-). Given

that the majority of hospitals weïe not effectively measuring

Lurnover and the Executive Directors were unable to delineate
specific retention strategies for nursing emproyees, it would

appear their assessment of the eftectiveness of the strateqies
in place in their hospitals r^ras rather subjective.

Hospital Administratorsr perspective of Nr¿rsing Turnover

Two thirds of hospitar administrators did not know the
l-evel of nursing turnover in their organizations. only three
of the nine participants in the study shared any, kind of
turnover information from their facility with me. This
finding makes me question the amount of preparaLion some of
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they took me as a researcher.
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interview, and how seriously

Nursing turnover ü/as not viewed as problematic by

hospital administrators. rndeed, nursing turnover was thought
to be low and within an acceptable rimit. In spite of this
finding three things hrere disturbing throughout the
interviews:

1) None of the Executive Directors gave any indication
that they knew that nurses have historically had higher
l-urnover rates than other occupations and professions (Munro,
lqaa\.

2) None of

about the histor
( Cavanagh, L989;

3 ) only one

amount of recent

topic.

the Executive Directors expressed conceïn

ical patterns of turnover for hospital nurses

Marquis, 19BB; T,rTa11, 19BB; [,lolf " 
j.991),

of the Executive Directors mentioned the
literature that has been published on the

r was not abre to ascertain if the lack of concern and

knowredge about nursing turnover that was disprayed by all of
the administrators r^Iäs because: they hieïe simpry unaware of
the historical high rates of tnrnover among nurses that worked

in hospitals; they had neveï had problems with excessive
nursing turnover in their organizations t oyì the phenomena had

always existed in their oïgan izat ions and theref ore r^/as

cons ider ed standard ernployee behavi our .

vühatever the reason, the lack of concern, the collective
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inabil-ity of the respondents to acknowledge the phenomenon of
nursing turnover, and the significant difference I¡etween their
perception of nursing turnover and my perception of nursing
turnover, led me to bel-ieve that most of the Executive
Directors of hospitals were out of touch with the Registered
Nurses who work at the staff lever in the organizatÍon, and

regard general duty nurse turnover as relatively standar<l

behaviour in hospitals.

Hospital administrators felt the major reasons nurses
quit their jobs were because of spouse job re-rocation,
pregnancy¿ job dissatisfaction and career develoÞment. [üith
the exception of jo]¡ dissatisfaction, these re,*sons point tire
finEer at the employee for quitting their job and erroneously
relieve the orgänization of responsibility for the emproyeers

exit. could it be that the benign classifications of employee

exit forms that list reasÕns for leaving work asrfpregnancy,,
ttspouse transferrr and rfobtaining moïe educationr tend to
conceal the true motivations of the emproyee? perhaps

returning to work is not economically or peïsonal1y beneficial
for mothers with young chirtlren, or the spousers career is
seen to have more opportunity than the nursers career¡ oï
obtaining more education is considered more challenging and is
thought to hold more opportunity for advancement than bedside
nurs inq?

The only concern that was

adminisLrators with regard to nursinq

expressed by most

turnover, was with the
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supply or general duty nurses in their facilities. Most of
them were of the opinion that Lhere were excessive numbers of
general duty nurses/ and a shortage of critical cðre nurses.
For the most part, Lhe problems expressed by many of the
administrators was with their abiiity to fi.I_I vacant staff
positionso not with their ability to keeEr experienced nurses.
Thus the Executive Directors were more troubred by the
recruitment of critical caïe nurses veïsus the retention of
generä1 duty staff nurses. Very few of the Executive
Directors spoke about the tenure of staff nurses and none of
them spoke about ðccession rates, stability rates¡ or survival
rates for these same employees on various wards in the
hospitars. rndeed, one of the comments made I¡y a respondent
exemplifies the perception held by many of the administrators
regarding nursing turnover:

. - . if it got to the point where services had to becurtailed because of lack of staffing, thencertainly we would take more aggressive measuresin recruitment. but äs long a= 
-*e can maintainfull services and staff seems to be avairable inthe various disciplines they are needed, then Idonrt perceive that as a problem.

The implicit assumption from this statement is that furl
nursing staff quotas, mean ful1 (sufficient) patienr cäre
services. As long äs there is someone in Lhe wings th"et has

R.N. behind their name that can fill in the vacant position
Ieft by a pregnant' spouse Lransferredo school-bountl or burnt
out nursing employee, then hospital administrators determine
that the organization is rr:nning efficiently.
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rf human resources determine the strength of hospitars,
and if the managers believe that the type of care they deliver
relies heaviry on their employees, then shourdnrt these
organizations be concerned with the quality of those resources
versuË the quantity of those resources? Full sLaff quotas
only indicate ä hospital is maintaininE adequate patient
services. The quality of the staff would be a l:etter
indicator of the degree of distinction a hospital has with
regard to patient care services and overarl organizational
effectiveness. How are hospitars evaluating the quality of
their nurses? Do they weigh the nursesr educationar reve1,
career experience, tenure with the organizationo or
contril¡utions to the facility? rf hospitals do irot evaluate
the quality of their staffo they can not properly evaluate
ùrganizational effectiveness antl therefore any craim of
trexcellencert is unsubstantia.ted.

The majority of hospitar adminisLrators fert they could
affect nursing turnoveï a great deal. The most important tool
al1 Lhe managers identified, in terms of affecting the rate of
nurse turnover within the organizations wäs r'good

communicationrr. Most of the communication straLegies they
cited provided information to the nursing employees via
orientations, in-services and newsletters. Few of the
strategies included .listening to the empl_orzees. Hov¡ d o

hospitals show concern for their nurses, ret them know they
are appreciated, show respect, and empo\,üeï their nursinq
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empl- oyees ?

some of the participants stated they r4rere presently
looking at implementing general forums to invorve staff with
manägement decisions. As one of the participants pointed out,
using the Human Resources DepartmenL to obtain employee

profiLes could truly assist hospitals to respond to emptoyees,

d rather new pherromenon for these bureaucratic organizatio¡rs
which ère renowned for directing their employees instead of
responding to them.

There is incongruity between the finding that hospital
administrators believe that the two major reasons nurses leave
their jobs are not within their control. and the finding that
they f elt they courrf af f ect nurs ing turnover d great dear .

The last major finding of this section points out another
incongruity; two thirds of hospital administrators were of the
opinion that the primary responsibility of nurse retention 1ay

with the Department of Nursing.

rf the mandate of an Executive Director of a hospital is
the supervision and management of employees, and if their
fundamental responsibility is to ensure that arl of the
departmental efforts are coordinated towards achieving the
organizational goal of providing quality patient care, then
shouldn't the primary responsibiJ_ity of nurse retention 1ie
with the hospital adminisLrator? rs that not the point of
having an Executive Director- someone to assume the overall
responsibility of patient care? Doesntt the rnanasement
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Iiterature outline that some of the functions of these Iead.ers

are staffing, planning, controlling, creating ä facilitating
climate and maintaining stability (Charns & Schaefer, 19g3;

Goldsmithr l-981; Numerof, rgBz)? Are these not critical
functions for the retention of nurses?

How can Executive Directors bel_ieve they can affect the
turnover of nurses but nol- feel responsible f.or the retention
of nurses? !ühy arenft they being held accountable for the
staffing of their orgänizations? These findings suggest that
Executive Directors of hospitals are given a tremendous amouirt

of authority in the corporation but assume very rittle
responsibility when it comes to actually supervising and

managing the bulk of hospital employees. The finding of who

is primarily responsible for the retention of nursing staff
denotes yet another gðp in the management literature and the
practice of hospital. management.

Limitations Of The Studv

lrlo investigation is cut and dried and this study was not
if n exception to that rule. Two situations arose that smudc-red

the findings of the study.

First, upon compreting the data cotrrection phase I
realized that two respondents had referred to some general
statistics on hospitar nurse turnover rates that had bee.
collected in the city. These two individuals stated they had

used these statisLics to compère with their facilityrs
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turnover statistics. These declarations baffled me durinq the

data analysis stage because five of the nine respondents I

interviewed had claimed they werÈ noL measuring nursing

turnover in their organizations. Four important questions

arose from thì* n.¡rl-inrr'l ¡r finding, namely; where did tþose

two individuals get that information?; who was compiling and

publishing that information?; r^¿hy was that publication not

offered to me during any of the interviews I held?; and why

would some of the hospital administrators te11 me therz hrêrÊ

not measuring nursing turnover if there hras a publication that

presented nursing turnover statistics for all of the

hosp i tals ?

Second¿ (and related to the first situation) a very

perplexing and eventually frustrating incident occurred during

two interviews" At the beginning of Brucers and Jamie's

interviews, they both stated their orgänizaLions hrere not

measuring nursing turnover. However at some point in the

interview, each of them made a phonecall to another department

within the hospital to inquire if there were any statistics on

nursing turnover for the facility. Both of them were given a

percentage rate for nursing turnover for their respective

organizations for the year of 1990! The most absurd moment of

the study wðs with Jamie. Near the beginning of the interview

I aslced hirn what percentage of nursing turnover would be

considered unacceptable clr dysfunctional for the organization

and he replied 10 to L5eo. At the end of the inLerview he
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for fu]1 time R.N.rs was l-5e,!
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the 1990 turnover rate

Thus, althougrr fewer than harf of the hospital
administrators stated they were measuring nursing turnover, i.b

would appe,sr in fact that the majority of hospital
organizations were measuring nursing turnover, and that soÍìe
of the Executive Directors were simply not aware of it.
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VÏ I ) CONCLUSION

The purpose of the study was to obtain the hospital
administratorrs perspective on the phenomena of turnover among

generai duty Registered Nurses and to investigate what

strategies were in place in Lheir institutions to retain
nurses. Ã.s we11, the study attempted to inquire as to why

these strategies were implemented and how ef f ective they r\rere.

Although the majoritlz of hospital administrators thought
that nursing turnover had ð negative effect or-r patient cäre
services and r^rds costly for the organÍzation, none of the
participants in this study viewed nursing turnover as a

problem either within their facitities or with other
facilities throughout the city of the study. All of the
Execuiive Directors felt the turnover of generar duty nurses
was low and within an acceptabre 1imii. rnterestingry only
one third of the participants knew the turnover rates for
their facilities, even though tl-re investigation discovered
that the majority of hospitals were measuring it.

üenerally speaking, the hospitals that participated in
the study were doing a poor job of measuring nursing turnover.
The efforts by the few hospitars that admitted to collecting
turnover data were werl coordinated, however the measurements

that were being used were incomprete for studying the furl
impact of nursing turnover both within their facilities and

for comparison between other facilities. Thus, the turnover
data collected from the nine organizations studied coul_d not
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synthes i zed into äny forrn oÈ
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meaningful

Few of the Executive Direcrors offered deliberace
retention strategies aimed at reducing the exodus of general
duty nursing employees. However, the investigation reveal-ed
that several of the mäjor retention strategies identified in
the literature were indeed in place (in some form) within most
facilities. rt was difficurt to discern if the perceived low
turnover lever-s were a resur.t of strategic internal factors
within the orgänizations or extraneous factors outside of tire
organizations. Given the brevity and unsubstantial nature of
the majority of their answers to this critical questi6n in the
study" there wäs 1itt1e reason to believe that the perceived
low turnover raLes in most of the facilities were a resurt of
strategic internal policies.

The most notabre strategy that was being considered by
several facilities to retain nurses h/as futuristic, and
invorved re-definÍ.nE the rore of the nurse and articurating
non*nursinE functions. The rational_e for this endeavour wäs

attributed to ire in crirect response to the provinciar_wide
nul:se 's str ike of January IggL .

The effectiveness oÉ the retention strategies was

difficult to categorize due to weaknesses in the ïnterview
schedure and diverse opinions offered by the participants.
Hoh¡ever because turnover wðs not effectivery measured in Lhe

orgänizations and most Executive Directors were tinable to
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derineate specific retention strategies, it was felt their
assessment of the effectiveness of the retention strateqies
was hiEhly subjective.

The only problem most participants identified with regard
to generå1 cìuty nursing idas with the chronic shortage of
critical cäre nurses" By not speaking about stabirity räres,
accession rates or survivar rates of existing nursing
employees and expressing more conceïn about våcency rates, it
was felt the participants focused more attention on the
quantity of their nursing resources versus the quality of
those particular ernproyees. consequently, their interests
appeared to lean more towards caring about the efficiency of
the organization versus caring about the effectiveness of the
organization.

ïn spite of their concerns about the shortage of critical
care nurses¡ alr- participants believed their organizations
delivered excelrent patient care. rt was subsequently argued
by the researcher" that by not considering the quarity of
the ir nurs ing staf f with more compïehens ive turnover
calcurations, the effectiveness of the organization anrl the
quality of patient care could not be properly evaluated on

their partn and that craims of ilexcerrence,, in patient care
delivery were unsubstantíated.

The four major reasons the Execut

nurses left their jobs r^rerei spouse

general job dissatisfacLion and to obtai

ive Directors thought

l-r¡nqfov nv¿vå q¡¡s ! s! ¡ [J! ëgnä.ncy,

n more education. AlI
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of the participants in the study fert Lhat spouse transfer,
pregnancy and returning to school, h¡ere not within their
controL and the discussion section of the thesis charrenged
this notion and encouraged them to re-consider how those
re,fsons f or tur¡rover could be rnanaged.

All of the Executive Directors ferL they could affect the
rate of nurse turnover predominantly by uti I izing ,,good

communicationt. rt was fert theÍr comments in this area weïe
sincere l¡ut their overal] ability to articulate communication
strategies were rhetorical, inconsistent and r_acked

conviction. The overarl communication strategies that were
offered appeared to expend more Ênergy "talking tofr nursing
employees (orientations, in-services¿ nevüsreLters and r.v.
networks ) and not enough effort in *ristening to* or
responding Lo the nursing emproyees (sociar functions,
employee satisfaction survêys¿ feedlrack to outstanding staff,
and utilization of Human Resource Departments ) . Job
dissatisfaction was risted as the third most prevarent reason
for nursing turnover by hospitar administrators, i:ut r was not
given any specific information about what the hospitals were
doing to counteract this dissatisfaction.

A surprising finding in the study was that six of the
nine respondents were of the opini on that the pr Ímary
responsibility for nurse retention 1ay with the Department of
Nursing. The accountability of ilhe Executive Director (who

has authority and responsibility f.or 100% of a1r employees)
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and the accountability of the Assistant Executive Director of
Nursing services (who has æ.uthority and responsibirity for at
least 60% of alI hospital employees) was then illustrated.

The finding that Executive Directors had ä limited
urderstanding of nursing practice coupled with the finding
that they felt their nurs ing departments were pr imar i ry
responsible for nurse retention, calred into question their
ability to supervise and read nursing departments in hr:spitars
and their ability to structure the environrnent to ensure
organizational effectiveness. Much of the discussion focused
on the disparity between the management literature, and the
researcherrs perception of management practice.

Throughout the interviews most participants spor<e

liberally about their sl-y1es and philosophies of management.

Many of the administrators berieved their mênagement style was

hindered by the structure and philosophy of the nursing union.
and a few of the participants believed that there was

inadequate nursing leadership in their facilÍties. A

predominant theme that emerged from Lhe analysis of the data
v'las the submission of several critical elements believed by

rnost Executive Directors, to constitute the formura for
organizational effectiveness. Generally speakÍngo they
professed to a belief in productive, empowered employees who

provided a service within a decentralized environment" which
ultimately affected the organizationrs efficiency and

e f fect ivenes s ïn as much as it wäs peïceived that the
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participanLs wererrouL of touch?'with the nursing turnover
actualities of their organizations, and that their honourable
ideologies did noL refrect reality, iL was encr:uraging to
listen to their overall convictions to work tclwards Lheir
beI iefs .

ïn summary¡ the study has iltustrated how the hospital
management literature faits to define accurately hospital
management practice, and how hospitals in general, fail to
respond Lo iLs largest and most varuable resource- the general
duty Registered Nurse. Nursing turnover was not seen to be a
problem by the administrators of hospitals, and nursing
turnover was improperly measured by the majority of irospitars
in Lhe sì-udy. civen these important findings. it is u.nrireety
that nursing turnover wirr. be effectively reduced or
controlled in .uhese organizations.

Study Recommendations

The following recommendations are submitted by the author
in response to the findings of this si:udy.

1" Ã'11 hospitals should corr-aborate and sharea universal def inition of the term *ilursing turnover*.For example: All Registe::ed Nurses who quittheir jobs and do not return to the orgänizationwithin i,Z months.

2. Turnover data should be collected andsynthesized by a department other than theNursing Department (for example the HumanResou.rces Department ) .

3 . Pre-establ ished cr i.ter ia should beestablished for functional/dysfunctional
turnover for each ward in the facilitv.
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4. Exit interviews should be done for a1]
nursing employees and should inctude f,ikert
Scales to describe job satisfaction, careeropporttinities within the organization,
responsibility, recognition from the
organization" etc.

5" Exit intervíews should not Iistrrspouse transferredrr, rrpregnancyil or
'treturning to school_?{in boxes for resigning
employeÈs to check off. Rather, open ended
quest i ons such äs 'rlfhat wi l l yollr next j obgive you that canrt be obtained here?il andrr[rlhat might this organization have done to
have kept you working l:ere?r' shoulC be
pr ovided .

6" All employee exits should be cl-assified
as voluntary or invoLuntaryo and functional
or dys f unct i onal_ .

6. Mini
wards s

mal turnover meäsurements for all
a
b
c

hould include:
crude turnover rates;
median service of leavers;
a survival of Leavers curve.

7. Hospitals should annually review what theyprovide for their nursing emplÕyees irr termsof Fdy¿ recognitiono
job satisfaction./dissatisfaction, responsibility
and career opportunities.

B. The concept of clinical ladders is onethat should be seriously considered by theprovincial- Association of Nurses, theprovincial Union of Nurses, and theprovincial hospital orgariizatiorr.

the study raised more questions

ings prompted questions that could
.lrn t¡'ltietr-'rin*it itiLr-t rrrrF.rc:ii irr,-jr-lLrLe:r for tlie future

1. r¡Ihat qualiÊications shourd hospital managers pùssess?

2. tüho should manage nurses in hospitals?

As is often the case,

Lhan it answered. The tind



J. I,üho should def ine

4 " How do hospitals

nuising prectice

view their nursing

195
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Name
Executive Director
Hosp i ta I
Address
City, Province
Postal Code
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Brenda Gregory
Addr es s
City, Province
Postal Code

^-! -Ud,LC

in the Faculty of
I am conducting a

Dear Executive Director,

I am a nurse and a Graduate StudentEducation at the University of Manitoba.research project in the form of a Thesis-

r am interested in the phenomenon of nursing turnover,and I am particularly interestãd in managementrs (non_nursing)perspective of this behaviour among empÍoyees. specifically,the study's intent is to obtain the Executive Director'sviewpoint on this phenomenono to discover what is being doneby the institution to prevent or alleviate nursing turnover,to inquire as to why speciiic strategies äre being utilized,and how effective they are. rn order to invesfigate thisphenomenon, r pran to interview severar canadian hospitaladministrators.

A study like this has never been done, therefore r havehad- to design my own guestionnaire for the interview tocollect the data" rn order to ensure valÍditv of thisresearch project, it is important to pilot test the -instrument
on sub j ects s imi lar to the ones that r^¡i l1 be used in thestudy. This is where you come in!

r wish to sor-icit your herp in assisting me to refine myguestionnaire. This wou-rd cõnsist of you reviewing andcritiquing the questionnaire that I have ãesigned and wouldtake approximately one hour of your time.
ï will contact you within a week to receive news of yourd:lision to participate in the study. shourd you requireadditional information regarding the siuay, you cän contact meat my residence. (phone number) ¡ oy my faculty advisor Dr.Benjamin Levin in the Department of EducationalAdministration, (phone number ) .

Thank you for your consÍderatíon"
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APPENDIX B

Name
Executive Director
Hosp i ta I
Address
City, Province
Postal Code

Erenda Gregory
A,ddr es s
City, Province
Postal Code

Date

Dear Executive Director,

f am a nurse and ä Graduate student in the Faculty ofEducation at the university of Manitoba. r am conducting ,rresearch project in the form of a Thesis" which has beenðpproved by the Faculty of Education Ethics Review comnittee.
r am interested in the phenomenon of nursing turnover,and T am pàrticularly interested in managementrs (nón_nursing)perspective of this behaviour amongst employuuJ.specifically, the study's intent is to obtain the ExecutiveDi.rector's viewpoint on this phenomenon, to oi""ou,*ffibeing done by the institution to Þrevent or alleviate nursingturnover, to inquire as to why sp-ecitic strategies are beingutilized, and how effective they-are.
ïn order to investigate this phenomenon, I plan tointerview several canadian hospital administrators. Theinterview woul-d require 60-90 minutes of your timeo and forpurposes of data collection r would like to tape-rLcord theinteraction. _Io-trowing this, a transcript 

",i**.ry of theinterview woul-d be provided for your review and editorialcomments before I proceed with the analysis.
Throughor-it the study, r wi r r not use your name or thename of your institution. your wisir to discontínueparticipation in the project would be respected at all timesduring the conduct of the investigation.

r will contact you within a week to receive news of yourd:qision to participate in the study. should you requireadditional information regarding the siudy, you can contact meat my residence, (phone number), or my-faculty advisor Dr.Benjamin Levin in the Department of educãtional Administrationat the University of Manitoba, (phone number).
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Thank you for your consideration.

S incerely,
Brenda Gregory
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Ã,PPENDT X C

INTERVTEÛI SCHEDULE

Step 1. fntroduce seLf.
Step 2, Briefly describe the purpose of the study.
step 3. Reassure personal and institutionar. anonymity.
step 4. Briefly describe the procedures that wiII be taken

during the study (tape-recorded Ínterview, their review clf the
interview transcript before researcher anal-ysis).

Step 5" Any questions?

===========================___

ouestion l-. To begin with, could you tell me about your
educational and professional background, and how it
is you came to this particular job?

SECTTON 1

Ouestion 2. r am interested in your institutionrs ïesponse to
nursing turnover. Is turnover amongst general duty
Registered Nurses in this institution measured?

rf the answer is yes" go to guestion 3. rf the answer is ûo.
go 1to question 14 "

*********)r

Question 3. t+ihat is the leve] of turnover?

Question 4. Can you tell me how it is measured?
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Suestion 5. Can you te11 me why this institution decided to
measure turnover?

Ouestion' 6. Vtho collects the turnover data?

Ouestion 7. How often are measurements taken?

Ouestion 8. Are there pre-esta.blished criteria for acceptable
and unacceptable turnover rates in this institution?
How were they derived?

Questíon 9. Do exít interviews accompany R.N. turnover?

I f so why?

Ouestion 10 " Is turnover linked to performance? (performance
r¡J-ìnnq?)LtYe . t

ïf so why?

t¡iho does the ratinqs?

ouestion 11. lüho synthesizes this turnover data?

O-uestion !2. I¡Ihat is done with the data?

ouestion 13. t{hat have you learned from the data?

Causes of turnover. . .

locationsr...
patternsr...

ratesr... and

cons equences
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0-uestion L4. !'lhat is your perception of turnover amongst general

duty Registered Nurses who work in tiris hospital?

Question 15. [,]hat is your perception based on?

Suestion 1-6. Under what circumstances woulrf you start to measure

tur nover ?

Ouestion 17. What percentage of turnover amongst nurses would you

consider Lo be unacceptable for this institution?

ouestion l-8. rf you did decide to measure turnover, what steps

would you take, and how would you go about rneasuri.ng

it?
* f( f * * * ** *** * * * ** f{ fr * *

SECTION 2

OuesLion 19. rn your view, what kind of impact does nursing

turnover have?

0uestion 20. In your opinion" why do you think nurses leave their
jobs?

ouestion 2L. I¡Ihat can management do to af f ect turnover?



Question 22. In your opinionn what percentage of turnover with

nurses ts;

inevitable? avo idabl e?

Ouestion 23. In your viewo who has the primary responsibility for

retaining Registered Nurses in hospitals?

Ouestion 24. idhat ward would you expect to have the hiqhest

amount of turnover ämongst their general duty

Registered Nurse staff?

trlhy would you say the ward?

Ouestion 25. What ward would you expect to have the lowest amount

of Lurnover amongst their general duty Registered

Nurse staff?

Irlhy would you say the ward?

ouestion 26. How have the particur.ar features of this

orgänization affected your views on nurs ing

turnover?
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Ouestion 21 . I¡lhat qualities would you say this hospita] has for
attracting Registered Nurses?

Ouestion 28. Idhat qualities would you sðy this hospital has that
may be considered unattractive by Registered Nurses

who are contemplating working here?

** * * X )t* * * * * ** * ** * * **

SECTION THREE

Yourve spoken to the qualities this hospital has that may be

attractive or, unattractive to potential Registered Nurses

contemplating working here.

Ouestion 29. tdhat gualities or strategies does this hospital have

f.or keeping, or reLaining their nurses?

ouestion 30. lalhy have those strategies been implemented?

Ouestion 31". In your opinion, how effective are those strateqies

for reLaining nurses?

** * * *>Y * *** y< * * ** ** * ìT *
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SECT]ON FOUR

Ouestion 32" hrould you say this organization is moving towards

decentralization?

If so" why?

Can you ¡lrovide me with some examples or

documentat i on?

Question 33. Is this organization using Primary Nursing as a mode

of patient care?

If so¿ why?

Can you provide me wibh some examples or
d ocumentat i on?

Ouestion 34- Does this organization have clinical ladders for its
nursing staff?

If so, why?

Can you provide me with some examples or
documentat i on?
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OuesLion 35. Does this organization u.tilize joint-colLaborative
practice between nurses and physicians?

If so¿ why?

Can you provide me with some examples or

documenLat i on?

SECTÏON FIVE

Question 36 " filculd you please respoird to a checklist of possible

retent i on meäsures stating wh ich have been

considered or adopted by the organization. I would

Iike to k¡row why you adopterl them and how ef f ective
you think thelz are for retaining nursing staff.

RETENTTON MEASURES

A. Patient Classification SysLems oy tüorkload

Measurements.

B. Unit speciti.c staffing.

C. Flexible scheduling.

D. Job sharing.

YES NO
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E. Cafeteria style benefits package.

F. Bonuses (sucir as gift certificates, journal

subscriptions, educational leave,

bursar i es, attendance a'b nurs ing

conferences, etc . )

G. Recognition (nursing newsletters, awards

dinners, bonuses, etc. )

H. Promotional opportunities outside of

administration.

I. Educational opportunities (seminars¿

workshops, conferences. in-services, etc. )

J. Chi ld care .

K. Free parking.

L. Job rotation.

M. Resources to decrease non-nursing tasks (24

hour support staffrequipment, suÞpIies,
o-l-¡ \
e eÈ . /

N" Committee work/staLf designed projects.

O. Significant shift differentials.
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P. Financial recognition for advanced

preparation.

O. Meal serr¡ice for shift workers.

R. Research acLivities (designing"

implementing, publ ishing ) .

S. Employee-Management Advisory Committees.

T. CEO opinion surveys.

U. Regular rrCof f ee with Ä,dminil events .

V. Consultation for cèreer planning and

development.

ï^I . Empi-oyee Centre ( exercise classes, stress

management, etc. )

X. Others

Ðuestion 3'7. That completes the interview. Is there anythinq I
have missed or that you would like to expand on?
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APPENDIX D

Name
Executive Director
Hosp i tal
Cityu Province
Postal Code

Brenda Gregory
Address
City, Province
Postal- Code

l-¡¡l.a

Dear Name,

r have complei:ed collecting the data for my study enti-bled
HospitaL Administrators Perspective C¡f And Response To Nursing
Turnover. r can now proceed with my anarysis of the data"
Before r do however r would like you to review the enclosed
transcript of the interview r had with you. The purpose of
this is tt¡ allow you Lo edit and/or expand on comments you may
have made. I believe this exercise will further validate the
data and will protect you as a subject.

r have allowed 10 working days for this process. r wirl phone
your crerical staff to ensure you received a copy of the
transcript. certainly if you require more time¿ you can
contact ne at my residence (phone) to let me know when r can
expect a return. rf r do not hear from you within 10 working
days of your receipt of this transcript r wirr- assume r may go
ahead with the data analysis

once again T am very grateful for your participation in the
study and for taking the time out to talk with me.

Q ì n¡ayo'l r¡vLz f

Brenda Gregory
Graduate Student
Faculty of Education
University of Manitoba
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